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CHAPTER I
THE PROBIEM

This paper deals with J ohannim-Synoptic dif'f'erencea.

Since the

problem is IIDlltif'arious, this paper will be llmlted to basic dissim1.larities and how they might be resolved.

Toward this end an understand-

ing of' John I s use of iroiv, and other literary techniques, mlght help.
One scholar expresses the problem quite weil.1

What is perhaps most striking in a comparison of John and the
synoptic gospels is that several of the most important; synoptic
incidents are omitted by John, though he seems to show indirectly
lmowledge of some of' them. These incidents are the virgin birth
of Jesus, his baptism by John, the temptation, the transfiguration,
the words explanatory of' the bread and wim at the last supper,
and the agoiv in the garden of Gethsemane. 1
This paper llill deal with the basic issue expressed in the quotation
above, that John

11 seems

to show indirectly lmowledge of same of11 the

synoptic incidents.
The Qllestion
The writer of this paper approached the prob:temwith one question
in minds

Could it be that the au~or of the Fourth Gospel both kmw of,

and agreed with the synoptic tradition yet chose to present the same
truths in his own way with his own unique emphases? An investigation
into this question convinced the writer of this paper that whereas the
synoptic authors preferred to present vari011s truths by reporting each of

1c. X. Barrett, The Gospel According to St. itohn (Londons SPCI,

19SS), P• 42.

2

them as individual, condensed, foreshortened episodes, the author of the
Fourth Gospel preferred to present the same truths b7 blending and
dif.tu.sing them throughout his entire work.
tion

or

In this wa7 John's presenta-

synoptic equivalents c0111.d give an existential impression

or

overall realit7 and not~ easily removed from the bcd7 of his text.
They w011ld be continuing abiding aspects of' truth rather than isolated,
circumscribed events.

The world.ng-au.t of' synoptic facts was shown in

the daily ministry of' Jesus.

The method of the Fourth Gospel's author

was to master.tu.lly wield a technique or dramatic irOJW' replete with
subtlety, nuances and theological innuendos.
Scholarly Oversights
Many scholars aclmowledge John's use of irony-, but none of them have
analyzed it to discover where it might lead.

An Icelandic scholar even

wrote a book2 one intent or which was to deal with irony in the New
Testament.

Ou.t

or the two hundred and sevent7 five pages of his book he

devotes only seven of them to John.

Both Barrett) and Bl-own,4 as

examples, also aclmowledge John's iroey, but only in passing as it were.
It is the opini.o n of the writer of' this paper, however, that irOJW", and
other 1iterar7 techniques, in the Fourth Gospel dare not be overloolcad

2Jakob Jg°nsson, Humour and Irony in the New Testament, translated
from the Icelandic b7 J6hann Hannasson (Reykjavika Prentsmidjan Oddi Rf'.,

1965).

)Barrett, PP• 153, 244, 266.
4aa.)'lllond E. Bl-own, The Gospel According to John of The AncharBlbls
(Garden City, New Yorka Doubleda7 Company-, Inc., c.197O), iii.kl, cxxn.

3
or inadvertently slighted because a proper understanding of them is the
key for unlocking the f'ull meaning of John's presentation and the

solution to mch of the Ul'll"esolved Johanni.ne-Synoptic •·difficulties.
MethodologyThe investigations which led to the convictions above dealt mai.nl.J'
·t-11.th examining John's use of questions, stateuents, and dramatic hi.atorical settings.

The occasions, the persons involved, and the actual

wordings or these three things were scrutinized in great detail.
analyzing the tnechanisms

After

or the Fourth OosP.81, peri.copes were selsc-ted

which best illustrated them.

This methodology- led inexorably- to a pro-

found sense or John's masterful use or drama.tic ir0D1", subtlet7, and
allusions.
In researching the above, three major assumptions were held.
Firstly, that the Fourth Gospel was composed or compiled by one person.
This person shall be referred to as John.
is an original and integral part
Story

or

Secondly-, that chapter 21

or the Gospel. For convenience the

the Woman taken in Adultery- (7:53 to 8:11) will also be

assumed as Johanm.ne.

Thirdly, that the writer or the Fourth Gospel

was familiar with all three of the synoptic accounts or, at least, the
traditions behind each of them.
Before John's use
demonstrated the theme

or

ir0D1", and other liter&r7 techniques, can be

or his gospel 1111st

be attempted in the next chapter.

be established.

This will

CHAPl'ER

Il

WHAT IS TO BE SOUOH'?T

What the Theme is not
The theme of the Fourth Gospel is not 20:30-31.
example. states categorically of' verse 31:

11

Barrett. far

Both the parpose or the

gospel and the author I s theology are swnmed up in this verse • • • • Whoever may have written ch. 21. this verse f'orms the conclusion and • • •
the climax or the gospel as original.l.y- planned. 11 1 When 20130-31 is
examined in context.. however. it is seen f'or what it really is: an
editorial comment on the f'irst two resurrection appearances or Jesus to
His disciples.

Verses 30-31 immediately follows (in context.) the

resurrection and His convincing appearances. It is His third appearance
to believers in general. and the second to the twelve disciples in particular (20:ll-18.19-23,26-27).
Acts 1:3.

John 20:30-31 is the equivalent of

In Acts it is recorded: "he presented himself' alive arter his

passion by many proof"s. appearing to them • • • • "
not end here.

John 21:l has:

to the disciples • • • •"

11

.Arter this Jesus revealed himself' again

Contiming with Acts 1:3 above: "appearing

to them during f'orty days • • • •"
lent or Acts 1::,.

The equival.enc:, does

John 20:30-31 and 21:1 is an equiva-

Moreover, interest is arou.sed as to whether ar not

the twenty-f'irst chapter of' John is an original and integral part of
the work.

The

11

signs" of' 20:30-31 done "in the presence or the disciples"

le. X. Barrett. The Gospel According to st. John (London: SPCK.
1955), p. 42.

s
and "written that you may believe" are f'or the purpose of' convincing
John's audience that Jesus is the living Christ, the resurrected Son at
God.

Only by believing in a living, resurrected Lord and God (20:28)

can one have "lif'e in his :name,"

The essence or such an editorial

comment as 20:30-31, in abbrev.lated f'orm, can be found in 19:35,20:8,
and 21:24.

In each case the emphasis is to the ef'f'ect that the Foarth

Gospel's author actually witnessed something essential tor true faith.
That is, respective to the above citations, Jesus is the resurrected
Lord, water and blood actually came trom His crucif'ied side, His tomb
was empty with the grave~clothes undisturbed, and the author's witness
throughout his work is certainly. truel

In no way should 20:30-31 be

singled out trom the other editorial comments.
witness.

To do this warps John's

For example, the same principle of' commentary is used in 19•35

as in 20:31, yet no scholar cites the former as "the climax of' the gospel
as originally planned, 112 nor do they doubt that the following chapter (20)
is an integral part of' the work.

Furthermore, the "signs" of' 20:30-31

are explicitly def'ined as having been done "in the presence of' the disciples."

Thi~ ref'ers in particular to those signs recorded in 20:19-20

("Jesus came and stood among them") and 20:26-27 ('!Jesus came and stood
among them").

In the face of' such evidence from context 20(30-31 is

seen to be--not the theJl'IEI of' John's gospel--but an editorial comment on
the convincing "proof's" (Acts 1:3) or the Lord's resurrection.

6

'What the Them Ia
The theme

or

the Fourth Gospel is stated cl.ear~ at its begining,

in 1:9-1):
The true light that enlightens every man was coming into the world.
He was in the world, and the world was made thr011gh him, yet the
world knew him not. He came to his own home, and his own people
received him not. But to all who received him, who believed in his
name, he ··gave power to become children or God; who were born, not
ot blood nor of the will of the flesh nor or the will or nan, but
of God.
Everything subsequent to this theme is in support or it, ror its illustration.

It is also easier to suppose that John w011ld express his

theme at the start of his gospel rather than at its end,

The ensuing

illustrations o:r this theme are for the purpose o:r enabling his audience to imagine and :f'eel themselves back in that period--as contemporaries o:r the Lord.

This was very important to the Fourth Gospel's

publication since it is possible that the last apostolic witness was
abou.t to die (21:2J-24).
bacons .as it were,

8

John wanted all his readers and listeners to

eye-wit:nesses0 themselves.

the reasons why John uses the word for

11

This is probably- one of

witness 0 by :f'ar more frequently-

(47 tims) than all the other gospels combined (l.S tims),3
Characteristics

or

John's Thematic Devel.opment

A major aspect of' John's theme is that
The word tor "know" (from the root

,

11 the

y1VWO'XIA>)

world knew him not.•

is used S6 or S? times in

John alone whereas all the synoptics combined use it only 4 times more

3Barrett, P• S

7

( 60 or 61 times). 4

If" one word or concept is characteristic of John's

use or irony it is the negative and positive aspects or n1m.ON1.ng.n
is not unti1 after the resurrection of Jesus that anJ'
as truly knowing Him.

OM

It

is reported

(The one exception is 1:49 stated ear1y in the

work for the same purpose or identification as Matt. 1:20-21; Mark l!:1;
and especially Inke 1:31-32.)S Chapter 21 brings this ou.t most
dramatically.

Aside from the Lord Himself, of course, no one properly

knew His true identity, the significance or His work, or His Father

with011t the illumination of the "true light that enlightens eveey mnn
(1:33; 6:44 1 63).

John ma.sterfulfy brings ·hi.s theme into c1ear relief'

by showing that the world did not lm.~ Him (1:10; 14:1?; 15:21; l.6:3);
nor the Baptizer (l:31,33); nor His own mother (214):

ncr His own

brothers (7:S); nor the Samaritan woman (4:10,22); nor the healed paralytic (S:13); nor the healed blind beggar (9:12,25); nor Mary Magdalene
(20:2,14); nor His i"ellow-c011ntrymen (7:28); nor the leaders of His own
country (8:14,19,27,43,55; 9:29-30; 10:6); nor Pilate (19:9); nor even
His O"rm disciples (4:32; 6:19; 12:16; 14:S,9; l.6:17-18; 20:9).

John's

irony is especially acute where he portrays everyone as confidenti,.
thinking that they knew all about Jesus• identity when actualfy they
knew nothing at all (4:19,25-26; 6:14,31-32; 7:27; 8:)9,44; 9:29,40-41;

ll:24-26; 1):27-29: 16:)0-31).

Again and again through011t John's

gospel the author returns to various ~apects of his central theme.

4Ibid.
'intra. PP• 99-107.

8

Every episode in the F011rth Gospel sh011ld be read with an eye alert

for allusions to his theme.

This is most intelligently dona only if

one is aware of John's use or irony.
this irony is used.

The next chapter will suggest how

CHAPl'ERlll

JOHN 1S TECHNIQUE OF mONY
A Def'inition
One standard Bible study tool has this def'inition of' irC>Dy:

Iroey is def'i:ned by Webster's New International Dictionary as a
n sort or humor, ridicule, or light sarcasm, which adopts a mode
of' speech the intended implication of' which is the opposite of' the
literal sense of the words" • • • • Dudley Zuver says: 11In genara1
• • • irony can be distinguished f'rom humor in being more moralistic and disciplinary in intent" • • • • There are nwnerau.s
examples of' iroey in the Bible.l
In the article quoted above several e:xamples of' iro11¥ in the Bible
were given.

Thau.gh only a mere smattering, 13 of' the biblical e:xamples

were f'rom the New Testament and, of' these, almost half' (6 au.t of' 13) 118re
from the Fourth Gospel (1:46; 8:7; 9:27; 13:38: 19:3,14-15,19) alone.
Although it is not essential to the -purpose of this paper, a comparison of' classical Greek and

Hebre1-1 _uses

of' dialectic can be given

801118

small measure of' consideration since iroey and subtlety are integral
parts of' dialectical discussion.
earlier compares the two.

The Ic~landic scholar mentioned

Of' the Hebrew use he says:

Certain academies as well as individual scholars were famau.s f'ar
their outstanding skill in the art of discussion, as were, f'ar
instance, the "sharpers of Pwnbeditha. 11 The scholars of this
institution were regarded as extremly subtle • • • • The Hebrew
rabbis did not, like the Greek rhetars • • • •ke their discuasiona
a game where the opponents played with ambiguau.s wards or abstract
ideas for the sake of' rhetoric practice alom. Their purpose was,

lil. Lansing Hicks, "Iroey and Satire," in The Interpreter's
Dictionary of the Bible (New York, Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1962), II,
726-728.

10
as a rule, either to draw the conclusion ot SOIIIB saying to the
extreme or to throw light upon a certain situation with the greatest
possible e:xact:nass.2
·
Alth011gh John's Gospel is from a later date, the above description of
Hebrew dialectic s011nds almost identical to his. For a fuller consideration of Greek dialectic, a good dictionary may be consulted.'.3
John's Hebrew style in the "art ot discussion," mentioned above,
can be seen in other ways also.

Noting the "semitic stamp" ot John's

gospel, one scholar wrote 1
It is not alone the language which has a thoroughly Semi.tic stamps
the style shows the effects o:r it still more • • • • Similarly• an
analogy has been sought, and not with011t reason, between the
techni~s used in John's discourses and rabbinical dialectic
• • • •
Included in this dialectic, as an aspect of it, were variou.s uses of
irony and subtlety.

Excellent examples of John's ·•rabbinical dial.ectic8

can be found in 8:31-59 and 10122-39.
instances is in Gen. 18:22-33.

One of the best Old Testament

John follows expertly in this technique,

bu.t he heightens its ef:f'ect and sharpens it with a master• s hand. Moreover,

11 iroJ'I¥"

in this paper will include a sense or overall irony gotten

from a Johannine passage even though it cannot be pointed ou.t in any
particular word ar phrase (for exampl.e, 11:45-53).

2Jakob Jo'nsson, HWllaur and Irony in the New Testament, translated
from the Icelandic 'b7 J6hann Hannesson (~ykjavik: Prentsm1.djan Oddi
Hf'., 1965), PP• 65-66.
3•Irony, 11 The Oxford English Dictionary ~A corrected re-issue;
Oxford: At the Clarendon Preas, 1933), P• 21.
4x.ouia B011yer, The Fourth Gospel (Westminster, Maryland1 The Newman
Press, 1964), PP• 16-17.
.

r

11!

John• s Qllestioning in 0e1'1Bral
The Fourth Gospel uses questions extensively and in an almost
totall,: different way from the synoptic writers.

They are a major

factor in his use or irony and f'or this reason they mst be examined in
great detail.
The Gospel of' Luke has a ratio or 13 questions per 100 verses
(l):100); Matthew has a ratio or about 15:100; and Mark has almost
20:100.

In comparison, John has about 19:100.

all types.

These questions include

The only point in this type or over-view is to establish the

fact that John uses questioning to a great extent.

As the analysis

proceeds, however, it will be seen that John's similarity to Mark is a
superficial 01'1B since many or John's questions are of' a different sort
altogether.

The questions used in all four or the gospels must be m-olmn
.
,
down into 11 straight 11 and 11 ov•r'> 11 types of' questioning. By straight

.

or

questions are meant those which are such because or the use
I

..,

(?10'T£

.,.

,

when

,

)T where (,rov )T how (ire.us )T who, which, what (TtS, Tt )T or by their

position in context.

The full meaning

J

,

~ OV-f-'')

questions will be dealt

with bel0t.z.
Straight Qllestions
More than 79 percent

or

Luke's questions are or the "straight" type

as compared to over 78 percent of' Matthew's, 79 percent of' Mark's, and
only about 75 percent or John's.

Regarding

o'Zl•fA~ questions, John

leads

the list this time with 25 percent as compared to Matthew's a little
over 21 percent, Mark's almost 21 percent, and Luke's 20 percent.

Thia

12

stage in the questioning analysis reveals that John uses

'

:rawer

straight

,

am more ov-1Ari questions than his synoptic peers. Still, the investigation mu.st not stop here.
Who Asks Which Type?
The synoptic writer~ report the great majority ot their questions
as coming from Jesus Himself.

John does just the opposite. Even more

astounding is the f'act that the percentage figures are an approximation
or inverse proportions.

or

Inke 1 s straight questions, 64 percent are

posed by Jesus and 36 percent by all others.
percent to 39 percent.

or

or

Matthew• s it is 61

Mark's it is nearly S7 percent asked by Jesus

and about 43 percent by all others.

John, on the other hand, reports

that Jesus asked only about 36 percent of' all straight questions and 64
percent ·were asked by all others.

When the synoptic figures are averaged,

they come out to about 61 percent of' all their straight questions being
raised by the Lord and roughly 39 percent are posed by other persons.
A comparison between these figures and John reveals something that
approaches inverse proportions I

One cannot be hasty in stating why there

is such an imbalance between Synoptic-Johannine questioning.
be fortuitous.

It might

On the other hand, it might be that John was concerned

to repro:iuce (witness) to his audience

SOllle

or the historical pathos

or

generated in the Jesus-Jewish authorities conf'lict.

those straight

questions asked above "by all others" John has abou.t 40 percent al' them
coming f'rom the Jewish authorities whereas the percentage tor Mark is
only 38 percent, f'or Matthew it is 31 percent and tor !Jlke it is 24
)

,

.

percent. When the same thing is considered with 01114r, questions below

13
the results will be remarkable.

Suf'f'ice it to say--f'or both types of

questioning--that John assumed that his audience was f'ami.liar with
synoptic

~

and so he chose to give witness to the f'eeling.

He did

this through drama.tic irony and especially as he used the subtleties
or questioning.

The synoptic writers reported, in the main, the ld.m

or questions that Jesus p!lt to the people.

John was interested that his

audience of believers hear the kind of' questions p!lt to Jesus--especially
by His antagonists.

By reporting their presumptuous, unenlightened

arrogance his audience would be reminded of his theme that 11the world
knetr him not • • • his ~rn people received him not."

John wished to

transpose existentially his audience back into the period of' Jesus•
earthly life, to hear ror themselves, as it t-rere, the Lord and His
opponents in verbal coni"lict.

If' John ccu.ld do this by dramatic irony

he would not need to record so many of' the Lord I s condemnations as the
synoptic ·writers had to to get the same ef'rect (Matthew 23, f'or example).
By a dramatic technique of' existential transposition the antagonists of'

Christ would be convicted by their own ignorant testimony, from their
own mouths--ironically.

By his ingenious technique John p11t an ironical,

reverse twist on such scenes as recorded in lnke 22:71; Mark 14:63; and
Matt.

26:25. Such a method wcu.ld be typical of rabbinic dialectic at its

most ef'rective.
t.A,
Ov' - n,
~ Questions

A definition of' this type or question mst be mde as clearly as
possible since John uses it so frequently as a conveyor of' his :iroey.

14
Citations below are offered in an attempt to refine a working
definition.

One scholar of Greek wrote:

Qtlestions expecting a negative answer are expressed by JA~ with
the indicative • • • • Questions expecting a positive answer have
oil with the indicative.
I

,

I

..,

I

E:xample:JAr, lOXvpoT£fOC rJ.VTOV' £af-&V ; are we stronger than heT
The answer expected is 11 No, of course not. 11 C0111pare 01h, crsxvpoT£poL
EOJ':EVd.VTdiJ ; are we stro~er than he? Here the answer expected.
is "Yes, certainly we are.nS
Both

,
011

ing of

and

11 no 11

,

JA') ,
or

therefore, are negative particles with the basic mean-

11 not.n

They are supremely suited to be vehicles oi' subtle

irony. t-niereas "straight" questions in John are ordinarily guileless,

ov-y.ra
' ' questions are frequently presumptive and audacious. This type
oi" question reveals the questioner as much as the person questioned.
This is true because the
more than this.

11 question11

al.ready preSW11es an answer, but even

The answer presunadis. in eff'ect, an assertion.

The

questioner does not really await an answer to sonathing he did not lmow
bef'ore.

Underlying the

'
I question is the pre~ion that the
01/-fl'l

questioner already lmows the a ~ r .

Should the questioned person give

an 11 anmrer11 contrary to that expected, he-not the person asking the
question--is shown to be ignorant or humiliated as the case might be.
The party, in debate, who proves most skillful. in the use of

I

I

011-f"'l

questioning is acclaimed victor by the auditing and partly-participating
~owd.

Even today, in the Orient?, this is almost a pastime in market-

place and crow.ad street corner.

Many times the vanquished party will

SJ. Gresham Machen, New Testament
The Macmillan Company, 1923 , p. 197.
Robert W. Funk, A Greek Grammar or the
University or Chicago Press, c. 1961),

Greek tor Be nners (Hew York:
Also F. Blass, A. Dabrunner and
New Testament (Chicago1 The
P• 220.

lS
either attempt no more questions ot his opponent (Matt. 22:46; 'Mark 12134,;

Inke 20:40) or else become violent (John 8:59: 10:31,39).
Special Problems

' , is beyond content~on,
OV•JA?

Even th011gh the basic use ot
scholars of Greek

fim

problems with their application in

801118

soma

cases.

Ona of them said:

In post-classical wosa, appreciation ot the rdce dittere:nces
between o-u and I"~ • • • has partially1 disappe,ared. It is not
good to bring the diff'erences between au and J.&~ under a det\nite
rule, but d011btless there is a large increase in the use ot fA'l
in the later language. The same observations apply to the N'.T.
There is sometimes no valid reason in favour ot one parti.cle agai.nst
the other, and either may be used according to the author's own way
or looking at things. 6
This man does not explain what he means by 11 own way of looking at things."

,

If' he means that an author might choose an

011

,
JA~

or a

in order to

achieve a certain eff'ect, then this is exactly what John did.

For

example, whereas the synopti.c gospels use, on the average, ab011t 24
forms to 7

24

r~, s.

I

t"~

forms (a ratio o:r 24:7);

ov•

I

John reverses it to 19 ov s to

The reason for this will be seen below.
,J

Who Asks ov and

,

JA~

Qllesti.ons~

Ona of the most profound differences between the Johannine and

Synoptic styles of questioning is who asks

ov' and who asks /"'), questions.

In John, the Jewish authorit:les (includes all ranks and parties) ask 13

ou·r~ questions as opposed to 11 asked by.Jesus.

or these, the

Jewish

~Jigel Turner, nsyntax,n A Grammar or New Testament Greek, edited
by James Hope MOlllton (Edinburgh: 't & T. Cl.ark, 1963), III, 281.

I

1.6
I

-,

authorities asked 10 JArJ and 3 rlll as opposed to 3
the Lord.

r,i
I

I

and 8 01J asked by

Speaking oi' this Jewish authorities-..Jesus ratio (13:11),

it becomes astounding when compared to the synoptic equivalent ratios.
luke's ratio is 1:25 (that is, l asked by the Jewish authorities and 2S
by Jesus).

.

Matthew's ratio is 1:26 and Mark's is 2:17. This means that

a full 29 percent

or

authorities as opposed to .3 percent
percent or Mark's.

,

all John's oV-JA'J questions are posed by the Jewish

or

.a

Iuke 1 s, and Matthew's and

Certainly these facts suggest that John uses

Oll·M
•

I

questions in a way different than the synoptic writers.
The Message Behind OU and

r~

Qlle·s tions.

It was established above ·that John reports the Jewish authorities

.

as asking i'ar more

, ,

Oll•fA~

questions than do the synoptics.

There are

,
various 011- ~'l i'orms in the gospel accounts. Ii' one investigates the use
,I

of these it is discovered that John uses 21 negative forms

whereas all synoptics combined use only 18.

As was shown above, the

Jewish authorities asked the great majority of
Gospel (10 to Jesus• 3).

'

o1J questions (8 to

,

(rrJ,~~Tt)

,
t"'l

questions in the Foarth

Jesus, on the other hand, asks the majority of

3 asked by the Jewish authorities). In such exchanges

they were aghast when He could victoriously cross wits with them
(7:14-lS).

This handling of

I

I

OV-JA'J

questioning is John's way ot enabling

his audience to "experience" what the synoptic teachers had already told
them (Matt. 22:15,23,35; lulm 10:25). When John's •own way of loold.ng
at things" is recogniMd, than it will become apparent that mcb of the
Johanni:ne-Synoptic Ddif'ferences" are due to stylistic misinterpretations.

17
Spacial Forms

.

,

There are special comp011nd forJlls or O'U-("-'J questions t011nd in the
:tour gospels, but only a few or these will be considered here since the
others are not significant for this paper.

Before these are loolcad at,

hOHever, a special case will be reviewed.
John 7:53 to 8:11 is an ort-dispited, orphaned pericopa which finds
a home wherever it can.

Certain scholars amass evidence against its

being Johannine, but it has one marlcad similarity to the rest of the
gospel.

It is a classical example or

o-J-r~

In 8:11 Jesus

questioning.

asks a question of the forgiven adulteress which expects a positive
answer ( ovc5' E'lS

o.JcSus •

)•

She responds with the e:xact wording expected, again

Despite the alleged evidence against its being Johannina? it

bears, at least, two family resemblances:

(1) its use of

o..J-,,_~

question-

ing (fou.nd in a short pericope of' only eleven verses), and (2) its
Johannine use of irony (verse 7). 8 An exegetical dissimilarity between

7:53 to 8:11 and the rest of' John is the way verse 6 1s used.

It is

more typical of the question combat settings in the synoptic gospels
(Matt. 22:15,3S; tulca 10:25).
John is the only gospel which has the f'Ol"Jll

, '
notes a "subtle" OV•JA'I

o.Jxovv

(18:37).

Turner

expression earlier in John, but · sees difficulty

with a later one:
a
011

and IA'I' are both found in questions:
a.JMoiiv if a positive answer is expected

?Barrett, pp. 490-493.

8Hicks, II, 728.

'

011

••

• ,
ar'
or oy,u ar 9vat. ar
• l''I ar J"'~TC if a

18
negative answer ( • • • surely not) • • • (Nicodems is rather
subtle in using I-'~ ) • • • •9
A superscript is tound above the word

o,J.KriV in the preceeding quotation.

Turner has tootnoted: "John 1837 is ditticult, because a negative aMMar
is expected • • • • nlO He expresses the same clif'ticulty when he says:
In s ~ pts,agps the, strengt;h of

f"\'\I

is somewhat modif'ied: John
~e mst be (or perhaps he is)
the Messiah • • • it is more like ov ; the distinction is sometiMes ~{ficult to draw f'or mch depends on the tone of' the speaker
••••

429 t,4'1'tl

arnos &aTtv

a '/.p1t1Tls

In the tt-ro citations above Turner admits difficulties caused by John's
usage

of o.J•fA~ which do not conform to his (Turner• s) theological

opinion of' what John should say.

He discovers a positive particle where

his personal interpretation expects a negative particle, and the same in
reverse.

That is, he presumes that Jesus should answer "No" regarding

His ld.ngship in John 18:37 and that the Samaritan wOMan should have

pi-o-

claimed the Messiahship or Jesus to her fellow townspeople (John 4:29).
It also is possible, however, that Jesus implied a "Yes" in 18:37 and
that the Samaritan woman expected "No• s 11 from her townspe.ople. What is
to inform the investigator it not the literal Greek! Such di.f'ticul.ties
would not be had if the Greek were permitted to follow Greek rules of'
grammar, and John to express his "own way of' l.ooking at things."
Only Yark (2:7) and John (14:2) have the EC • • •

question.

fA~

An expert of' Greek has this to say about its

9'rurner, III, 282-283.
lOn,id.
lllbid.

f'orm of'
n

EC' with the

19
indicative (supposed reality) takes the negative
contrary to fact take

JA~ • • • •n12

ov ••• suppositions

This t ~ ot question

construction

is superlatively suited to be a conveyor of iroey; "suppositions contrary to tact 11 is very close to the ditinition ot iroey as •a

111ode

of

speech the intended implication ot which is the opposite ot the literal
sense of the words. n

I '
Another important construction, 011/At'I
, will be

considered later in this paper.13
Before examples of John's questioning are considered, it needs to
be said that straight and

o-J-14~

questions sometimes

occur

closely

together in a text (Matt. 13:55-56: Mark 6:2-3: Inke 2:49: John 6:42).
t

,

Sometimes more than one au-1"'1 expression occurs in one wrse.

Since it
I

~

would be cumbersome to separate each coupling of straight and 011-1"'1
instance, they should be considered together.
suffice at this point.

.A passing remark will

They seem to occur in greatest concentration--

in all the gospels--when the origi.n or surprising behavior of Jesus is
the subject of the passage.
regard.

l3J:n:rra., PP• 85-86.

Inke is a little less mrked in this

CHAPTER IV
EXAMPLES OF QUESTIONING
The Straight Question:

1:19-26

John was perfectly capable of' using straight-forward questioning-without subtle implication--if' he so desired as 1:19-26 well exemplifies.
He seems to have done it at the very beginning of' his work so that
allusive, ironical presentation wClll.d stand out in clsarer re1ief'
subsequently.

.,

In just seven verses, 1:19-26 contains seven straight questions.
Although fully 2S percent of' all Johanni~ questions are oV•l"'J types,
there is not a single instance of' it in this passage.

The Baptizer• s

answers are contrasted to Jesus• later ones. For example, when the
priests and Isvites ask the Baptizer "Who are youTn he replies, •I am not
the Christ" (verse 20).

Compare this to Jesus• answers in 8:S4; l012S;

and 19:9. Again, when they asked the Baptizer 11What then? Are yoo.
Elijah?" he replied directly, "I am not" (verse 21).
8:24, 28 and ,58.

Again, they ask the Baptizer •Are you. the prophet?"

and he simp1y negates, nxon (verse 21).

"Who are yc,11!11 they persist in

verse 22, "What do you say abou.t you.rse1f'Tn
in verse 23.

Compare this to

He responds umDi>ipmsly'

No )9Stery surrounls the Baptizer• s person.

John means

that the Baptizer• s true identity was lmown to all--but not so with the
identity or Jesus for "the world lmaw him not.n When Jesus finall.y did
give bare an~rs His disciplss were overjoyed (16:29-30).

The Lord

doubted even then that they reall.y understood the rea1 significance ot

21

what He said (16: :,1).

Oetting back to the discaarae between the Bap..

tizer and those "sent fram the Phariaees,n the questioning contimed.
They asked him "Then why are Y'CJll baptizing, il' Y'CJll are neither the
Christ, nor Elijah, nor the prophet T•
states:

The Baptizer matter-of'-f'actq

"I baptize with water; but among ym stams one whom you do

not lmow" (verses 25 and 26).
is magnificent.

The way John handles these two verses

The Baptizer here introduces the coming act of Jesus

Christ onto the stage of' history--from behind the curtain of His earq
years.

Verse 26 alludes to the Johannine theme.

The Baptizer even

acknowledges his own insufficiency of recognition in verse :,1 am, for
emphasis, it is repeated in verse :,:,.
There can be little doubt that the Baptizer's three •denials"
(verses 20 and 21) are meant to be contrasted with Jesus• three claims
to be the "I am" ( l1w EtJAc. ).

..

These words of' Jesus (8:24-,58) are Diver
I

I

a

I

varied whereas those of the Baptizer "decrease" in emphasis ( ryw 011k £If<~
OVK Ety.c.;

or

.,

ov

).

CCJlll.d this be the grammatical way (truq ingem.011sl)

expt"essing the Baptizer's words in :,::,OT John's use

or

three-ness•

11

will be t011nd repeatedq (18:17-27 as opposed to 21:15-17: and 18::,B-110
as opposed to 19:4-6). Aside f'rom this fascinating at.finit7, mch else
could be said regarding this pericope•s similarity to synoptic concepts,
but space forbids.

En011gh is seen il' 1:19-26 is recognized as John'~

early' use of straight questioning meant b,- him to stand in contrast with
subsequent presentation.

22

o,;.f,; Qa.estionsa

18:lS-18 and 2S-27

John 18:15-18 and 25 to 27 is a classical example of John's use of
~

this type or questioning. Evan th011gh verses 19 to 24 haw no

' ,
,n,-l"'J

questions, this account or Jesus before the High Priest is 1111.stertul.l,1'
used to heighten the dramatic irony- of the whole pericope. Before the
I

I

actual ov-f"'l questioning is considered, therefore, verses 19 to 24 sh011l.cl
be reviewed.

This can be quickly and simpq dona.

Jesus abou.t His disciples and teaching.
heard me • • • • 11 (verse 21).

The High Priest aslcB

Jesus responds, 11Ask those who

Qitside, around a charcoal tire, one at

those "tmo had heard Him was, at that veey moment, den;y.ing that he evan
was associated with Rimi

This is not an interpolation. Heither are such

passages as 4:4-42 and 1:lS interpolations.
John's dramatic technique or irony.
must be dealt with.

They are part and pa.reel of

Now, verses 1S to 18 and 2S to 27

Arter that, 21:1S-27 must be handled because it is

the natural balance with 11goad news• sequel to Peter's denial.

It will

be seen to be an integral pa.rt of John's entire composition.

Whereas all the synoptics use direct statements (accusations) pit
to Peter when he denied the Lcrd (Matt. 26:69-75: Mark 14166-?2: !Alm
22:S4-62), John daes not.

I

I

John uses OV-JA'\ questions. For example: where

the maid says to Peter, in effect., •you were with Jesus11 (synoptics),
John writes that she said, •Are you. not

!l!2 ona of this •n• s discipleaT•

(1811?). Again, where a maid (or someone else) said a second time, in
effect, lithis man was with Jesus• (synoptics), John writes that a gr011p
of people aslcad Peter, "Are not ~

!!!2 ona · of

his disciplasT• (verse 2S).

Again, where an individual or group says to Peter, in effect, •Yaa. are

23
certainly one ot his disciples• (synoptics)• John records that an
officer says to Peter. •Did I not aee you in the garden with biaT•
(versa 26).

Concerning these above accmnts ot Petar•s dam.al om

cOlll.d precipitmsly assert that there are at least tvo separate traditions at work. but such a hasty- conclusion wmld be entirely uncalled

tor. What John is doing is to CODIJlllnicate the same reality- (aid
especially- its existential pathos) by means

or

a dif'terent literary-

technique.
The disciples of Jesus--likB other people

or

their day--wre tally

confidant that they _kMw who Jesus was. where He was from, aid what His
purpose was.

Ma.113" times Jesus had to caution them against such presump-

tu011sness (1:50; 2:4; 4:21; 6126; ?16 1 24.28; 8:14; 10136; 13:8.38; 1419;

16:31; 18111.23; 19111; 20:16-17,29; 21:22-23). Simon Peter enmplitiea
this overconfident spirit better than al'l3" ot the other believers presented by John.

At the La.st Supper ha had sworn his loyalty- awn unto

death. but the Lord kMv him better than he kMv hiaselt (13:37.38).
When Jesus was arrested, Peter attempted to tight (18110-11).

Conster-

nation replaced conf'idance, hONever, and to kaep his sworn word Peter
•tollowed Jesus. and so did another disC'iple• (18:15) after the arrest.
Oddly en011gh, moreover, •the other disciple• was lm011n to the High Priest
and he even instructed the •maid who leapt the door•

courtyard to admit Peter.

ot the High Priest•a

It is entirely possible according to this

text (18115-18) that •the other disciple• stood with Peter ar011Jd the
charcoal fire in the coa.rt,ard.

How better is the twice repeated ward

•also• to be exp].aimd (wrses 17 and 2S)T The tact aens to be that
.
the caa.rt,ard people knew that •the other diacipla" and Peter nre

24
tollonrs ot Jesus.
to derw it.

The "other disciple" did not seam to see any naed

There is no Scriptural evidence, f'or example, that the

twelve disciples were ever arrested, or even s0111ght after, until after
their preaching about the Lord's reaurrecti.on (Acts 412-3). It is most
probable, therefore, that when Jesus requested His arresters to let His
disciples go when He was taken 1.nto custod.7 (18:8) 1.t vas because one

ot them had attempted ar•d resistence--not because they were His
disciples.

It is likely, moreover, that John, thereby, sets the scena

tor his pericope or Peter's denial.

Only John mentions Peter by name as

the sword-wielder in the garden ( 18:10). Peter, more than any ot the
other disciples, theref'ore, had tear of' arrest.
greater than the reality.

The f'ear happened to be

Everybody knew this, but Peter. As the

denial scene begins Peter is in a state ot feeling threatened and
jeopardized by any association with the arrested Jesus.
I
I
The ov-l""l

has

questi.ona of' 18117,25 have

OVK. • This is to say that the t'~
I

answers and the o-u

t'"I

I

particles and verse 26

questions expected negative

question expected a positive an8W8r.

Peter was being ridiculed tor his

in context can mean only one thing;

f'earf'ul timidity rather than for his being a disciple.
already knew he was

~

These forms

a disciple.

His tormentors

To f'orget ab011t the cold night,
.

they ware lustily amsing themselves by badgering a frightened, distraught
fisherman.

One can still hear the f'irst ripples of' scornful laughter

.. av' U<
' ..
TWV

.
.
'
as timcm011s Peter is "asked• the opening questions M'l

.. ct"'-•An'
t'"'9"-rcuV"
TW arv"Tr.unv

'
TOVTov

:

the M~\

M.IL(

here expects a negativa
I

I

answer, and Peter responds in pathetic def'enae: Oll~ E<JLC
that he was a disciple of' Jesus when they knew he

!!!2 vas.

•

Ra denied

Verse 2S

25
ia almost identical vi.th the above wna 1?. The aardonic laughter
waa fuller n• as vulnerable Peter as wrba~ toa•d abau.t betwen

bis antagonists. Pina.111', in wr• 26, an
""
'
I
o,;)\ l-y~ at sl&ov
EV np ,crf7F''f' J,lET r1.1rrov
I

almost demanded,

,

...,

;

o,;

qa.enion is

p11t

to him1

here a pollitiw anmr is

wt again Peter• 11 elem.al. At once the cock crCMtd.

Thia last question (as•rtion) vaa •ant to be the clincher, the tina1
thrust into the wounded beast.
,

IA"l

questions.

Peter had been brou.ght to bay- by tvo

The impatient and confident

a

ov

as poad as the con-

cluding blov of ridicule.
Barrett disagrees with the above interpretation. Bia cmmnts on

verse 17 are 1

..

•10.•

141'\ k.t:L( a11
in direct questicma comm~ expects the amnntr
But ~d.< trv
also in addition to the mn recognised aa both
a disciple and a friend ot the high priiest•s•--su.ggests
that
the
I
I
answer expected is •Yes.• Probably here t'"l is the • t'~ ot
cautiau.s asNrti.ona•. • • • The question does not 1199a to haw been
pit in a hostile ma.rmar: •Ycu haw come vi.th X, whom n know;
perhaps you. too are a discip1a. 11 l

--•ym

Barrett• s interpretation can be criticisad on three points. ftrstly,
the evidence that •the other discipla• vas a friend ot the High Prie~
is inconclusiw at best. Barrett notes this himself, 2

am

Br01111 dis-

agrees with Barrett mtrig~.3 Secondly, Barrett's interpretation hanp
upon a use ot IA~ which goes against its uawal use. Untcrtunately, acme
soholars propose aberrational u•s ot it vhenawr ~~1' tail to

le. L Barrett,
1955), P• 4)9.

-

The Gospe1

According to st. John (London1 SPCK,

2xb1.c1.
~ - E. Brawn, The GolrD81 Acccrding to John 1n The Anchor
Bible (Garden City, Nev Yorks Dollbladay & Caapa.n,y, Inc., c. 1970). DIX A

p.

822.

26
undaratam Jahn' a dramatioa1 and ironiaa1 emp1oymant of it.4 A

S

~ , it would be odd if •the (lUSstion doea not ••• to haw been

pit in a hostile manner• and, yet, Peter ia perllistent'l1" presNd with
the same question three timea I Brown •kaa the same mlataka as Barrett
althmgh ha does sense a •contrast• in the questioning of Peter.

Com-

•nting on varsas 25 and 26 he vrotaa
in 25 the sama question with• reappears, and there it 1■ aore
difticu1t to explain h01r a mgativa answer might be anticipated.
It is aimpler to suppose that somat.imes 'llii has 1oat it.a force in
Johannina questions • • • • Rewrtheless, the third question aalmd
of Peter (26) employs an o.J"- (sign of anticipating an affirmtiw
answer), and so the!e is soma contrast intended bet.wen the two
types of questions.

The •contrast• intended is a demonstration of the final apine-crubing
bite behind the animal's neck attar the cat has til.'ed of toying with it.
Peter, the humbled Galilean, mat haw been mortitied to the

Si■on

depths ot his being.
(2:25).

The Lord had known him better than he kDlnr

bi■selt

Orannaticall.y, this paper's interpretation of lB:17,25-26 ia

the onq lagitimata way withmt laying draatio hands on the atandard

.'

011-rvi queation.
A few more words 1111st be said abou.t John's dramtic preaentation in

this part of his work.

To bring his irony to an awn greater sa.perlatiw

peak, the last part of chapter 18 and the ti.rat part ot 19 has a

struggling

(a■ Peter, bllt

~ t t , p. 439.

6srown,

p. 824.

tor ditf'arent reasons) Gentile (Pilate) three

'ZI
times (as in Ialca 2)122) procla1m1mg Jesus• innocence while •his OIID
people• (Jesus•) three tims disown Him (18138.JfO and 19:4-6).

Raw,

the "good :news" sequel to 18:1S-2'7 1111st be considered below.
A Damnd ot John's Technique
One of' the most convincing argwnanta

tor

the legitimate inclusion

ot chapter 21 as an integral and original part ot the 'fmrth Gospel ia
an understanding of' varaes 1S to 17 within it.
lent of' wlca 22:)2.

They

81'8

a1so an equiu-

In John 1)137 Pater had sworn loyalty unto death.

No other disciple in the P'CJIU'th Gospel is mntionad as maid.mg the same

boast.

or

this Brown wrote 1

Pater • • • boasted at the Last Sa.pper of a love greater than that
ot the other disciples. However, this boast was not made in John
but in the synoptic accounts • • • unless the fact that onlJ' Peter
protested h1s loyalty in John xiii 'J7 is tantamOllllt to a baast ot
greater love. 7
John's probable allusion to the synoptic accou.nts is just another
instance of his assumption

or such lmowledge on the part ot his audieme.

It is characteristic of him.

No dOllbt, Peter fe1t that he knew himself

better than Jesus knav him.

Chapter 21 1a aet after the denial, passion

and resurrection of Jesus.

Conac1.ence-strickan Peter is gi.ven the

singular priv11ege of reversing hi.a denial.

Barrett sa7fJ ot this: •The

three attirnations of' Peter ••• d011bt1ess cOlTespond to the three
denials. n8 Brown camas veey close to discovering John' a use ot irony in

7Ib1d., p. 1104.
8sarrett, P• llBS.
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this passage and even connecting it to chapter 181 a dam.al, but it fades

tram him.

Re wrote ot 21.11S-1?1

do y011 lovaT • • • • I love ym. An extraorcli.nary variation in
the Greek vocabulary appears in the three repetitift ftraea, 1S,
16, and l?. Respectively, there are two different verbs tor •to
love, n tor "to lmow," and fw "to teed or tend" • • • • Why tha
variation is not consiatent1y introduced elsewhere remains a
:p11zzle; tw instance • • • in xiii 34, and xiv 21 John uees the
same verb •to love" (agapan) three and faar timas respectiwq.
For the verb •to love" in the questions and an8'118rs ot
the variations are these,
1S I agapae ma • • • philo aa
16: agape.a ma • • • philo ae
171 phileia ma ••• philo se.9

m. 1S-17,

Brown goes on after this to give sewral reasons why he n1a forced to

align himself with scholars • • • who find no clear distinction ot meaning in the alteration of agapan and pbilein in vss. [ s1q) J.S-1?. 11lO It

is amazing that since 21:lS-17 ia aclm01rledged as the aaquel to 18117,25,
26-27 their "alternating" vocabularies in questioning and amnntring are
not compared.

Thia is not to 88.1' that the meanings ot agapae am

pbileis are of aey great significance, but that the alternating vocabularies used in these questions demnd investigation, why sh01lld the third
questicm--in both instances-be altermtedT To be compared to 2l1lS-l?
is tbe en.ct tonn. ot Peter• a denial in chapter 18 with enotq the saa
•alternating" vocabulary:

\

..

\

17: M'1 "tW,.\ ov
25:Mh M'\ 0''11
26-27: Ovtt
v,:

' Y"'

9srown,
10xb1d.

p. 1102.
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The almost exact alter:nating pattern is ast011nding.
wording tor the third question.

Note the change in

Moreover, ona is led to wonder~

John omitted Peter• a final an8119r in versa 'l:/,

It certainly' vaa not to

saw space since the substitute words are more 11W11Br011s than hi.a
probable answer would haw bean unless Peter• s anS11er vaa as voa~eraa.s
as that recorded in Katt. 26172 am Mark 141?1! COllld it be that Peter• s
third answer was different from the first two in form (an unexpected

,

instead ot a third o'U )

t"'"'

and so John omitted recording it si'DC9 it woald

not balance what he was to report in 21:lS-17! It this be the case,
than this rewals two things abou.t the author ot the PCJlll'th Gospel:
(1) ha was a master or balanced st:,le, and ewn more important, (2) he
vaa an honest am accurately inf'ormed historian who meral:, stated the
substance ot Peter• s third answer rather than sa:, what was not a fact

tor the sake ot literar:, finesse. .A.s an aside, it can be noted that
'I

,

this passage might contain allusions to 15:13-1S where •-y•ir~

love is

I

connected to ,tu~caL love.
One ot the major aspects of John's theme is the negative tact that

nthe world knew him not. 11 But, the Poarth Gospel has no •goad nevs•
balance it cml7 the nagatiw aide is emphasized.

The poaitiw •gospel•

aide ot John is that •to all who received him • • • he gaw po119r to
become children ot Ood11 (1:12).

It ia highly significant that 211S is

the first t1Jl8 in this gospel that Jena calla the disciples •ob1ldren.•

In other words, John bas shifted to the positiw aspect ot his theme.
The word "children• takaa ona back to 1:12. Jhan thmgh the wCJl"d used
,
'r
in 1:12 is TEk.W. and the word used 1n 21:S is W.tto<,A. , the theolog:lca1

sense tor John's theme is the same.

Withou.t chapter 21, the pasitiw

side ot John's gospel loses

801119

ot its emphasis. In devaloping this

side, Peter again plays a leading part.

This is prbari.q done by

playing on one ot John's most characteristic words:

from the root

I

y,vwo->c.1.A> , to lmow. Before the Lord revealed Himself after the remrrection not a single person in the entire gospel (with the om exception
noted on page 7 ot this paper) • s said to tl"llly •know" Him. John
also emphasizes that Jesus thormghl.y knew eftr,bod7 (2125).

It cOlll.d

not be more significant that Peter tinalq says in chapter 21. (four
times I):

•m know,• "m know, •m lmow everythag; m

(21:lS-l?).

11

know■

He even affirms this one time more than his denial.

Ia

this fortuitau.s or is John mastertull.y developing his themaT True
f ollonrs or Jesus 1111st learn ( somBtimes
paintull7--Peter)
that He
,
.
initiates both lmowing and loving (lS:16 am l John 4:19). CODIMnting
on verse 15, Brown wrote:
Simon, son of John • • • • SOIIIB scholars • • • have thmght that
Jesus• failure to address the apostle as 11S111lon Petern is indicative ot the fact that Peter 1s 1n disfavor after his dim.al • • •
hON8var, emept tor Inb ::x:xli 34 and tor the inatance where Jesus
changes Simon's name, Jesus does not address Simon as either
11Peter11 or as 11 Simon Peter" in aey ot the Gospels.
More plausible
is the thesis that bJ' addressing Peter with the patronymic used
when they first mat (John i 42), Jesus is treating bill less
tamiliarly.11
Brown's comment on John 1142 abova is significant even thaagh hie conclusion abau.t its use is wrong.

Just as 11chU.dren• are mantiomd in

chapter 1 and, then, not again until chapter 21; so, too, with John' a

ot •s1mon, son ot John." Moreovar, Jesus•

~\.,B,{o-n (tutu.re

-·

11Ib1d

naming

1llNt

ot Simon in 1142 uses

passive of 'M-\rw ) meaning •shall be callacl.•

Reither

,1
Jens nor His disciples (as BrOlffl notes) seam to call Simon •Peter• until
attar his reinstatamant and subsequent activity in •strengthening• the
brethren (wke 22:32).

As a natter or tact, wlm 22:32 uses the Greek

,
word O'T'lprO"ov (from a'"tpc3"w = place firmly) in connection vi.th Simon's
,

future f'unction attar he was •turnad again.• In other words, Jesus had
11

prophesied 11 that Simon wmld beooma 11roc~ll.lm 8 in the future.

Such

connections between chapters 1 to 20 and chapter 21 strong],1' su.ggest
(indeed, demrd) its organic relationship. Far simpler to aclmowledge
John as the author of chapter 21 than to hypothesiu soma admirer of his
who knew and was able to reproduce his thmghts am technique as well as
ha had done himseltl
Scholar~ D:lsagreemant
Concerning the Lord's question to Peter:

11

do J"Ol1 love ma more than

thasaT 11 Brown writesz
It bas been proposed that there is iro~ here: Jesus is testing
Peter who boasted at the Last Supper of a greater love than that of
the other disciples • • • • The real difficulty is that such a
question might seam to encaarage a rivalry among the disciples. • • •
This objection is usually an8119red by claind.ng that greater lon
woulcl be expected of Peter than from the others because he was
being forgiven a more serims denial (Luka vii 42-47) • • • • Yet, in
the Fourth Gospel it is inconceivable that Peter coal.d be held up
as the example ot a greater low--that is the prerogative of the
Beloved Disciple. Perhaps the best solution is the ona offered by
Bllltmann • • • nam~, that the implications ot the clause shmld
not be considered too serims~, tor it is on1,¥ an editorial
attempt to bring the other disciples into the picture • • • •12

-

12Ibicl. , p. 1104.

'2
It oamparatlw irony wre acknaledgec:l 1n ver• 15 the "Nal difftcultJ"
WOllld di•ppear.

As tar as the question encmrag.lng a

the disciples• JUOh coald be said.

•r1:wah7---.

Jena is s:!.mpq testing-am demon-

strating to his peera--Pater•a change of heart.

Peter knn this, 'bllt it

still lmrt I It m.st be noted that Peter did not. claim a greater 1ova aa
I

ha had earlier (1313'1).

Jesua pit the reinstate•nt. 1n the • • farm

as the denial ao that Peter, and the disciples, voa.ld •• that Peter
had learriad his lesson.

It is also aignif'iaant that Jena knav of

Peter's denial (the veey tornal).

Again, John's

audience wml.cl be

reminded of Jesus• fo.relmowledge of Ra.thanael in 11118.

The

•true

Israelite" had asked, •Beu do ym know 111117 11 The solidifying llftock"
1 Ym

says,

lmow ewrything.•

Alluaiwly, John has returned to chapter 1.

It wr• lS ancOlll"aged •rivalry" then, by the sama tolmn, so did 1142,2?.

As tar as the Belovad Disciple having the •prerogatiw• of •a

greater love,• this is diSprtowd

by the 1'111.ea of Oreek grammr.
. ..

Ballhere

ia this disciple said to love Jesus, it is JeSWI who loved him (1)1231

19:26; 2117). The aam word is uNd eaoh timl (~..,;.,,.~ ) which is an

aorist actiw on the part of Jesus tanrd that discipla-ll8ffl' in rewr••
Thi.a ia not to deDi,1 that the Beloved Disciple loved Jesus.

It is to deny,

hOll9wr, that his was •the prerogatiw• of the •greater love.•
Greek

~

The

will not allaw it.

The •more than these•

at wr• lS is John's dr-tio ay

of

setting

the scene tor his audience. ntri!Jg Peter• a hmdliating denial there
had been present a groa.p of

••rn.nta

am

otftcera• (lS:18).

Mareonr,

the tragic affair had talen place araud a •charcoal tire• (1111111

,er•>•

Pater• s reinstata•nt • t the sama aonditicma. As be denied. in the

I

pre•nae or witnas••• so he vaa restored in the preaence ot witmsaea
("itha disciples).

As he denied aromd a charcoal fire, so ha atfir•d

aroa.nd a charcaa.l fire.

Brown aclmowl.edgea the aaena•a dra-.1

Peter was hurt. It ia notable that after Peter is hurt, Jesus does
not ask again--the scena ia wall conatncted dramatic•~•
ilthmgh the hurt ia baaed on having been aalllld three tims, eCIIB
interpreters w0111.d trace Peter• a sorrow also to the fact that by
his denials he had givan Jesus cauae to doa.bt hia. An interesting
parallel appears in Mark :xiv 72 and particularly where, attar the
cockcrow that marks Peter• s third denial. we are told that Peter
wept (bitterq).l.)
In the light or these parallels between the denial-reinstatemnt acenaa,

it is very- difficult to understand haw Brown can agree with Bu1tnann
that the •ntioning of the other disciples in wrse

15 •shmld

1lOt be

considered too seri011sl.y.•
Conclusion
John u•s two main types

or

questioning.

The •straight• type is

for simple narration and guards against amb1guit7. When John later 11.aea
them in ironical situations, the ir01'17 is discernible from the entire

•tting, not from the question in and of itself'. John 1119-26 is a
classical example of John's use ot straightforward que_stioning withoa.t

impllcati~

or

an ironical sort.

On the other

ham,

I

I

o""-f"''l questions are

supremely suited to be conveyors ot ire>n¥, aubtlet7, am a1Ju•1ons. Th97
.
are aggressive am suggestiw by nature. John l.8115-18 and 2S to 'Z'I :Ls
an excellent example at this type.

The iroey exprea•d by noh qaeation-

u,g frequently ta1C8s ona•s attention either backward~ forward t.o
l'-tbid., p. 1106.
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emphaaas of John's the• fOIIDd elenbere in hia gospel.

Once this 18

aalcnorirledged and investigated. John' a full •nage and synoptic attinltiea can be easily recognised.

CBAPl'IR V

USIIO JCJfARRID TECHNIQUES
His I ' ~
An aspect

ot John's theme is •He came to his own h01111, and his

01m

people receiwd h1.Jll not" (1:11). Thia includes the Jews as a whole · .

am

the Jewish authorities as the representatiwa ot those people, but

it also includes the earthly relatiwa of Jesus.

In the Gospel ot John

Jesus speaks to Ria relatiwa in a different way than Be does to other
people.

In John1 .s entire

.

WOl"k

.

Jeaue uses the VOl"ds

•Jw haar has

not

yet coma• onl.7 three times (2:4; 7:6,8) and all three ot these instances
are when Jesus speaks to the •ni>ers ot His tamU.y. Why does Jana do
this? Well, it has been long ~cagniHd that John recai-da the d1fflcul-

tiea soma of Jesus• oontempOl"ariea had concerniflg
paternity

am

Nasareth crigins (6242

am

m.s

ostensible humn

?14L-42), but His mother and

brothers shOllld lmow the real tacts of the natter, shOlll.d they not T His
mother shCJllld know whether or not Joseph ware Ria father, and Ria

brothers shOlll.d haw heard whether er not their parents had spent any
time in Batbl.ahem, shOlll.d they not? Then, Jesus• relatiws vm1d lm011
the bare tacts ot His origin when other people would not know.
h0118Wr, -.lees it clear that
Him.

nobodz:, not

nan Bis

Olm

John,

relatiws receiwd

It John, theretcre, beliewd in the Virgin Birth am Bethlehnl

origin

ot Jesus, bu.t still wished to show that narYODI rejected IH.m,

be

voald have to haw Jena• relatiws also rejeoti!Jg B111, 'ba.t fer different

reasons than other peopla. It wmld follow, then, that JellllS vau.ld deal

1
:,6
with and speak to, Bia tamiq •mbera in a different DBDJ1Br.

the significance of •If¥ hmr baa not yet c01118. •

Hi■

This 1a

relatives expected

BUlJl"anatural behavior from Him, but toward the wrcmg gca.la (His mother

tor d0118atic imple11JBntation and His brothers tor t ~ gl.ary am
popl11ar esteem).

ot coarse,

Could. it be that John ia subt~ saying that,

Mary and His brothers knav

ot

Rt.a umaual birth am Bethlehem

origin,

,et misunderstood their trae significance!
The Jews
Despite the human ignorance ot awn the Lord's disciples and

relatives, the Jewish authorities are singled mt by John aa blatantq
and antagonistically ignorant of Jens• true identity.

Thia cannot

properq be handled in this pa.!)8r unless one wide-spread maunder~

It is not trae that he

1ng ab011t John's motives is first cleared up.

is anti-semitic. When John speaks of Jesus• OiJ:POD9ntS

&8

the

•Jan•

(thr011gh011t the gospel) he 11JBans 8 Symgogae Judaia•1 as a vhola insti-

tution which opposed Jesus ot Nazareth, not Jns as a race, relig1on ar

.

.

nationality.

Anyone who asearta John's anti-eamitism is ignoring ar

ignorant ot large sections ot the gospel. John clear~ points mt that
•salvation is from the Jews• (4122), that •121' Jews

■beliewd

in hill•

(11:45), that ~ i n •others• defended Bia words (10:21) and actions
(9118), that Jesus obsel'ftd Jewish worship

toru

(51:1), accepted h011111p

as •the ling of Israel• (12113), and that soma Jewish autharitiea nan

lwi1bert r. Howard, •The Ooapel Aacarrdinl to st. John• in The
Inte~ter•a Bible (Bev Yorks Abingdon-Coleebllry Presa, c.l9S2J'VIII,
PP•
-450.

'YI
cla:bled Ria crucified body and buried it (19: ,S-40).

In the face

or

8UOh a nagrdtude ot evidence, how can anyom say that John ia antisemitic!

Unmitigated pride and preaumptums:mas waa the cause
resistance.

or

ledge

Hlah

or

or

Jewish

their opposition hinged upon their presumd know- •

(th011gh complete ignorance

Jesus once said to them:

11

or)

the origin

or

Jesus

or

•ureth.

It ym '118re bllm, ym wmld ha.w no guU.t;

but now that ym aay, •we aea,'

y011r

guilt rellilnll• (9:41).

Jesu

marvelled. at their ignorance (3:10) and nan a lowq, unaduaated beggar

upbraided them tor the same reason (9130-33).

In both

or

these last

instances was a "we lmow, 11 but in both cases they did not lmow at all.
John, with superb iron;r, awn has Jesus• opponants stumling over their

.

own words and contradicting themselws.

,

O'U-f')

In 6:42 they asaert thrmgh

questioning: •Is not this Je~, the son ot Joseph, whose father

and mother we lmowT•
and in 9: 29:

11As

Yet, in 8:19 they say: "Where ia ,aar father?•

for this nan, wa do not lmov where he

CCIIIBS

tram.•

Almost choking with the tension of iro117 is ? : 2:'/ where 11SOlll9 ot the
people ot Jerusalem• say • - lmaw where this man

COBBS

traa;

am when tbe

Christ appears, no cma will know where he coma trcm.• With an imagina-

tiw ear om can still hear John's early Christian audience responding

to this last varsa, •Haw trae, how trwl I•
Jllch ot John's irony oentera on Jesus• popllar~ 1lnlmawn crigiL
John 8119,41, and perhaps 9129, Jay be Jewish sarcasm. illply1.llg that

Jews was a bastard.
"Where is

It ahOllld be noted that the Jen d8111nl ot Jeau,

year ll'atberT 11 and assert tor themse1wa, "!!. wre not born ar

-

form.cation; w haw ona father • • • • •

In other vardll, •Locate ,mr

father tor ua and prove ymr legitimc7. We can, tor n an not
illegitimate as ym are. We haw

~

tathar, not ona biologically am

one patrODJlllically (two) as J'OII bawl"

'the ftliclity ot nch an inter-

pretation depends on whether or not. there was an accusation in the first.
century regarding the questionable paternity ot Jens.

It there vas,

then this passage in John might be the eqm.val.ent ot Mark 61:,. There
is disagreeant uumg

BODB

scholars on Hark 6::,.

One ot

t.he-2

conti-

dently writes it ott as a ditt1C1llt paaaap probably changed or added
under the inf'luence

ot Matthew

and Ialm I s Virgin Birth accGllllts.

ing with him would be some other scholars.:,

Agree-

ether oa.tstanding Bibla

scholars v011ld at011tly defend the ariginalit7 ot Hark 61:, as it stands
written.4

One such -.n giws elaborate textual reasons tor doing so.

Ona exaerp·t. f'rom his long argument. ia1

It see• quite lik&ly that ra.maars to the ettect that Jens vu
lllegitinate did circulate and that John nll.41, ix.29 • • •
reflect not just later Jewish polemic apinat the doctrina ot t.ba
Virgin Birth but a charge actually mde clur111g Jens• lltetiml.
It seems probabq that what is attar all tba better attested read1111
in Mark reflects theae rummrs and acc:usations and so is an iapartant piece ot evidence in support ot the b1.storio1.t7 ot the Virgin

Birth • • • • S

suttice it to 8&J' that the best at.tested am p r e f ~ reading ot lfark

61:, i•. •Is not this the carpenter, tba son
ot Mary • • • T• Idant1fyiltg
.
2Jreder1ck c. Orant, •The Gospel Aooordizlg to st. Hark,• in Tbe
Interpreter's Bibll (In York: .A.bingdon-Colalabllry Press, o.19Sl),vfI,

?~.

'vincent Tarlar, The Ooapel According to st, Mark (London, lfaOlllllan
& Co. Ltd., 1952), PP•

-

299.:,00.

"ibid.
Sc.

B. B. Cranfield, fbe; Goapel .lacarding to Sp.pt, llark (Cul>ridp1
At The UDiwr■it7 Presa, 1959) • PP• 194-19.5•

1
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a man aa the •son ot• his aotber, (oalled by' n&111) at.her than Id.a
father, • •

an aoausation ot illegitiaay <•e Judg. u11,.2).

Thi•

• • aoauaation 1n Mark Jd.ght alao be reflected ill Jahn 8119,41 and
19129. It ao, it ia another •xampl.e ot Johannina sa.bt.1at7 am, perhapa,

SJ'DGptio awarenaaa.
The Paople

Evan thoqh BDIIB ot the common people apob for Jena (91181 10121),

soma ot the people

1191"9

dec:lcledq against Bia (?112). lllch of the contro-

wray oonoernecl the origin ot Jesus, 1111ppoaecll.7 ot Bauretb. As Jcim
pate it,

11

So there was a division among the people anr h11I" (?143).

The Jewish authorities •re not the

~

oppomnts ot Je1111a. Ila~ of

the common people had the N1ll8 preswaptions.
striking example of this.

In ?:27-28 tbere is a wry

Soa ot the Jerusalem people (vhich cit7

represented tha wry location ot the J'ather'a 1 hOll•1• 2113-16) alaia4
to 11 Jmaw• the origin ot Jena which, thereby, diaquaU.tiad Bill as the
Christ since the origin ot the expect.eel Hlanah was supposed to be
unknOlm.
'7l'O'9 E.V'

' I
ttp.c.

I

\

\Ir

'\

Jlt

To these people Jesus exolaillad1 1(11.f.Lr Olod.T£ NLC. otoaT£
1 aOJIB aaholara debate vhather the correct pmatuatlon vld.~

tollon the• six vorda shoal.cl be a colon or a qaaatlon mark. Kegarcling
John's u• ot irony i t • • • little difference.
it is an :lrcm1ca1 statenant1

•so,

yca know •

come trmal• It it ia a question ark:

If it la a col.on, then
and ym lmow vhere I

•Toa. knaw •

and JGll lmOII 1lhfte

I ccaa from, do yaaT• Om ot these two illterJW"et&tiom of ?128 1a

required by' cont.ext.

r
40
Cmpt;n, 7 poignant~ ehowa haw the ooaon people Pl"ofamdq ~

-

umerstood the Person and parpoae of Jena. Coming •pri'fttel.7" into
Jel'Uaalem (?110) the Jevs vordered where Re as s1nae

theJ"

probably

expected Rill to aka auah an appearance as Bia brothers had enjoimd

(wraes 3 to S). By reporting Je1111a• •Pl"ivate• (>lpv'l'Ttp

trca 'kp.J1tT1AJ 1

hide, ocmceal) entrance to the city am the question ot the people aa to

where He vaa, John haa druatical.l1' aet the seem for the later ironical statement a

■when

the Christ appears, no one will kn01r where be

comas .trom. 11 ot oourae, the people saying this had not •ant it tllat
way, but this 1• the iron,y.

This ia John'• vay of proclaim.ng Jeaa aa

the 11hhldan Massiah• of Jewish expeatation. 6
John 7:14-lS ia the equivalent of !Alea 2146-47. It is a tn,iaal

equiT&lent in ta.nation, not in chronoloff• Jena had gone into the
Temple during the feast and taught.

•Row ia it that this

The people •marva1ed at

it, BaJing,

•n has learning, when he has newr atudiedtt ■

With the sole exception ot age, the baaia sindlari:t.iea ue all heres

(1) it vaa in the Temple (called by Rim Ria l'ather•a haa.ae, 2_:1.6), and
(2) His hearers ware amazed at Bia lmawladge

am bearing which

con-

trasted so strongly with Ria lite-situation (age in Iuka, academl.o baalGgrmm in John).

Ia it not possible that John choae to preaent the

..

IIUl8

truth as lallm, but during the Lord• a Jld.n18tr7 rather than Bia ~ ld.nistryT

6c.

L Barrett, The Gospel .&.aaord1y to st. John (Lamons SPCK,

19SS), P• 59.

,41
Bobod1' knEnr Jesus• true ident1t7-neither the COIIIIOn people nor
the authorities.

John illustrates this froa all angles.

stands as a prime example.

The ab099 ?i28

Nowhere in John' a entire vark do the enemea

ot Jens mka correct atateJll9nts abOllt His origin

Cll"

vork. This cannot

ba recogm.r.ad, h0118wr, V1thmt acknawledging and utilising John's

technique ot subtle irozv. To take his words litel'&l.q 1n ■Clll8 caaea

leads one to the sa• view and umerstanding ot Jena as Ria opponents
The whole emphasis ot John's preaentation 111 that no om at all

hadl

really kmw Him.

TherefOl'e, w.1.thmt a preceeding diYlm aat ot 1ll:a:m.n-

ation, not a si?Jgl.e person in the l'CNl"th Gospe1 aaaurateq 1dentit1ea
Jesus.

If this is appreciated, then ?128 is seen to be 1ronica1:

•a

mode ot speech the intended implication of which is the opposite ot the
literal sense of the vorda.•7
Another crucial--and ironiaal--passage concerning the true 1dantit7

ot Jesus ia 7:41-42. Presmd.ng Jens to be a nati,re ot 'Rasareth, the
people of Jerusalem debate among the:mse1,res1 •others said, 'This is the
Christ.•

But soma said, •Is the Christ to com tram Oal1le-T

Ras not

the scripture said that Christ is descended from Ba.rid, and coma from
Bethlehem • • • T• •

Of this paasage one scholar wrote 1

These men ot Jerusalem do not appear ( or affect not) to lcnOII' tbat
Jesus was ot Davi.die descent, th011gb Barti:maeus of Jericho did,
according to Kark x:.4?. It is a nice question whether the e,nmgel.iat himself believed it. Re mwr states it 1n so BIIIJl1" words, mt
it is Pl"obable that thia is because the Dandic descent ot Jens was
not theo1og1call1' significant tar him • • • • It vmld certainly add
to the irOI\Y' of this passage it ha did in tact bal.1.ew it to be tru.8

7SuF••• P• 9.
by'

BJ ••• Sanders. Tha GoalFl ACCOl"di!Jfi to John, edited and ooaplated
I Charii117ack, c.iig68), p. 216.

B. A. Mastin (Lonelon1 1

I
.A.aide tram the tact that Jesus• Da.Yidic descent (11.ngehip) !!!!. ot great
ntheologiaal aigmficance• tor John (l1lt9; 12112-16; 18133-37; 19:2-lS.
19-22), it is tar bey-old narely- a
himself 'baliewd• it to be

•mce

question whether the evangelist

true. lrODY' is the by to seeing its truth.

Commenting on this same passage another scholar cmnters the above
remarks:
It seems strange that any ~ should haw argued from this passage
that the writer of the Gospel was unacquainted with Christ• s birth
at Bethlehem. He simply relates the ,rords of the lllltitude who
were unacquainted with it (compare blka iv.23); and there is tragic
irOnJ" in the tact that the condition which the objectors ignorantly
aaaumad to be unsatisfied was actually aatisfied.9
Like the two learned men above, another Johamd.m a:xegete acknawladgea

John's irony in 7:41-421
(i) The scripture referred to is • • • the place of the Massiah1 a
birth • • • • (11) We may feel confident that John was aware ot
the tradition that Jesus was born at Bethlehem • • • he writes here
in his customary ironical style. The critics of Jesus ignorantly
suppoaa that because he was broa.ght up in Gal:1Je,- he was also barn
there. (111) But John's irony goes tar deeper than this • • • all
diaP11tes about the birth pl.a.ca of the Massiah • • • are tar wide ot
the po1.nt;.lO

This last quoted sentence is not correct of the Fam-th Gospel's author.
The

1 birth

place ot the Massiah• was of ext.re• importa:nce to him tor

•scripture cannot be brolmn• (10:)S). What John's v1av ot Holy Script'D1"9

was in fact mat be established sime it crucially affects his recorded
statements and, fOl" this paper, alluaiw remarks abau.t Jewieh expectations of the Massiah.

It John, tor exampla, can be sbOllll to hold the

9Brooka Foss Westcott, The Go8'D8l According to st. John (Oram
Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pllbliahing CCllplllly', 19.54). P• 280.
10:earrett, p. 21,.

conteaparamou view that the Hlad.ah aa to be ot Dan.die aid Bathlabn
provenance• thin it will be established that the ostensible Jesu ot
Razareth vas, in actuality tor John, Jena, born in Betbleheal
John's View at Scripture
What vas the first century expacrtationT

Om scholar INmllBl"i•a it

in this vay1
The Lord's ministrT had thus been a demonstration • • • of the
universal truth that the Logos "va.a in the world • • • aid the
world lalaw him not:• that •he came unto his own, and they that
were his ONn received him not.• For indeed, as st. John proceeds
to show, the rejection by the Jews, aa a nation, for the mnifestation ot the Lord in the tleah, and therewith ot Hill 1101")", had been
long ago toreseen in wophecy am vaa, aa the fllltil.1.lltnt ot
prophecy, inevitable.u.
An earlier SWiss scholar is even 11101'9 specitic ab°'1t John' a

Testament prophecy in reference to the Person ot Chriat.
selt he wrote 1

"he vas ot Jewish extraction.

wOlll.d hardly haw

uae ot Old

or John

hiJll-

It he had not been, he

attached so mch importance to the ful.n.U.nt ot Old

Testament prophecies • • • • 1 2 Writing ot Jena as the Paschal Iub he

vrota1
In the interest ot an idea, to John an idea ot aam illportance,
Jesus has been •de to carry ou.t to the enct latter, in hia OIID
person, the whole fate of the paschal lam • • • •

It 111!.ght be dmbted whether the Evangelist ••• can haw attached
such illportance to thia wrbal talt1llant ot the Old Teataant.
Yet John has expressly drawn attention to the fact that when Jesu•
thighs wre not brolclln, alk: Old Test-nt Pl"opheoy • • flllf1lled.

J.la. B. Lightfoot, st. John' a Gospel, edited by C. IP. hana
(Oxtorch At the Clarenllon Presa, 19S6), PP• 24,5-246.
12Pau1 w. Schm.edel, The Jabannine 'Writings, translated frca the
aerman by Maurice A. Canney (London: .ldaJll & Charles Black, 1908), P• 190.

I
onl7 he who gi."ftUI Je111111• ary on the aroaa,
•I thirst• (xix,28), anl adds that it vaa mde in taltill.Jlant ot
, • • the Old Testa•nt • • • • It is only he who tells us (:d.x.
2:,t.) that attar Jesus• oracifixlon his cloak and tunic were
ditterently disposed ot, and vho adds here also that this was dom
in .tulfUlment of , • • the Bibla • • • • John in unlerstaming it
• • • shows • • • how amd.au.s he is to cleaonstl'ate in the history
ot Jesus the literal fv.ltillment ot the Old Testamant • • • in so
tar as the propheciea are concerned, he held fast w17 tenaaims~
• •• tf the thesis that •the aaript;ure cannot be brollltn• (x,3.5)

And in 11118 m.nner, it is

.. . .

:,

This scholar points out those fultilled prophecies ot Jems on the arose
which •onl.J"' John records.

P9ople sceptical of John's historicity

would leap upon these, ot course, as different •traditions• en- even
Johannine plows prenricationa,

Why either

ot these things, h0119Wr,

when it is obviou.s to any objecti,re man that

!m.J:z the

JJeloved Disciple

wOlll.d have been in a position to haw witnessed these •extra aspects•
of tha crosa (19:2S-2?,'.3S)!
of

It is the SUB with other •peaullariU.a•

the Pou.rth Gospel (l81lS-l.6; 20:1-8; 13:21-26). Barrett is not only

astute in swamarizing John's uae of the Old Testa•nt, but ha aalmow1ec:lges his •ironical• employment of it:
John is certainly dependent on the Old Testamant, but his UN ot it
dif'f'era from that of other Bev Testuant writers, aid is tar froa
simple. Ria direct quotations are fewer, and he comparatiwly
rarely uaes • • • •proof-texts• • • • •

To draw, hCMlver, froa the nall mmer ot explicit quotations
the ccmcluaion that John bas leas interest in and a naller
knowledge ot the Old Testa•nt than the other nangelista vaa.ld
be a aerima mlstalllt, Closer examlnatioa ot the gospel shows that
the Old Testament the•a, often cru.dely Nt forth in the earlier
gospels, haw thorcaghly per111tated John' a thaught, am appear,
often vithmt reference to partiaular pae-.pa of the Old Testa•nt,
again am again • • • • examplaa m.y be given. At Hark ?.6t.,

4S
Isaiah 29.1, 111 quoted • • • John does not quote the 'ftrN frCII
Iaiah, bllt brings au.tits nbstanoe with a n.Ti.d aid dr-tio
sense ot the irony ill'lolwd • • • .1.i4
John, than dnelops the aynopt;ta u• ot the Old Telltalnt in a
cbaraatarist.1cally aubtla •Y • • • •
The Old Testament, therefore, 110 vell Iman ancl unrlerstaocl that
John cOllld uaa it not place•al 'bllt aa a whole, •Y be taklln u

an e11Nntial ale•nt in the 'baclcgroa.ncl ot the gospe1.lS

Returning now to John' 11 new ot Jesus• po111ibla Dav1.dic and Bethlehem origin, it will be reoalJ.ed that one scholar abon said: •It.
vcul.d aertainl.J' add to the iron;,

ot th111 pasaage i f be did in tact

believe it to be true.• 1 6 Concernlng this unaertainty it baa been
established that John •did 1n tact• uaa Old Testament p-opheciea in
dramatically ironical ways.

Re "did in tact• dee• 1.t of pieat illpartanqe

that the bistoi-y ot Jena literally fulfill Old Teata•nt prophecy
regarding His J'erson.

It has also bean demonstratacl that John •did in

tact• belle'98 that •scripture cannot be brolaen• (1013.5).

Wow, i f it can

further be demonstrated that. John's 'ri.ev ot the Me1111ah1 s origin vu the
one current in first century Judai1111 then it will be proncl that Jens

ot Baureth was, to John, Je111111, born in Bathleham. Conaernlng this

·

one scholar write111

Fros the

point of 'ri.ev ot thaologt.cal interest, the most important
chapter trcm the history of Da'fid ie II SUUal ?, in vhlah Gad
• • • p-oml•a hill an 9ftrlaet1ng dynasty • • • • In tillee of
adwraity the Jevs contorted themNlwe with thie prOld.• alll
besmght God to red.ea■ it • • • • By Jin Testament ti111111 it vu
comon rabbinic teaching that the Heald.ah vOl1ld IIJll'illl f r • tbe

1'fsarrett, P• 24.

1.5zbid., p. 25.

J.6suFa, - P• 41.

"6
ro,al lina ot Dadd • • • • Jem olai• D.ngahip (Mark 1,.2. Jalla
18.:,7). mt the 11n Testament writer• do not lay an,on the
DaTidic ld.ngahip ae a type of Cbr1st1 a; theJ" &1'9 •nt.il'el.J" ocmcel'Dld
to assert the DaTicli.o anaeR17 of the Lclrd (llatt. 1.1,20. 'lllrk 10.
"'1, IA1m 2.4, Jalul ?.42-note the aignlftcame of tbe birth at
Bethlehem--llam. li.3, II Tia. 2.8. Rev. 5.5, 22.16)". In Christ. the
Pl"ad.N - - by Oocl tbrmgh lathan (II Sa.?) ill fulflllN.l?

stre••

Sanders wrote that tor J obn •the Dand1c desaent ot

J••• •• not theo-

logically aigm.ticant • • • • •18 Riabardaon, on tbl other band, writes
that

■Fram

the point of view of theological interest, the aost. illpcrtant

chapter from the history of Dadd ie II SUllel ?• llhioh • • uderstood
1n the first century in llllDh a ay tbat the Maaaiah wmld be a pbp1.oal

descendent ot Dadd and bClll"n in Bethlehem. WOllld

Sandff■--am other■

of

the - - !)pinion-ha,,. his read.era belieft that John held that •acsript111"9
cannot be brokan•--exaept in the aaae ot 2 Suael ?T 01" that. perhapa,
John did not lm011

ot 2 Samel ?!

~

.who Nrimsly conaiders John'•

comants on Script1ll'8 traa 2122; 121:,8-411 and 19128.:,6.37 cannot IMllp

ba.t conclude VS.th Schm.edel thats •in eo tar as pt"ophecies are canaermd.
he held fast wr:, temaimsly • • • to the theIlia that •the· SOl"lptm-8

cannot be broJmn• (x.:,,S). ■19 John'•

u• of Is. 53•1 and 6110..,. than

contiru this asNrtion1 •it •• that tha 'VOl'd apoJmn bJ" the prophet
Isaiah might be tul.tillad • • • • Therefore they aaa.ld not believe. Por

Isaiah • • • said • • • • • (John 121,S.'9) •
lat this part

ot the papar be comluded 'bJ" saying that Jahn, lila

other belini.111 Jeva ot his day, bellned that Jems caapletely flll.till84

l?■nadd,• .A. ·T heological Ward Book ot the Bible, edited 'b7 Alan
Richal"dson (Rn Yorke The Maall111•Jt. Campan,-, a.19SO), PP• ,59-60.

l8Supra, PP• 41-42.
19sup:a, . P• 114.

Old Teata•nt propbeai•a conaernlng

111• 'F9raon and

parpo•.
.

The•

•nnar ot birth. TbeNfon, the Nlllll'lm in
?141.-1,2 met. be umerstoacl fm- vhat they
. rea~ are-ignorant o-••
included Ria place anl

by unbellewra reported by Jobn in hi.11 typical 1IIIJ'

ot dramat1o irony.

C111P1ZR VI
CCltPLl!I 1'UU'ILUBNT al ALL TRDGS

JISUS1

What St. Paul 8&J'8 ot God ( 11 • • • ewr,th:1:ng to enry one•: 1 Car.
1,5128) and, 1n all hu:llity ot hblaelf (•I haw becoa all thinga to all

mn•: l Car. 9122) ia fllll7 exprea•d of Jens in the Fourth Gospel.
Aside from the wll lmon Johannina •tapbOl"ioal • • • for Jena, Ba

actually is the inoarnate Word (l:l,14); the Son ot Ood tJ116-181 101:,6);
the Sa'Vior 01' the world (4142): the Christ or Massiah (4:2S-26); and the
King 01' ISl"ael (or the Jewa)-12:14-16: 181:,7.

Jesus ot Nazareth
20128).

a■ God Hiuel!'

John ewn preclaiJu

(1:1, perhaps 1118; 8124,28,SS; ,51181

An exposition 01' these terms is not the gcal ot this papar,

bonvar. This paper is to attempt to de110DStrate h01r John presents the
identity 01' Jesus thr011gh •ans of druatic irODy.

To help do this, toar

represantatin parsons will be considered. Bach one represents a tJPt

ot _people encaa.ntered

by Jesus who N1'9811 to

titles describe Hill.

In dealing with each of them Jahn • l l t e r ~

■h01r

Bill to be ae the &'bow

emplo,a hie subtle teoh!d.qU. Baaicall1", all taa.r ot them are handled

in the aam way by John. The tmr re'Pl"9aentatiwa ue not mant by b1a
to be isolated, hypothetical repre•ntatiws.

They are pre•nted

evangeUetica].lyl In nary instance other people becoa inYol'fttd ¥11111
the inearnate Word-fOI" good or bad.

ticodems:

Representatiw Jewish Iaader
(:,:1-11)

Weatoott recogni•s the •repre•ntatiwmsa•
•11codems

00111111 a■

the repNtsentatiw

or

or

lioad.ema:

the wll-instracted and

119
thoaghtful Jew • • • • • 1 Barrett reaognir.es tbe 811btlet,- ot preeentat1on.

Referring to the •thmght ot this discmr•• he wrote:

•It 1•

partiaul.arl,- instruatiw to note their variet,-, aid the BU'btl.et,- with
which John has combined tbem.•2 LighUoot considers it maesary to
pat the following words in parenthe•a fOl' his readers.

ilthoagh be

is referring to the Sacramnts, note his aalmowhdge•nt ot John'•
8

irdirectmss• and his tore-warning that readers med to be •1natru.ated.•

on John's technique of presentation:

•It is abaraateriatio of John to

refer wmdstalcabl,-, but none the lass alva)'B indireati,.. to the two
Christian aacrU1Bnts • • • and at

,S the

inatruated Nadllr cannot tail

to think of • • • • •l
'Nicodems opens the diaomr• in 'ftrse 2 with a

■-

knor' and then

proceeds to show (in Jobannine st7le) how he knon nothing at all.
magnam.m011si,. calling the Gal.il8an "a teacher" he vas

■-ul1ng

By

to

acknowledge Jesus as • • • equal with b1Jue1t,•4 and by the words •tra
God• lfioadems was probab~ v:lllbag to

•i11J>l1' that Je111111 is

II01"8

teacher, perhaps a prophet. ■5 ·1n both instances he was wrong.
or prophet indeedT J oJm tails to restrain hiMelt in 'ftr•s
vheN he

than a
Teacher

ll to 15

preaches vi.th all his heart. that Jesu "IIRS the prophesied Son

st'

1Broo11B Foss Weatcott, Tbe Gospel .loaOl'ding to
Jahn (Granl
Rapids, Hichigant W.. B. Eerdiians Pllbllshirig Co., 1934 , P• 102.

~. K. Barrett, The Gospel According to st, Jahn (London1 SPClt,

19.55), p. 170.

la. B. Lightfoot, st. John's . .1, edited by
At The Clarendon Press, 1956) , P•
•
·
"sarrett, p. 171.

-

-'ibid.

c. r.

Ivans (Od'ord:
.
·

so
or

mn descended from heawn itaelt to be orucifiecl tor the eternal; life

ot

all who ballna I

The words

ot Jesus ( 1191"118 3) are totall,1' empatia

to licodema who had not ,et :reaeivad the

God.

1 p0111tr

to becOll81 a child

or

Bvarything that Jesus says, in effect, to Hicodema is a return to

an aspect ot the Johann1:ne them (l:9-13). lioodem.111 1111tnli.ghtenacl
response, h011'8ver, vaa •Rwf1 (wr• 4)

am,

ap.in,

1 R01r! 11

(wree 9).

Evan the 1 h01r1 a• of this teacher of Israel are part ot John' a subtle
irOD7.

It stands as tact that the word 1 how!1 ('ffws) is nner aslatd

by a believer in the entire Goapal worlG-w:l.th one a:mept,ion. (14:9).

Thia

sole exaeption. is spolcan by Jesus Ri11aelt and is (typtcal.q) in regard
to people's failure to lmow Ria tru identity. It is the Johannlm
equivalent or such synoptic passages as Mark 6:6. Returning to 3110.
Jesus marvels

0981"

Nicode111s• apt.ritual bllnlmas.

If the teacher ot

Israel •cannot see the ld.ngdom ot Ood1 (wrse 3), how abau.t the sheep
he is to shephercn

.Althau.gh it is not said or implied

or BicodelllS

perscmal.ly, the leaders ot the Jewish nation wre generally contamptv.CIWI

ot their l01rl.y, unlear:ned flock. John expreaaes this in 9::,4 and
7:48-49. Just as Bicodema had begun the discourae with a • • 1m011•
in verse 2 1 so John concludes the discoa.rse with a ._ lmow1 in wrse 11
(this time maaning the knowledge ot Jesus ard His tollOllffs).

Tbe

ironical difference is that the Jewish authorities thau.ght they knew
abau.t Jesus, but did not.

Jesus, am those enlightened by Him,

!I!!

lmalr.

Although Barrett •Y be cOl"rect when he write• of this wrse: •Jesus

• • • it aeems associates himself with his disciples • • • • •1 6 it ia

Sl
also posaible that this

ftl"88

shaalcl be understood in light of 12149

and 14126. It thia is the caee, then, what ia bad is a threefold
witness ot rather, Son,

am Hol.¥ Spirit

presented by John• 11 character-

istic method ot imirect catecheaia.
Bftn though the :,:~12 paricope daes not bear all the elaboration

ot h111 subaaquent dialogues, it does rewal the e11eential ones which
will be aaen again in later episodes. The• are: (1) The parson
encOlllrtared b,- Jesus claims lmowladge ot His Person (312); but in
actuality- (2) Re doss not lmaw Him at all (the entire gist ot the
passage); and (:,) Only- Jesus and those enllghtenad by- Hill real.17 1mw
All of this, of coarse, is to illustrate John's the••

(3:11).

It••

probably- deliberate on John1 s part that Jesus •came to hi.a own hams•
(represented b,- Jerusalem), and •bis own people• (rep!"9aented by- the
Jewish leader, 'Nicode111s) did not receive Hill. Barq in bis gospel
John gets to return to his theme and•• ample coaent (311:,.21).
The Woman at the Well:

The

Representative Woman and Samaritan
(417-42)

mclaua of this passage is wraes 19 to 26. ·The entire pericopa,

h0119V8r, brings mt the

8&Jll8

:message.

Barrett notices the aimllarit:les

between this passage and :,11-12. He also racopius Jahn' s uae of irony

in it:
This section is linklld with the preceding aaotion • • • • The
greater part or the Samaritan story consists ot a dialogae
bet•an Jesus am a Samaritan vcman--1t•lt, aa Jahn
to
empba.111.u, an umaual cOll'l9raation, aime it is betwen •n aid
woaan, Jetr am Samaritan • • • • The woman daes not know, as the
readers of the gospel do (and the irony of the situation is

••na

I
52
abaracteriat.1a of John), that Jesus is
he giwa water batter by tar.?

greater than Jacob beoaue

The purpose of loolc1ng at 4:?-42 i11 to Ne it John uses a pattern

similar to the o:na he uaed in :,11-12.

Re does. Jut as :,:1 had a •n

coming to JaBUa by night, 110 41? bas a voan oom.ng (unbaknollD) to Jellll8
by- day.

In 3:2 licodema had called Jesus a •teacher• (imp].Jing his

mre mnhoad)8 in 4:9 the woman apaalcs of Him as a an (implied) of the

Jaws. Thia is meant to contrast with her being a -.oman of

Samaria.•

In the ensuing discour• Jesus saya things to lier which wre as equally
enigmtic-nd along the aame lims-aa Bia earlier remrka to licodem11.
She was also equally •• bemddl.ed. AB. Ricodem11 had COJIII to Jesus mt

ot a hungry curiosity, 110 too the vomn bacomas recept;iftly Clll'ioa.s
ab011t Him in this paricopa. The vonan 1parceifts11 that Be is •a
irophet11 which might have been a perception of lticocle11111 in :,12.9 Sbe
is equally wrong.

She had already shown her ignorance of Jesus•

identity by sarcastically askbg Bia an

expected a :nagatift anmr1

ov-14~

tne

question (ftrN 12) which

•Are ym greater than oar father Jacob

• • • T• By such a cliare11pacthl question (reall.J' an aaaertion) sbe
was claiml.ng to le!!!, that He was leas than Jacob when act.na]JJ'-ironica~

-He vas the One who existed baf'ON Abraham (81.58) I With hiatorica1

imagi~tion om can still bear Jahn' a early audience psplng at tlw
woman• s ignorant blasphellJ'•

?Ibid., P• 191.

8suF•• ~ P• 49.
9sum- ~ P• ~-

Ver•s ll am lS are mild ricliallle of Jeaa.s•

remarka along the ••• lines as licodems' retcrt in 314. Attm- tha
Lord's demonstration ot au:pranatural lmovledge (wr•• 16 to 18) of bar
the woman becoms m01"9 respeotflll and frightened.
perception of Him as a prophet 11as a •pant

still. her erromou

wr• conaesld.on on her part

when ona Ncalla her earlier low 1"9gard of Bia (wr• 12).

The dis-

traught woman• a attempt to mol.11fy Jellll8 1 disconcerting presence by a
theo1og1cal altercation on the proper location tor vorllhip (wr• 20)
is deflected by Jesus in exactq the

SUit

way as Be parried

m.coc1e-•

Jema • • • a thrust ot His own (verNs 21 to 24).

address in :,13.

Verse 21 is signU'icant in that it is a pouibla al.JJlsion to 11 JA..

Old Testament beli.nars rewred the Templa in Jeru.salem as the Boa• ot
God where Bia presence abode (1 lallgs 8110-11).

Historically the Jftll

and Samritana bad dispated abmt mch a templa (Bzra 411-3). In tba
Person of JeS11s the two wre to be reconciled.

In wrae 21. theretare.

John might be alluding to 1114 which reads: . •Am the Word beCUIB fleah

and tabernacled among us. and we beheld Bis glory • • • tli1l.

ancl tl"llth. •

'l'be whole sense

filling the Tent
The Hebrews of

ot this wr• is rend.niacent ot

grace

Goel'•

glory

ot 'Jlaeting during Israel•• earq vilderma■ 11alller1~••

that period VOl1lcl earmatq 11atch (behold) the Tabernaola

because the clolld cowaring tha Tent

a■RNd

with them and instl"IIOted their mn•n-t■•

•tu11• of the •1l01"J' ot the Lcrcl

11

tar

ot

tllea that the Lard ,... there

KONonr. the Tabernaollt vu

(Ix. 401)11,-38).

ar

gN&t

ld.pdftcame

'Uderstanding the relationship bet.wen 1:14 aid 4121 :la the tact

that earlier Je11US claimed that His

Im vas

the Teapl.8 ot Goel (2121).

In otbllr VOl'da. Jams • • aaying to the SUaritan waan. •the hoar

u

cOlllzlg• (after 8111 death and Nnrreotion) when tru vorabip of t.118

S4
rather wll1 talm place--neitblr in J81"11eale• nor cm the Saaritali .,._
tain-bllt be centered in the Peraon (Temple) of thl

son.

It is after aoat of the ab~ dial.ope had tranaplNd that the
sharpest aiml.la'l'lties bet.en this pe'l'l~ope and. :,11-12 becama apparent.

Jesus says in versa 22

what••

aa1d in :,12 and 11 talllln

worship vhat 7011 do not lmow; w worship llhat •

toptbera •Toa.

know • • • .•

The

ironic al11111X to thia passage is wr•a 2S and 26. The vman 111 standing
face to face vith the longed-for Meaaiah, bUt ia completely blind to tba

factl

She thinks that she knon e'ftrJthing, h0119wr.

dently1

She states conti-

•I lmow that Masai.ah is aomlng • • • vhen he coma, he will

show us all things.•

Je8118 simply identifies BillSelf vithmt fanfare.

His tiv1:ne hwl11it7 ia meant to be contrasted vith her h1111an pride.

Althmgh the setting is entirely different, 4125 (in one short wrN)
swrmarizes the message of Hatt. ll•~S and IA'lat 7•19-22. Jabil am the
synoptic writers speak of the •camtng one• who vOlll.cl be known by tha

•rvell0118 deeds Re voal.d •show.•
the Baptizer (in

identity

The incomparable irony 111 that vbereaa

the synoptic aaoOIUlts) vmld haw to beli.ew in t'he

ot Christ

by means of what his diaDiplaa reported aeeing, tba

Samaritan Woman vitnea•d an aatmnding sign in:·parson (wr•• 16 to 19),
yat still did not realize thaj; the

•J-■

atanling before her shOlll.cl 'be

imldiately acclaimed as the lltaldah by rirtue of what Re had ju.at

•shown• herl

In verse 29 the woman rewala aontimad doa.bt in Jesus•
I

I

identity as decipherable by means of the ov- l"'l question she pats to

her tellar townspeople. Her question expected a mgat'1w a1111111tr
She

cannot bellew on her

at her bwlding auaplaions1

Olffle

She

seeks her

Olm

<~.;Tc.).

society• a aontination

•Can this be the ChristT•

'l'hi.• '1■

,ss
remlnl.acent ot what will be considered later in thi.11 paper regarding
Philip's need of peer contira.tion.10 Ironically, ewn the vC11Bn1 •
d011bt turns 011t wrong because many of her tallow tOIIUlll8n end up

believing in the true identit7 of Ja111111 cleaplte the tact that

Be

111 a

Jew (wraaa '.39, 41 and 42). John reccrda thia 1n crdar to pt back to
an important point in h111 presentations
human vitnass alon1 (S•'.'Jl-)4).

that Jasue did not depend on

In other varda, Jans ~nted peopla to

receiw Him because the7 recognimd by Bis vorda anl works that Ba aa
the

On,

aant by Gocl--not because 11011111bocly else said 110. There naeded

to be a personal relationship betwen JaSlls and beliewrs, aociet71 a
confirmation was insufficient. '!'here aa alwaya tha danger, of cmr•,
that He woul.d be rejected because He appeared aa nara Jlllln-vhan Ra as
more; because He was reared in Nazareth-when not born there; becauae
His paternity was knc,am..-when actually it was not.

The

danger in chapter

4 is that Jesus, who was a Jew, wau.ld ba rejected by the ·a amar1tau

tar

that wry reason when actual17 He had cOIIIII to save all races and nations
():15: 4:10: 12:20-2); 18:)7). The error ot •nJ' vaa that the7 vGllld
•juclga according to the flesh• (8:15) when Jesus achlonished them:

•Do

not judge by appearances, but judge with right jlldpant• (7:24). In

other words,

11Do

not judge •

what I say and do.

by what I

appear to ba, but

judge •

bJ'

Thay will rawal 'aJT trae 1dentit7-1t JOll are open

to the truth• (7:17).

■
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The •••ntiala of John'• ironical teahld.que in the ab098 paaaage

ia basically the same as in :,:1-12.11 TheN are: (1) The person
encOlllltered by Jans asnma knowledge of Ria Person (4:12,19,); ba.t in

actuality (2) she does not know Hi1ll at all (4125,29

am 22); and

(3)

only Jesus, and those enlightened by Him, really knon (4:22,26 and 39

to 42). Thia pericope differs from 311-12 in spreading the sa• the•

ovar more var••• The vcman, and other Samaritans, are repart;ed. as
becoming believers within the accmnt vhareaa licoclems cm.q mah later

(19:39; 7:50).
The Blind Beggars

Representative Lolfly Jew

(9:1-38)

Ma.11¥ cOJ1111Bntators on this passage do not note its 11im1Jarity to

4:7-42 or ):1-12.

Only occasionally are points· ot contact aclmwledged.12

Nonetheless, all three

or these

pericopea mm.test John' a technique ot

dramatic, subtle irony. Thia pasage has an inner mclsua (wr•a 16 to
31) wry similar to 4:7-42 and ):1-12.

John likBs bis episodes to haw action, to be encoa.nters betnen

people on the move.

Just as 11.codellWI •ca•• to Jesus, and the vcman

•cama to draw water,• ao, this time, Jesus •passed bY" (wrse l). Even
later (18128) Jesus will be brmght fr011 cma place to another.

ilthmgh not part ot this pericope•a mcleua, it is interesting
that JeB'.is• disciples proffer the question which opens the accmnt

llsupra, P• Sl•
12J. Lollis Martyn; History and Theoloq· in the Fmrth Gospel! (Bev
York and Evanston: Harper & Rw, "1bllshera, c.1968)·.

S?
(wrse :,). Thia is a straight question, h0118"18r, and gets a straight
answer.

Ro irony is intemed.

Another interesting aapect ia the

inability ot the healed .-i• s neighbcra to identity, hill readiq after
his encounter with Jesus ('99raes 8 am 9). The an himself has to ea.y;
•I am the man. n

John intends to eubaequantly focus attention on the

stubborn and arrogant ignorance ot the Pharisees. l"or t.hia reason he
reports the beggar• s humility when askad ab011t his benefactor• a ~ -

aboa.ts:

11 I

do ~ lcnw" ('99rse 12).

Verse 16 begins the inner mcleus ot greatest fl1mlarit.y between
this passage

am 417-42.

The Pharisees are prejudiaed against Jesus

.,,10-T,.,, ovTos
.,. T"f"''

tram the beginning. They derogatoriq say or Jlim1 ovtt
d.Y pw Tos •
9Eoi> o'"IJ

Barrett cOJ11111tnts on this statement 1 •The order of

""
words is umisual, but ov?'os

" A,.
mat be connected with o, d.Y'T'(.IJTos

•

The

emphasis • • • might be rendered I He is not from God-this man• ; and
certainly he is no more than :nan. 1113 It Barrett• a remering of this
'99rse is the correct cme, than, it ia remarlalb~ d.111Jar to :,12 (in an
Obveraa way) and a possible understarding ot 419.14 The major diasim.larity bet•en this wraa

am :,12 is that Ricoclems is .a

man later con-

wrted whereas these Pharisees are the type who vOlll.d. pernstent~
hmnd Jen.a to the cross. Thia ear~. then, ve ~ta glimpse at t.be
dramatic ircm;y of 7•45-52. Moreover, this oontident remark is wrcmg
(thmgh they thmght it right) on tvo oaants.

First, becauae Jeas 1.a

more than :man (l:1,18; 5:18; 8:.58) • and aeo~. because Jena

13sarrett, P• 298.

lllsuF•• PP•

s1-s2.

!! froa
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God (6129; ?116; 8:16.42; 914; 10136; 11:421 1214S; 14124; 1615; 171:,1

20:21). hen their protesaecl reason tor rejecting Je8118 is a pernrted
ones

•ror he does not lcaep the sabbath• ( . . ?12:,). The beggar is again

brau.ght into the acomnt when he 1• aslllld his opinion ot Jens.

this is stinging satire against the Pharisees.

Bftn

It is aald.ng a •n• •

opinion ot aomacme who baa wcmdertully transf'orad bis m.aerable

e:date~ I

What did they expect biJI to ll&)"T

(verse l?), but it parallels 4:19

Alas, his anner ia vrcmg

am posllibly :,12.1 5 Ver•a 18 to 23

only heightens the lamantable draa ot Pharisaical blindnasa.

is a nagativa equivalent ot :,:10.
ahON' this:

Ona

00111.d

Ver• 22

paraphra• wrse 22 to

•.Are )"Oil PhariNea the teachers ot the people and. yet, ym

exclude thea from the synagogue if' they turn to tbe Prom.sad One t• Ver•
24 is another ironically ignorant ._ lmON'" when Jahn'• a11.d1ence as

convinced that they knew nothing of' the sort. That JellWI was •a sinner•
is repeatedly refuted throughmt the Fourth Gospel (81'a6; ?:18; 8:29;

9:16; 18::,8; 19:4,6). Bl91'yone knav this, but the Pbariseea.
Verse 25 ia especially important beoaue it rewala the reasonillg

ot the lowly, believing Jew. Aa the Pharisees ot this pa.saage are
mant to be contrasted to the Pharisees llllCh aa Bicodems (later a
believer), so, too, the lowly, believing Jn ot thia perioope is to be
contrasted to others of' bis station 11ho vOllld not beliew (?141-4:,).
The beggar deolal'ecl to his Rperiors:

■whether he

lmow; one thing I know, that thaagh I as blinrl,

1• J ainnar, I do not;

na11 · I

cl1d not know the intricacies of' theological dialactio.

••• •

The beggar

ill! he 1cnft • •

S9
what Je911s had dona tor him.

'l'hia sufficed.

beggar vould show himself to be a man ot

SOlll8

Shortly, the bard-preued

mantal mattle ( wr•a 30

to ll), but theological dialectic had not restored his sight and.

therefore, to him, it was only a tootnate to the mlracle. Verses :,o to

33, as a natter ot tact, rem.nd ona (in principle) of Acta 4113. Ver•
25, thqb, is the epit01111 ot the Johannina reports in 7:24 and 10138.
This verse cOlll.d be paraphrased to accOllOdate • ~ or John's e■Nntial

teachings.

ror

example1

•Whether Jesus was bClll"n in laureth er

Bethlehem, I do not know; ona thiJII I know, that all or Bia vorda anl

deeds completely fulfill our Meaaianlc expectational• lo dmbt, it •a
the satisfied longings ot • ~ persona mch as the beggar vhich farced
the Pharisaical concern or 12:19. Eftn this 111 iron1c~ pathetic
since the teachers

ot Israel ahmld haw rejoiced that •the world has

gona after him. 1

When the Pharisees interrogate the beggar concerning Jen.a (wraea
26 to :,4) their questions bristle with "what• (26), •where• (29). anl
8

how" (26). Thia is rem:l.nlacent of 314,9 and 4:9. This is John• s DJ'

of bringing to the minds of his audience the thmght ol Jlatt. 22129.

Verse 27 is obdouly sarcastic and the PbariNea are wrong in ftl'N 28

aa can easU.,. be Nen troa S:39-4?. In wrae 29 the Lord'• antagonists
begin t o • • tools ot themaelwa. TheJ' start with the abaraateristio
"We know• and acmalude with a ~ do not know.•

vith verses 30 and )1 which read• in parts
do not; lmOlr • • • • · We knw • • • • •

(the aama word traa811."J'J.~w

I

Thia .is to be contrasted

~ . thi~ is a lllll'ftll

Thia paa~ge parallel.a 317.27

to IIIU'ftl, being uaed.) am 4127e

I!!!.
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Ver• 31111 a Johamd.• return to ?11?. Ver•• l2 and l) 111 pare,
hard. 1ogia.
i■

TheJ' are an eq\lS.ft1ent in priincipla ot

Act■

51)8-'9. Jalall

contrasting th111 particular inll'tanae ot Pbarillaical ipcranae vlth

the beat of their own tradition.

entire per1.aope, but

111 ••n

-,at

it■

readily in

Iron.,

1■

111, with, and under thla

a1earest att:lnitJ' to the Jll"9ceed:1ng two Pffica.-•

wr•• :,5 and ]8.

liaad.eaul had. prateaNd.

to be a •teacher• am, then, been 11D11b1e to reoeiw

Bi■

teaching.

J•Aleo,

just as the Suaritan VClllln had atood taae to face with the pralli.aed

Meelliah and been unab1e to recogm.• Bi■ (412S-26h ■o, now, Jen■ find■
the em011111nicated beggar and a11lm hill: nno yaa. bellne in the Son of
•nf 1

('V91'118

)S)e

The •n anner■ : ■who ill he • • • T■ (Yer• ]6).

Jesus• modest anner in wrae 'J? parallale 4:26. There ia ewn 1ION
au.bt1etJ' here. John

vi■hea

to eapbald.ze the beggar'• apiri.t\l&l. recep.
■alcll-wr•

tivitJ' (ha had suffered tm- Jena•
a■lcad

pleadingly;

1 Who

111 he, air, that I •7 bellaw in Id.at•

words, •I cannot beline
Je111111 saye to Ida:

)4) 'bJ' reparting that

ule11■ yau. help•• llirl•

•Ym haw

m

In otbn'

(CCIIPU'9 Mark 9124).

••11 bill, and it 111 he who maim to ym.•

To the Samaritan womn Jfe had onlJ'

■aids

•I who apeak to ym am he•

(4126). In her caae, ehe wa■ n o t ~ receptiw (•. .1111•) until after
bar sodetJ"a confirmtion ot her neplaion■ (4129,42). Bwn ticoclabad tail.eel to •••• beaau•, in part, be •teared the Jm• (bi11 ■ooietJ',
'
peera)--19138-'9; ?•So-52; and :,11. The beggar va• •ut 'bT Jabn to

contrast to both at

the■

becau• hi11

on mttering tar the Son of

111111.

The beggar had been "barn again•

•••ins• was ~cmtillgent, in pa.rt,

(Compare Jfark 1)19 and parall.e111).

(:,1:,).

he had

•-11•

the linldoa of Ood.
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in the Person of Jens Christ.

The• are the tne• or a,nc,ptio

affinities which can be Nan ome Jahn'• •thod

!If

PN•ntat.ion l•

tapped.
Dtspite ind191du.1 paauliarities. John'• three the•tio

•llPb&••

are reoogniu.ble in 9:1-,S as they are in 417-42 am :,:1-12. The• area
(1) The perSOJI!, e11e011nte:i-ed by Je1111s t.hmght they kmnr Ria (9116-17.24):
but (2) In actuality they did not know Rill at. all (9:29-301 (:,) ~

Jesus. and tho• enlightened by Ria. really know (9131).

Pontius Pilate: llepresentatiw Gentile Iaad.er
(18128-19116)

This pel"ioopa is of ironical centrality in John'• onrall pre•ntaThe historiaity of this passage

t.ion.

i■

debated by •111' scholars ffJl"

val"iou reasons. most ot which are beyold the scope at this paper.
Comparing John with Mark. for example. Barrett.

111"otel

The hi.storioal value of John's acaallnt 11 mah lCMtr than lllrlc'e
• • • • But it mst be ·repeated that John baa vl.th llllen in■ight
piclcad mt the 1cey ot the pa.aid.on narratiw in the ld.ngahip at
Jens, and ha■ mcle its
clearer • • • than any other llew
Testanltnt Vl"iter.16

••ninl

Even

Brown, who attempts with a '111.111mm of

COllpl"md.N

to defend John'•

historicity, feels ld.llself baud to •Y of this passages
It preael'fta a maleus of historical tradition that a--.nda _..
respect than has been giwn it in recent ,-are; on the other hand,
the eva12g9llat radically reahap1111 all his 'traditional •terial.

tor reasons theological and dra•t.ia.17
1

6e.rr.tt.

P• 443.

17RaJDlC)IIII B. Brown.

'!'he o;.11 Aaacrding to John in The Anchor
Bible (Garden· City, 11ev Ycrk1ledaJ" a CoapallJ', & •• a • .1970. mxs,

as-,.
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All tha &rPJ1!911tS, pro and con, aomerning the b1.atana1ty of this
On the other hand, in G!'der acleqaately

passage cannot be dealt with hare.

~o deaonstrate John'•
.

u■e

periaope 1111st be handled,

of irOIV" in it, two diapated
The firat

ot the•

regard■

aspect■

upon whCIIII he

focuses pnmary attention in 18128-19:16. or aaar•, Jena
focal point, but to whose chagrin

doe■

of th1a

1■

the central

he lnal hie aaathing satire!

I•

it upon Pilate or upon tho• Jevs who delift1'9d Bia up to PllateT On
the basis of 19:11, it vill be

■een

to be upon the Jews, but not fer the

erronaou.s reason that soma scholars asaert.

Seaomly, and in close

connection with the first aspect, the •poi-trait• ot Pilate punted by
John mat be dealt with.

That is, is Pilate being artificially •vbite-

vaahed• by John (and other gospel Vl"iters) in the cowardly interest at
peacef'Ul co-existence with the mighty Romn Empire, or is John sillpq'
reporting the actual tacts ab011t Pilate•• behaYior toward Jena, Once
John• s central gospel them is aclmowledged, then, it will be reoOlnlud
that Pilate' a behavior, one vay or the other, 1• periphffal to John's
presentation.

That is, his sin the• is:

His own people received Rim not.•

•He· cam to Bis 011D boa

am

Pilate, thar8f'Ol"8, not being a J -

(18:)S), is only a side-at-the-atage character actor int.he l!'&nd drama.
It will be remambared that this is exactly the sama ay that the blind
beggar was handled in 911-,a.18 It this 111 acknowladged., than, John's
hamllng ot the Roman gOftrnor can be eeen to be

unbia■ed.

repcrting of

what John knnr to be true rather than unhistcrica~ plaJvr1t1ng.

After

all, it John wanted to •whitewash• somebody, he bad the exquisite abil1ty
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to do a better job of it than vhat is a■eerted of hill in thi■ paaap.19
Re omld haw ashed Pilate a whiter-white by olaild.ng his oonnraionwhiah he newr

doe■•

The •in victiu of John' a atift are the Jen 11ho

dallwred Rim up to be Cl'llcitied. Westcott. c0111111nting on 18128.
recagniaa th1a1

The exam1.nation beton C&1apba11 (Matthew xxri..S9 tt. and parallel■)
is implied. and also its nace&IIU'J' iane • • • • The principa1
actora ( •the ahiet priests and Phari.Nes. • 11the Java•) are
where present to the mind of the lft1119llst. Compare xtx.4.20

•ftlT-

Alm.oat e"fttey "fttrse in this pericope is screaming

oa.t tor an ironical

interpretation. There are emellent examples ot John' 11 u• of ironical
•settings" as 11ell as questions and atate•nta. To pt the tull.est
appreciation ot the superlative irony present here• om mat imagine

himself as a part ot John' a early •participating• audience.

As licodems had once com to Jena by night. so

here licadllma•
I

cohorts have surreptitious~ condemnad Jesus by night (18128). lihen they
had dona the dead. they delivered B1m. who had

C0118

unto Bis •own people•

into the hands of •lawless• •n (Gentile■: Acta 2:23).

But. •They thea-

selwa did not enter the praetorium. so that they m.ght not be def11ecl•
but might eat the passover• (18:28). They wmld eat the Passover, Jet
they had ignorant~ condemned the Pasohal tub into the hands ot a1nf11ll.
pagan foreigners.

By all that is ho~. what wOllld they haw to do in

order to be 11detiled11 ? Ia this an ironical setting or is it not! Jchn'•
•atertul. implications can alJlost till the skaleta1 ton ot Hark 14:63-64--

19J3rown,

mn.

860.

28weatcott. PP• 279-280.
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in Nftrae1

the audienae ot John1a gospel tore their •ntlea when

•Am

the7 heard 18128. and said. 'Why' do we still naed witneSNIIT Yoa. haft
heard their defile•nt. What 1• mr decision!'

And the7 all conde11Md

them as guilty of the Lord's blood.• In other words, by Jahn' 11 technique
he has br011ght the judgment proncmnced upon Jen■ by His own coantrymn

d0"m upon their own heads in an ironical •nnar.
Pilate• s question in wrae
be

29 and the Jna• anner in wrae 30 mst

interpreted in light ot such passages as 8:46 and 101:,2-:,3. Pilate's

words in verse

)1

(•judge him b7 ;ymr own lav") ahOlll.d be read with th8

or

understanding ot 8:17 and 101)4. In ?:19, fOI' example, •the tav• is the
usual and natural reference.
Sanders wrote1
1

the

In 10:)4 and 8117 b7 'W&J'

•In both passages%!!!!£. is emphatic, stressing that it is

m to which you appeal in ccmdemn1ng •

ct. x1.:x:.7 ) •" 21

contrast,

The

1

(as tha7 eventually do,

particular irony- in 181)1 is that a •lawless•

Gentile has to speak to the Jevs ab011t their own tavl

Pilate, ot CCllll'N,

did not realize the divine significance ot his wOl'ds-whicb only emphasizes
the irony ot them.

BOI' do the Jews realize the iron,- of their reply1 •It

is not lavtul.. 11

CCllll'N, the Jns wre referring to somthing el•

Of

altogether22 which, again, hones the edge of the aatire.

Pilate's

direction to the Jewish rejectors of Jesus is the Johannina equivalent
in principle ot Matt. 12:42.

Jnish unawareness ot their own satirical

performance is reminiscent of 11:47-52~ The chief priests and Pbar1••11

21J. H. Sanders, The Gospel According to John, edited and completed
b7 B. A. Mastin (London: Adam & Charles Bla:ek, a.1968), PP• 259-260 •

•

6S
had said: "What are we to doT For this nan pert01"118 any- signs• (1114?).
Believe is what they ahmld have done (10:2S).

They had said:

11If

we

lat him go on thus, every one will believe in him, and the Roana vill
coma and destroy both au.r holy place and oa.r nation• (111,.S). What a
parody

ot divine pirposes. From their own m011ths John pits them under

the 11woe 11 ot Iuka 11:S2.

As tor the need of destroying Jesus so that

the Romans would not destroy--just the opposite was tru.e (Iuka 23127-31).
In a mad attempt to preserve their 11holy place•--they plan to destroy
that very embodiment of the Holy Temple (2:21).

So that the ROJ1Bna would

not destroy it, they deliver it into Roman hands tor destr11ctionl
ironical climax or chapter 11 comes in verses 49 and

so.

The

C&iaphas the

High Priest (representative of God) displays the totality ot presumptive
ignorance when he boasts to his tallow cmncilnn_:

!g! lm01r nothiJJg at

11

alli e, do not understand that it is expedient tor y011 that ona man
shOlll.d die for the people, and that the whole nation shoul.d not perish."
As St. Paul, John c011ld quote Pa. 14:,-4 with tuJ.l. appron.11

unlerstands. • • •

m have turned aside"

(Rom. ]:11-12).

11Ro

one

The latter

part or the High Priest's prophecy above bears deliberate Johanrd.nl
affinities with 3:16.

That is, the Son of God waa.ld die •tor the people•

that whoever believes in Him 11 sh011ld not parish. u

The irony- is that the

High Priest meant it tor evil, but God meant it tor good (Gen. S0:20).
The High Priest thought the opposite of what bi.a words literally meant.

This is irony.

He implied: "I lm01r ever)'thing: I umerstandl•

He rea~

knew nothing and 19t, his Pl"olileCJ' (verse S1) a:nd sinister plans (ftrse

S3) only served to fulfill the :pm-poses of God (Acts 2123).
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Withmt realis.ing the significance ot his words tOI! this paper

Brown comments on 18133:
•Are ym •the King ot the Jaws•!• ••• these are Pilate•s first
word.a to Jesus. On Pilate• s lips the expression •the Jews• does
not have its special Johanninl senaa as a designation ot the
hostile Jewish authorities (as in wrse :,1) but refers to the
Jewish nation. (The same was tru when another foreigner• the
Bamaritan woman. spolm of the Jews in iv 9,22).23

Therefore, Pilate I s first words to Jesus are lilm those first words ot
the Samaritan woman to Jesus in 4:7-42. the first paral.181 ot techniqae
in this comparison.
answer.

Verse :,4 is a straight question and gets a straight

Jesus• reply shoa.ld not be miaconatruacl. Barrett aya1

It is impossible tar Jesus to aD8119r the question until he lmon
what it means. It is conceivable that Pilate is inquiring because
he has himself apprehended the true and unique royalty ot Jesus;
but • • • (it) is mah more probable {that) ha is narely testing a
political charge brOllght by the Jews.24
Jesus• word.a in wrse :,4 111st be interpreted by the same pr1miple in

S:34:

He waited, that is, to see whq might be •taught by Goel• (614;5).

He did not trust in the testi~

ot mn. Perhaps, as Barrett suggested.

abava, 11Pilate is inquiring because he has • • • apprehandecl the true
• • • royalty ot Jesus.• It so. Jesus wmld gift him straight

anner■ •

Pilate's stinging rebuff in wrse 35 smckll of irony. Be is not a Jew.
and those (the Jews) who shmld haft brought.

the light of lite to bill

(as a Gentile) bring. inateacl, •the light ot mn• in chains as it wre-

acausad of wrongdobg. st. Paul's use ot Is. S21S fully applies hare
(Rom. 2:24).

2lsrown, XXIJB, 8Sl.
zllsarrett. P• 447.

6?
Beginning at verse 36 Jesue commances epeaklng at Hie ldngebip.
Of the Lord's words: •My ld.ngehip is not of the world,• Barrett cmmnents1

Jesus admtts that he 111 a king • • • • . The Johann:1ne idiom partly
corresponds to the synoptic (and apocalyptic) • • • •
The disciples are described bj' the sa• word as the Temple polloe
(verse 3) • • • • John dcubtless availed himelt of it as a •ane
or practising his customary play onwords.2S

This last sentence is significant. John •plays on• the word tor Temple·
police (from J-rr,p1T'l5

) • Why does

he do thisT

an allusion to the •temple or his body• (2:21)1

•so yoa

are

a

k1ngT 0

COllld it be that it 111

or PUate•e

question,

Westcott commants1

' "" , which occurs here only in the Nev Testaant,
The particle ov>tovv
gives a tinge or iron,- to the words, which are halt interrogat1.w
in form and half an exclamtion.26
It is a strange note that this above word ot Pilate (oilKovv ), aa1.d by
some to be his •ipsissimm w:rbwl, ■2? i11 recorded only tor people in the
gospel which is said to be historically 1 mch l0119r than• other goapela.28
Be this as it may, Pilate unintentionally (ironically) confirms the ld.ng-

ship ot Jesus and nowhere denies it.

Ia this an atteMPt. to

'vhiteva■h1

Pilate ar does John intend something else by this factual report! Jdm

desires that the sharpest posnble relief to be drawn betveen the Jm.ah
refusal to belina and the absolute necessity of JeSUII being proolaiad

ling.

Thill is John'• equivalent 1n principle

2.5Ibid.
26n,1cl.,

PP• 284-285.

2?Sander11, p.

397.

28suFa, p. 62

ot !ala 19::,8-~. Jut as
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the High Priest bad made an acCUl'&te prophecy of Jesus vithaa.t knolling
it, ao the Roman gavernor !!!!!, acknowledge the Kingship of the Lord
JeSUII thoagh he kn01ra nothing at all of its true significance.

Jesus• comments on the purpose of Bis birth (wr• 3?) Nt the seem

tor the equivalents of 4:25: 91:,6;

am 3:2.29

The two phra•s1 •ror

this I was born, and for this I haw com into the world • • • • • is
variously explained by ditterent. •n• Brown

■ay.s:

Lagrange • • • correctly denies any suggestion that the first wrb
ref'ers to Jesus• birth while the •com refers to his piblic
ministry. Rather they are in parallltlin and both ref'er to the
sua thing. John does not elsewhere UN the wrb gennan, •to be
begotten, be born,• of Jesua.30
It is odd that BrONn ackn01rledgea John's llillgle
&aJ'S that it means exactly the sa• thing

UN

of a ward and than

as his more commonly u•d

words and phrases. Usually an author's single use of a wcrd araues

IIGl'9

scholarly curiosity and is giwn more intensiw examination. Westcott

disagrees with Brown's understanding ot 181:,7 and otters this .ft'idemtu
The two phrases appear to aorresponcl in part vith the two in n1.2e,
•I came oa.t froa the rather. and am aoa into the world.• The
first m.rlm the entrance upon a new fora ot being, the second cletinas
the sphere ot the Lord' 11 111.asion • • • as addreaaed to Pilate the
words declared ~ the Iman birth (cOllpllft IAICII 1.35,To yr,"wJUY•v),
thmgh a deeper••~ lie• bemath the11.JJ.
•

a

,

...

ot xri..28 Westcott had earlier aoJIIIBllted on these worda1 t~w ""'f""' -,.ov
\
'I .. "
'
•
...
'
'
'I'\.'"
,
\
,
-r,-rpos
E§'l"9o",
clij~9ov
EK. rov l'cnpo.s kcU c11111wB~ E<S TOY koo-r,ov.
Ra 111"ote1

29
.
SUpra,pp. 50,54,60.

'°srOlffl,

XXIXB, 8,54.

'1westaott, P• 285.

,

The prepos1t1on .,,,p11.:. denotea leanng a position (as 1t 1191"8) - ,
the l"ather•s side (c0111pare :n.i6)1 that usec:l 1n the next wrae { E~)
an 1asu.ing tar-th from the rather a• the spring of claity.

I ca• mt from • • • • Ro phra• aOllld express 110N omapletely
unity ot essence than these varda (EJ~~Bo" l)l ).32
The two phrases: •was born • • • baw

.

cOIIIII

into • • • ••

&N

possibly

John' a wa7 of expressing Matt. 1:25 and 3•13; and lalm 21? and )121.

Mark succinctly tells only the second ot the two phrases in 1:9. In
other words, Jesus was born as a man, bllt did. not begin Ria pa.blic
ministry until the appointed tilB (1:24-34).

In the latter part of 18:37 JellUS says to Pilat••
is of the truth hears m:y voice.•
build-up.

'Bftry one who

Thia is the brink ot John's ironical

Jesus has tried to lead the Roan to a place of recepti"l'i.t7

just as He had dom with Bicoclems, the Samaritan voan, aid the blin4
beggar.

In each ot thoaa cases the person in dial.ope with Jesus aslllld

astOll!Klingly stupid qU.eations which sened as the cliJlax ot the diac011rsa (especially in 412.5 and 91)6).
thing.

lov Pilate does the saa incNdible

With the cli"l'i.1111, eternal ellbadill8nt ot Trllth standing ript before

his eyes he aska, "What is truth!" (wrae ,S).

John has already ade it

wry clear to his audience that Jesus was the Trllth (1416; 1114; 181)?).

It might a1ao be aignU'icant that the Jews stabled onr personalities
(vhoT) whereas the Gentile seeks an impersonal. pb11osopby (vbatT).

Paul said that

1 0reeks

st.

seek visdoa• (1 Cor. 1122), and great Oentile

-

thinlcara had long amght ultimte s;ocl, beauty,-and truth.

thmght that John uaad~\~8Ecal

Sanders

(truth) vith somtbing of the classical
I
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Greek sense in it.33 Westcott diNgreed.34 Bven thoqh Pilate, ind.Ncl,
might ha,ra mant nothing more than 11What are the true tacts at the aa•t•
(Westcott), it is oharaateristic of John to c0ffl9y manaes am inrmanloa
in, with, am under simple, apparent~ literal, questions and state•nts.

In ,rarse )8 the magnitude of ir011,1 is in the tact that the Truth--•Olllht
by Pilate• s race (Gentiles) tor centuries-stood baton hill on trial.
The difficulty

tor Pilate was the unrealized reality that the Trllth was

incarnated in the body at a cleapiNd Jewl

It shOllld be recalled that

this was the same difficulty experienced by the Samritan vo-.n (t.ha
other non-Jev).lS Pilate is not being "whitewashed• by John.
opposite.

Just the

To the tuned.in audience of John's gospel, Pilate was a con-

demned man, judged by the ,rary Person he was judging. When Jesus aid1
•Every ona who is of the tl'llth hears

~

voice, 11 it is clear that the

gonrnor did ~ •hear" it (compare this to 10:26-27). Soma caa.ld not
•sea" and

SODIB

could not •hear" (compare balie,rars• ability to hear

Jesus• voice: 20:16 and 21:S-7).

John's ear~ audience vaal.d mwr haw

imagined that he was llvhitavashing• anybody.

Brown saya:

•~its ot the

trial • • • include the innocence of Jesus and Jeaus as the true judge
who prits his adversaries on tr1a1. 11 36 Thia is ir011,1 am in complete
lmeping with ):18.

))Sanders, P• 8).
~stcott, PP• 286-287.

lSSu:F•• P• SS•

.J6srOlffl,

XXIXB, 863.
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The latter half of ftrse 38 is the nrst time Pilate tells the
Jewish accusers ot Jell'lls:

•I find no orima in him.• Re would do the

same thing three timaa (18138; 19141 6). There are also three rejection
emlamations by the Jews (18:40; 1916).

John is partial to threenass.

Pilate I s mood in 1916 is sild.lar in prinoiple to Matt. ' 2?124. The words
of 19:7 are merely the proffered Jewish explanation ot their rejection
of Jesus.

Pilate• s description of Jesus in 191S is reld.n1.scent ot 4193?

and 9:16.38 Even Nicodems thou.ght no more of Jesus than a an from

Ood.39 Therefore, all tour ot these "representatift• personalities
stum1e over His humanity-, being ignorant of His deity. Being ignorant.
and unseeing, the Jewish explanation in 19:7 is a satire ot them.

John

repeatedly- proclaims Jesus as the Son of God ():16-18 and 10:)6, as
examples), yet verse 7 sets the seem tor Pilate's tear in verse 8.
governor becomes afraid that he might be mishandling a deity-I
John's equivalent of Matt. 27:19.

The

This is

Imeed, thou.gh the eu.ct momant when

Pilate began to fear ia not synchronized, it vas duripg the trial as
both Matthew and John agree, and mt of

SOJIB

sort

ot apprehensiftnass.

Lightfoot ma.leas a valid observation ot John's technique in ftrses 8 arid 91
The Jews• revelation • • • that the PrisOll&r claims a divim Scmahip
has an UMxpected effect U'DOft Pilate •. • • • Re seeka therefore
• • • to hear the Priscmer1 a own account • • • abou.t His origin.
The reader hOH8ftr has long since 1earmd that lcnOll'ledge at the
anner to ibis question cannot be obtained in this vay- • • • • I-IO

l?suFa, P• 52.
'8auFa,

P• S7.

39aupra. pp.

49-so.

40x.i.ghttoot, P• 31).

?2

Lightf'oot wisely remims his readers that an awareness of John's technique is needed to unlerstand tul.ly his •thod of preNntation.
says this of' Pilate• s question to Jesus in varse 9:

Brawn

•The evangelist

may wall •an this question t~ be interpreted in light of Jesus• claim
to be God 1 s Son; thus it wmld be • • • asklng whether Jesus cOIIBa tram
heaven or is hwnan.• 41 The deity of' Jesus becomes an issue.

.

The iron,-T

Only the Gentile foreigner tries to deal with it I

Pilate• s question to Jesus on His origin got no anner (varsa 9).
In verse 10, therefore, he makes an assertion ( thrmgh

, ,
au-p.'I

question-

ing) ard, this time, receives an answer which shows him that he does not
even know the origin ot his awn office I The Jews misconstrued the origin
of' their own Law (7:19-24) and the Gentiles ware ignorant of' the true
origin of' their ponr.
tion.

John is capable of' superb subtlety of' presenta-

Verses 10 and 11 is, in effect, an •I know• versus

•1 kpow"

exchange on the same order as '.'312, 10; 4:22; 9124,31. The teaching ot
Mark 12:14-17 is assumad in this passage.

Jesus gave obedience to

Caesar, but neither the Jews nor Pilate gave God what belonged (h01111.ge)
to Him.
Verses 12 and 13 have an irony all their arm:
1 If'

•the Jews cried oat,

you. release this man, you are not Caesar• s friend; awry cme vho

nakas himself king sets himself' against Caesar.•
these words • • • • •

When Pilate heard

There are three points of' ir0111' here.

The first

concerns "friendship" with whom; the second, •making onaaelt• somthing;
and the third, Pilate•s •hearing• the negative cries against Jesus.

41Brown,

mm,

878.

,,,
In lS:1:,..14 Jesus had told Ria disciples:

•Greater love baa no

man than this, that a man la7 dOIID his life for his Mems.
m;y friends • • • • •

vein:

Yaa. are

Two other outside references speak in the

aa•

•Abraham • • • was called the frnlld of Ood• (Janes 2123); and

•untaithf'ul creaturesl

Do J'OU not Imm that friemahip with the world

is emd.t7 with Goen Therefore whoever wishes to be a friem of the
world makes himself an ena1111' ot God" (Jamaa 4:4).

aa7ing to Pilate in effec~:

In 19112 the Jews are

•It J'Ol1 k1.ll this Oa.lilean tor us va will

acclaim J'OU as a •tnem• ot the •worldly ruler'.• What the7 did not
tell him (since neither of them knev--1 Cor. 2:8) is that:

•It 70U

kl.11 the King ot Israel J'Ol1. are an •enalll1'1 ot God.• What nobod7 knav
was that b7 "laJ'ing down His 1:1te 11

tor the sins ot the world Jesua vaa

exercising the greatest love and makl.ng it possible tor all •n to
become reconciled friends ot God (2 Car. S:18-19).
a despised enam;y, He treated them as Ria

friema.

They treated Him as
Thia ia irony-.

When the Jews cried out, •eveey 01111 who mkBs hillaelf a ld.ng •ta

himself against Caesar• it calls to mlm aimilar remrka of theirs (19:?1
8:S3; 10:33). What the7 said to Pilate c011ld apply, of cc,mo•, i t it
ware true, but irollJ' lurks within the body of the senteMe. firstly,
because Jesus was obeclient to Caesar (18::,6) and, •condl.7, because Je111111

(as God) was the King trom whom the •pcMtr• of C&esar was deriwd. Jesus
did not have to •ma.kB himselt11 a king-Be vaa tbe 1:11,g I

In other ward.a,

Pilate w0111.d be acting rightly- i t be justly- treed Jesus since Je111111 was
the King through whom Caesar (Pilate•s boas) was empowered. T o ~ be
•Caesar• s friend• Pilate should tree Jeaua-~ tbe opposite of what tba
Jews demanded.

Unfortunately-, he 11heard• their wordal
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The third ironical contrast is between 19:13 ancl 18137. Whereas
Pilate had not heard the voice of Tru.th Himaelt, he did •bear• the

voices ot those who screa111td tor Jesus• blood.
Pilate was not a sheep
mine! S:43.

ot the

or this to show that

All

Good Shepherd (19:2-S).

It even calla to

In S12'--29 Jesus had spokBn about •the dead• hearing •the

voice of the Son of God, and those who hear will live.• By 11:23-26 it
is lmown that such 11 haaring ones• shall neftr die.

Evan on the day of

final judgment a conclusive type of hearing ones will be •pa.rated into
those who have •done good" and tho• who have •dom evil.•
his definition of •good• in 6:28-29

am

John gave

his definition ot •ev11• in

8:4)-47. A •good• man is one who believes 1n Jesus whom God has eent.
This cannot be dom by om• s own reason or strength, but requires an

act of God (3:S-6; 6:44-4S,6)). An •ev11• man is one who •cannot bear
to hear• the words

or

God (8143) becau• his

sata:nic and he shows the tamily reseniblanae

spiritual paternity is

or 17ing against the truth.

This brief e:xcur.sus was for the pirpoae ot sholdng John's concept
11 hearing•

or not hearing the words of truth.

or

Concer:ning this Barrett

comments on S:24:
r,

I

I

I

\

I

..

The beU,var is described as o Tov ~oyov ,-..Dv ,uc.o11c.uv 'Kil< 7rtaTt'VWV Tlfl
l'EfLlfhilVTl l'-t ,
The abeenca ot a eecom article shavs that the two
particles are co-ordinate features ot a single, twofold, description.
John laJ'S &018 stress on ~ as the gramd ot believing • • •
believing is also by h e a ~ t . Roans 10.17) • • • the ward ot
Jesus judges the •n who rejects it (and him) at the last day • • • •
This corresPJ:rs to the 8J110ptio teaching, ••I• Matthew ?.24-?=
IA'ka 6.47-9. 2

42Barrett, p. 217.

,?S
It it ia t1"118 that •the •n 11ho rejects• the wards of Jen.a is jadpcl
•at the last

day■

and it ia true that John

reaard■

Pilate aa haring

failed to •hear" that witne■s ot the Tru.th (181:,8; 19113)-vherein baa
Ia tbe iapl1aat1on of a •n• ■

John Wwhitewaahed• the Roman governarT

eternal judpmnt (on the order of )136) a vbitevaah jobT The aost. that

any intelligent scholar cmld

poa■ibJ.lr

concede along tbia line is that

John ironically painted Pilate 111th auah a coating aa •ntioned in

Matt. 2):27. Hia early-

reader■

vOllld haw

NDNd

the 1mplication.

Verses 14 to 16 ia a little ~~ and absolute conclusion to the
whole sordid affair. Barrett•• commnta on this passage are nearly
adequate tor this paper.

The pattern ot Pilate-Jewish arOlld exchange•

are aimllar to those in 181:,8-19:6, bllt whereas Pilate had three state-

ments ot Jesus• innocence in the earlier passage, this one only baa a
three told exclamation ot denial by tha J - (191lS).

Barrett ~ites:

In the dramatic narratiw the clewr argument ot the J - ie thrllst.
back upon them 111th bitter irony; the helpless iriaoner ot Roma 1■
the only king they are 11118].y to haw • • • • John VC'll"lm ao frequently with the them of ld.ngahip • • • that it see• ·u .aJ.lr that
here he baa intentionally pit into the mc,v.th ot Pilate an unintenled
truth. Just as Pilate inscribes on the cross (wr•s 19,22) the
royal title of Jena, ao here, in ■pl.ta or all appearances, he traly
pi-oolaima Je81111 aa the Jd.ng ot Israel • • • •
'

,.,

, I.
v,u,,v
ttnrvpwoUJ
up to the Java• bla■pbam;r.

Tov fJ"1't 1\£4

,,,

,

;

Pilate rem•s bi■ 11"0117, am leads

' ' K"'"P"'

ovx t'Xopcv ,u.a-cl,11.. £< f'-'1

•

ct. Judpa s.23; 1 Salllel s.i

and mny other paaaagea or the Old T•st.-nt, where it 1a iDBi■ted
that the only tra.e king of Illl'ael is God M••lt • • • • In d e ~
all claim to ld.ngahip saw that of the Roman Bllperar Israel abdicated
its own uniqwl position 1Uder the imlediate aonreilfttJ' of Gad.q.:,
I

-

43:tbid., P• 4.54.

?6

In atbar wards, to get rid or Je9US the Jeva bad to deny the

ling■hip

of

Ood which they had already dona in tact by Neld.ng to l'ld th•-lvea of

Jesus.

Thia is a circle or •sterful. irony.

Barrett's above remark that John •has intentionall.7 pat into the
mouth of Pilate an unintentioml truth• ia most unlllall.y. Barrett'•
error- ia displayed when ona re•d>ers that the Jewish High Priest (as
leader or the Jewish nation) had also spolaln an unintended tra.th in ll:'-952.

The author-, John, vOllld whe•ntl.J'

deny that he •pat an,thing• into

the JllOllth of the High Priest I ~• editorial
unintended tl"llth is1

OOJllll9nt

•~ did not say this on

hi■

on the High Pried' 11

own accord, bu.t being

high priest that year he prophesied • • • • • (111 Sl).

John

doe ■

e, say;

•He did not say this on his own accord-but on 111,Y accord • • • 1• More-

over, it has bean demonstrated in this paper how tenaci01111l.y Jahn hel.d
to prophecyJ4- am to the Java aa the nation from vhom aalation mst
coa (4122).

John' a respect ot the Jewish rellgima leaders vaa obn.mal.y

such _as _Ja~a enjoined in Matt. 2:,11.-:,. In other· vords, 11:50-53

i■

ll&J'•

ing1 •As the Ood-Ol"dainad teachers ot the tav the aoancll apollll correctl.3
but they tailed to practice what they P1"9ached. •

The whole •■sage of

11:49-52 is destroyed it, in tact, the High Priest mwr aid rm,thing

ot the sor-t. Moreover,
ottlce.

John vollld have umped the function of that

It John had •pit into the IIIOllth• of the High Priest (and Pilate)

vords he had

IIBftl'"

uttered-it ia ditticul.t to comprehend how he aml.d

have had any confidence and aonrict'l.on 1.n his own presentation.

Tl
In concluding the consideration of 18128-19116 the tollowinc -.rka

ot typical Johannine ironical pre•ntation llhOllld

be notecl1

(1) The

parson.!. encOllDtered b7 Jeau.11 claim 'knowledge ot His Person (18:29-30,40;
19:S,9,12): (2) In actuality they do not know Hill at all (181,0,33,381
19:7,lS); and (_3) Only Jesus really knowa (18::,2,:,61 19111:). It ie dabP .
table whether or not Pilate had partially coma to •• Jeaua• t.ru
identity (18:37; 19:14-lS). It so, hia •sight• was only the tirat,
unf'oauaed glimars ot light such as recorded of another an in Mark
8:24.

He nnar received tull vision.
There are other examples ot John• s preaentation-il'OD.y", but. they

cannot all be dealt 'lflth in a paper or this air.a.

These others, too,

deal with •representativa• imividuals such aa the paral.ytic at the pool
(S:1-16) and Mary- M9:gdalena at the empty tomb (20111-16). Mary Magdalene
ia rePNsentativa ot faithful womn disciples of' Jeaua.

John see• to

giva evary bit aa mch attention to vozmn in his gospel as does Iaka.
Both of' these above mantionad accOIIDta bear the marks
Johannim i1'0D7-preaentation. Reither
Jesus reftal.ed Himself'.

In both

11 knn"

or typical

Rill (S:13 am 20:lS) until

.

ca•• they wnt to tell SClll8ona (S1lS

and 20118)-ona negatively and ona positively. In this last respect
they are similar to ll14S-"6.
The f'oar repreaentatiw examples that wre considered in soma detail
revaal Jesus aa the complete tal.f'illmant or au. things :pi-opbeaied

or Bi••

CHlPl'BR VIl
BIHDD J<IIR'S TECHNIQUES

At the beginning ot this paper a well-known scholar
articulating what is the allaged

ba■ia

va■

quoted as

disparit:r betveen t'he rmrth

Gospel and the synoptic gospels. The J110st conspieucas dittereme was
that John apparent3::r cmd.ts to present such synoptic acccants as the
Virgin Birth, His baptism, the Temptation, the Tranatiggration, the
Words or Institution or the Last Supper, and the agon:r in the Garden ot
Gethsemane • 1 It is strange that a man who wrote with such astute
insights on John's characteristic use ot the Old Testament2 shau.ld td.1
to recognize nan;y of John's claar allusions to the synoptic accmnts
assumed b:r him.

This is to say, if John's thought was 8 thor01lghly

parmated" (Barrett) by Old Testament knawladge, vh:r is it not possible
with John's usage or the synoptic traditions! This is not at all to
assert that John's view ot the earlier gospels was identical with

■holy'

scripture.• It is to assert, hawaftr, that John (writing arOIUld. 9S A.D.)
cCNld easily haft had access to all three ot the synoptic gospels. Be
woald nat~ally asSWIII that their cont~nts were lmown to
the Old Testament

content■ WIIN known

b:r others.

As

other■

just as

a mtter of fact,

a Gentile convert voald haft lmovn aboa.t the one no longer than the other I
Sillce ~ledge

or the Old· Testa•nt

it sufficed tor his

pm-pose■•

lsuFa, P• l,

2sum:a.

pp. 44-4S.

was asllWIIBd by John, alluaion■ to

It is entirely possible that he asSWIIBd
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exactly the same thing with the synoptic goapele. It 1• not a matter,
then, of John 11 om1tting• or •not !moving of" or •c1iaa11"9eing with• a
synoptic account. He as8Wll9d his audience• s knowledge and acceptance of
them. Allusions to them nre sufficient f'or his parpo•a and he cmld
give his full energies to setting the tacts in the lllidet of their
historical pathos and drama by maana ot subtle, catechetical irony. It
is the aim of' this chapter, therefore, to demonstrate that John lcnav
directl.y about the synoptic traditions, and theirs• nre essentially the
same as his.

Thay nre all from one source experience. To •e John's

direct lmowledge of' the synoptic accounts one 1111st unieratand his
literary technique. Blindness to it leaves one only the dross of'
J ohannina..Synoptic •difficulties.•

It is interesting that John' a handling ot Jesus• baptism is
presented where and how it is. The allusion to Jesus• baptism ata:nda in
l:Jl-J).

It appears as a deliberate early key to how John will later

allude to other synoptic accounts.

This pericope daes !!5§. say that Jesus

was ever baptized, but no scholar denies the baptism of' Jesus.

Evan

Barrett, who cites the Lord's baptism as one of the synoptic accounts
•om.tted by John, n admits that John •asaumaa knowledge of' the SJ'DOPl.ic
baptism story.•3 It it is aclmowledged that John did this with the
Baptism, why not with other synoptic 1LCcou.ntaT Another point shOllld be
noted. Whereas scholars frequently mantion Johannina attinitiea to tulclt
ar Mark, a f'ewar IIWll>er ot them include Matthew.

3c.

Yet, John' a allusions

K. Barrett, The Gospel According to st. John (Londont SPCK;

1955,), P• 1z.a.
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to the baptism of Jesus is cloaest--in om regard--to Matthew• a accOllllt.
Only John and Matthew record the Baptizer• s feelings ot inferiority ill
aonmction with Jesus• baptism (John 1:30 = Matt. 3114).
The Transfiguration
Synoptic writers record the manifestation of the Lord's glory
(Matt. 17:1-13: Mark 9:2-1); Lulca 9:29-:,6) before His cra.cifixion--so
does John.

When the synoptics speak of the Transfiguration they include

representatives of the Lav and Prophets (Moses and Blijah)--so does
John.

The massage of the synoptic accounts is that Je8\1a is the fulfill,:.

DBnt or Old Testament revelation, and that He 1111st autter to bring God's
work to completion. John concurs. The only dtrtereme is that the
synoptic gospels explicitly relate the event, John alludes to it.
The major Johannim allusion to the Transfiguration in John 1a
1:14-1?. In particular:
The Word becaDB rleah and dwlt among us, full of grace and truth;
we have beheld his blory • • • • (John bore wit:nesa to him, aid
cried, ""This was he • • • who • • • ranka before • ' ) • • • • Par
the law was given thr011gh Moses; grace and truth ca• throu.gh Je8\1a
Christ."
'
Reapectflllly paraphrasing this passage to bring 011t its Transfiguration
allusion:
The Word became fiesh and tabernacled amo11g us, the complete fulfillment of all. things; we have actually gazed upon the spectacle or Ria
manifested glory. John, as the last prophet, cried mt as vitneaa,
•Thia ia Re vho ranks before all prophecy• because even the Lav vaa
given thr011gh Moses, but Je8\1s Christ supercedes both Law alld
~ophets.
The above interpretation stands or falls on three :main points; (1)

Does it essential.17 equate with the synoptic accOlllltaT1

(2) Does the
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Baptir.er mean for John vhat he meant tor the synoptic vritersTs and (3)
.Are there notable similarities of vocabul.aey and conaeptsT To avoid

redumance, these three points will be considered concurrently.
Lightfoot ia ccrrect when be commnts that John has Jld.nild•d the
role or the Baptir.er as a prophet. but he is fm-ced to comede that •the
Baptist is • • • a voice • • • • ■4 He is saying, in ettect • that the
Baptir.er acted in the role of prophet, though he is not called that.
Westcott, on the other hand, when cOllll8nting on l1lS, insists on the
Baptizer being viewed as a prophet:

•The testimony of John is introduced

in the same nanrier as before, as representing the final testillony ot
prophecy.nS It is highly significant that the Baptizer's witnaaa of
Jesus (verse lS) is placed immdiatal.y after ■- have beheld his glOf'T'
and immadiately before a consideration of Mo•s• role (ver• 17).

Verses 16 and 17 are connected in thmght as can be seen by the tact
that verse 17 begins with the conjunction

'/"f

beheld his glorr' as the complete fulfillment

and the Law (Moses).

(tm-).

In other words, "n

ot ]Jl'opheay (the Baptiser)

Any accusation of verse lS' s interpolation is

improbable since John does the sama thing in chapter 4 with Jesus• trip
throu.gh Samria,6 and Peter's derdal.7 It ill part ot his technique,
aometimas used ironically, but here, subtlety.

Lightfoot denies any

'-R. H. Lightfoot, st, John'• Gospel, edited by
At The Clarendon Press, 1956), p. 67.

c. r.

Ivans (0.xtorcb

Serooka ross Westcott, The Gospel According to st.John (Grand Rapicla,
Michigan: Wm. B. Berdnana Pllbllshing Company, 19,54), P• 24.
6zntra, PP• 111-llS.

7suFa, p. 22.

•
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11Th1s

interpolations

veraa cams 1n avlarardly, breaking the aonnection

between 14 and 16, but this does not necessarily man that it is an

interpolation. ■B With the repreNntatiw prophet (the Baptizer) and the
representatiw Law-giwr (Mo•■) cloaaly associated in a beholdi11g of
Jesus• glory- synoptic equivalent 111 had.
There are two mjor points at vaoabulary llimUarity bet•en the
synoptic acccunts and 1:14 alone.

These two words are from

a tent, tabernacle (Matt. 17141 Hark 9tS; tub 9:J)): and
(Luka 9:)1-32).
'Tr

the synoptic

J:t.c.

Two concept similarities are from Btl•f"'',

synoptic ErotL\/

,

from op"w

r,
.,,,os

(

,

(Luka 9:32): and t'"ovoyl!VtJS

Matt. 17:S; Hark 9t?; Lulat 9:)S).

..

O"K~V"t

1

1

glory

(ltl4) = the
(lt14) •

Concerni11g

, Peter (synoptics) ignorantly suggested making •tabernacles•
to hou.se the glory he saw when the incarnate Word was already •tabernacling• (John) before his very eyesl
by any means.

John is not writing a ccrNctiw

In 1:14 he is simply stati11g, after years at Ntlection,

what all three eye-vitmsses had beheld long before.

Conaerni~,

JoJoc. ,

Barrett remarkad1

•ni.-

In the LXX 0,5.. often • • • denotes particularly the visible
testation (often or light) accompanpng a theophany • • • • The
clearest example at this proleptic .§&)ct- is the Transfiguration
(Mark 9.2-8 and parallels), an incident which ia not recounted in
John • • • •
John nnertheless as.a arts that the glory of Ood vu
111.nitested in Jesus (1:14) • • • • To this corresponds the special
uaa of iol1'J'ICV
as a da,ription or the death of Jesus (?.'91
12.16,23; 13.31 t.) • • • •

It is breathtaking that Barrett comes so cloaa to-yet, does not sugpstaclmowledging John• s allusion to the Transfiguration 1n 3:114. lspecia~
BL1ghttoot, P•

83.

9sarrett, pp. 138-139.

8:,
when John' a

•special

u•"

or a vord, whoae root is from

d'S"- •

describes the "death or Jena.•
Even th011gh the word

do!a&.

is not tOIUld in the Tranafipration

accOWlts of Matthew and Mark, it 111 f'OIU1d imacl:iateq precedhg their
accounts.

It is used in Hatt. 16127; Mark 8:)8 (and twice in lab 9126).

Did they mean to say that the coming Transfiguration was a previw

ot the

Son ot Han•a future coming in glory, a glory to be tlllly accomplished
after His death am resurrection?

Irdeed, there voa.1cl still be

of

BOIB

His followers aliw to He the dinna 011toome. It this be the case, then,
the Lord's words in Matt. 16:28; Mark 911; and !Alea 9:27 reter--nat to a
miscalculated timetable ot His final coming tor jw:lpent-bllt to Bia
coming cruoitixion-resu.rreotion glory just gl1:mpsa4 at the Tranafl.pration.
a

I

,

Commenting on the word £91d.tlctJA,E9d.

Sanders wrote:
• • • •

,

(1:14), from the root Bit1014"-C.

,

91,1-0/"',c..

describes what one does in a theatre (6£tLTfo")
,
'
10
I aee• and 9
In 1 John 1.1, John uses both ,
opt1.w
£r/.of'-rLC.
.•
•

It might be that John' 11 word from. Std.Of-d-C. 1a dellberateq used by hill

.

, ,

in 1114 as a consci011s alternat:lw tor opr1.w (!Alm 9132). Why? Becau•
he wants to masterfu.lq play on a word tor what

ODIi

•does in a theatre•

in order to present the truth ot the Transfiguration. ror what accmnt
in all the synoptic tradition has a more 1 dramatic1 setting? Secluded

mmntain top, color affects on face and garment, visiting perforars,
ccm,ring clOlld as falling curtain, stirring tOD11 ot divine-diauional

voice, performnce•s em and audience exit--all are bad in the a,nopt:lc

lOJ. H. Sanders, The Qosoel According to St. John, edited by B. A:.
Mastin (Lomon1 Adam & Charles Black, c.1968), P• 82.
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Trana1'1.guration.

All foar gospela mntion the Sonah1p ot Jena. Thie

Sonah1p ia connected to the Tranatigaration. In llatthav and Mark Jeaa
ia the •beloved,• in LukB 119 ia the •chosen• (or

■belovecl•);

119 is the • ~ begotten• althaa.gh the wOl"d vc os

ia not

,,

and in John

UNd.

John
'II

obv.l.aa.aly intends the Sonahip of Jeaua since he

vf,s

UNS

both tL•v•y&v'fS

and

in conjunction elNWhere tJ:16,18). John UN■ •only Son from the

Father• to explain the origin of Je111111• glG17.

The aama organic relation-

ship ia expressed in the synoptic Trana.figuration aoacanta.
To conclude this consideration of the Johannim allllsion to tha
Transfiguration,

Sander■

can be agreed with when ha says of John: •For
, , '. him the glory or Christ as nanitest tlll"011ghout his nd.nistry.•11 Thia
was true or John as ha looked.,back across the ,ears, mt at tha tim
when the Christ ewnts were talcing place in rapid euoceaaion John wa tha

first to admit:

11

Hia diaciplea did not understand thia at first; bu.t

when Jesus was glorified, than they rem11bered • • • • • (12116

am

2122).

Also see Mark 9110.
The Agony in the Garden
The Lord's agCffl¥ in Gethaemne 1a another one of tha spopt.ic
accmnta supposedly- oml.tted by' John.12 It 111 not omltted, ban~r. it
is alluded to in typical Johannina fashion.

Barrett concacle111

•Tha

Gethaenana st017 ia not fomd in John 'bllt the thmght exprea•d in it

.

8S
gowrns the gospel as a whole • •

13 Tm latter halt of 18111 is

• • 11

Cl"llcial when imestigating John's possible allusion to Jellll8 1 agony in

'

,

,_, d,

the garden: TO 7ro7'Jpt.ov o

,

tdwH£V

'

..

• ..

,

, , .

,..o, o "'-T'lf ovf-r, .,,,,,,, tl.VTo;

ot utmost significance here is the tact that there is a rare instance of
an

o.JJA~

together.

It is used only ona other tima in John (ll:S6) am

in no other gospel (except Luka 18:7).

,

ot

..

,

TO "IIOT'lfHoV

Barrett vriteaa

In John the word T011lpto'I is used nowhere else, either literally
or Jll9taphoricall.y'.14 In Mark (followed in the main by Matthew and
Luke) it is used (a) of the cup of suffering which Jesus •st dr1n1c
• • • (b) of' the suf'ferings of Jesus contemplated by him in his
agony (Mark 14:36): (c) or the cup at the last supPtr, which is
clearly connected with his death (Mark 14:24 • • • ). John, who
omits the prayer in Gethsemane before the arrest, ahows his
lmowledge or it • • • •
It is right to note the freedom with
which John handles the synoptic material, but also his taithflllnesa
to its meaning, am the tact that bahin:l the pacullar~ Johannine
language there lies the cOJlllllon vocabulary of the primitive
tradition.

).. ,
, ,
ov/'~
'll'IW tl.'UTO ~

, '
'O'IIJA'\

is not commonly used in questions • • • •

lS

In connection to this last sentence in Barrett• a quotation is another ot
his remarks omitted in the above passage where he draws this distinction
between John's handling of -rl»

,

7'0T1JptoV

an:l the synoptic manner:

•Ha

uses the expression not in a prayer that the cup •Y' pass bllt in a calm
acceptance of it • • • • nl6 Barrett can say this bacausa he does not

.

understand, possibly', John's particular use of
scholar of Greek states that OVf''J

l.5sarrett, P•

l.6n,id.

436.

I

"'

I

I

I

• A

used together expressas •emphatic

l.3Barz.ett, P• 244.
l¼arrett errs hare.

'"'I'' "ll'C&U ~VTo,

Sae John ll:S6.
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denial or a strong prohibition.• He also •ya:

' ,

origin ot the OVf-'J

f-''lI

construction • • • •

•For theories on the

,,

It was probabq ov (nol).

1
'
(it ia not). then :plfflctuated rTUf'tt
.•17 Another scholar of the

language instructs as f'ollowa:

11

.

In combination with

ef'f'ect of' strengthening the negation • • • •

~

rn,M

, '
ov, Jl'I baa the

111 the moat daciaiw

way of' :negativing something in the tuture • • • • •18 Thia same an baa
BODB

exegesis on the presently being considered 18:ll:

•Al.so in a

,'

rhetorical question, when an af'f'irmatiw answer is expected • • • O'Uf''t

' d.VTD
• '
"1rtW

;

shall I not drink it T • • • • n19 Thia la~ citation - · -

contrary to the two immadiately preceding it tor the reasons below. In
principle, 18:11 is Matt. 16:22 all over again.

In the Matthew episode,

Jesus sensed a satanic temptation in Peter• a attempt to dissuade Rill
from the cross.

Peter had giwn Jesus a :negative response to what He,

positively', lmaw He had to do. Lilandse, and contrary to the abon
scholar's "rhetorical question,• in 18:11 Jesus does

E

"affirmative answer• at all, but rather, a nagatiV8 one.

expect an

(In John 11:S6-

the only other Johannine instance--a negatiV8 answer is expected)• Had

not Peter attempted (as in Matthav) to nagativize the Lard's coming
Passion by arDBd resistenceT Just as Jesus rebulcacl satan in Matt. 16:22,
so in 18:11 He rebukes Peter again.

The pathos presented is unmi.atalmbla •

17Fr1adr1ch Blass, Grammar of' Nev Teatamnt Greek, translated froa
the German by Henry st. John Thackaray (2nd reviaed am enlarged edition;
London: Macmillan and Co., Lind.tad, 1911), P• 2.54.
lBw'alter Bauer, W:llJiam r. Arndt and F. Wilbur Gingrich, A OreelGBnglish Lexicon of the New Teatanant (Chicago: The University of' Chicago
Press, c.1957). P• Sl9.
19J:bid.
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In the Matthean episode one heard the report. In the Johannim equi'ftlent in principle, cma teals the stl"llggle, the agony. As a attar of
fact, unless cma realizes what John is doing in 18:11, an interpretation
exactly opposite to what John intends can be gotten. In the synoptic
accounts or the garden agony (Matt. 26:36-45; Mark 14:32-41; Lulca 22:3946) Jesus agonizes within Hmalt.

In John 18:11, Jesus agonizes 111th

physically struggling Peter as a sOIUlding-board-on the order of Matt.
16:22. Jesus 11 .teeds back•, as it were, Peter• a mgatiw action to him.
If' this is not realized, then, it soums, grammatically, as if Jesus is
asking Peter,

11

in the most decisive way, n whether or not B!, shOlll.d

"negative sonething in the tuture 11
agony.

(His Passion)T This is dramatic

In context, however, it is obviOlls that Jesus has accepted the

cup given to Him by the Father. It is possible that 18:11 is an epit01111
of' the synoptic accOllnt or Jesus• agony in the garden.

The evidence

lends support to two possible interpretations: (1) That Jesus •calmly"
accepts the cup of suttering or that (2) Though obedient to the Father,
Jesus was "troubled• (12127) and in agony (a possible understanding of
the

our~

question in 18:11).
What Pentecost is not, and the Oreat Commission

This s01U1ds like a strange subtitle for a pa.per of this parpo•,
and on a subject which Barrett does not ~~lude in his list of synoptic
acc011nts •om11t.edn.• by John.

still, things are said ot John's alleged

hamling of "Pentecost• and his characteristic subtle technique 1111.ght
serve to help in clarifying the issue.

Barrett.c011111Bnts on 20:22:
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It had been promised that the Spirit wOlll.d be g1wn after the
glorification of Jesus (7.• )9; 16.7) and there can be no dmbt that
this is the gift i.-Jltended • • .• •
It does not eeem poasible to
harmonil'& this account • • • with that contained in Acts 2.20
later he says or the Johannine.J.cts "discrep,.nc:,11 :

"There ia no evidence

that the author of either work was aware of or making allowance tor the
other• s approach to the question. n21 Westcott wrote differently:
the Hol.y Spirit, or rather, in order to express the absence of the
article, a gift ot the Hol.y Spirit (compare vli.39), even the power
or the new lif'e proceeding trom • • • the Risen Christ. The
presence ot this new lite • • • was the necessary condition tor the
descent or the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost • • • • The
relation or the Paschal to the Pentecostal gilt is • • • the relation
• • • (ot Baptism to Confirmation).2Z
The erroneous conclusions or Barrett and Brown arise, in part, from their

mistaken belief that chapter 20 is the last and concluding chapter ot the
gospel. When it is realized that chapter 20 is only the next to last
chapter, and the chapter containing the equivalent or: 11atter he had
given cownandment throu.g~ the Holy Spirit (actually no· acticle I) to the
apostles whom he had chosen" (Acts 1:2), then, the Johannine-A.cts "discrepancy" disappears.

Acts 1:2 lacks the article tor

~

Holy Spirit as

Westcott noted above tor John 20122. The article is not used in Acts
until 1:8--spoken or as being given in the future.

FortuitmsT Or,

perhaps the writer of Acts as not •aware ot or nald.ng allowance tor•
what he w011l.d shcrtly say in his awn work? Acts 1:2 also spealca of
"commandment• and John 20122 has om 1n etteat:

•I •nl

ym.•

Acts 112

20i.rrett, pp. 474-475.

21.ila:,mom E. Br01m, The Gospel According to John in The Anchor
Bible (Oardan ·City, New York: Dau.bleday & Compa117·, Inc., c.1970), mm,
10)8.
22westcott, pp. 350.351.
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has •the apostles whom ha had chosen,• and John 20122 bast 1 .A.a the
Father has sent ma, even so I sand

you..•

having been •chosen• far a specific task.
John lS:16,19: 1)118; and 6:70.

This implies the diaciples
This accords perfectly vi.th

It is posaible that Jahn 20:22 is not

a divergent tradition ot Pentecost, ba.t it ia rather the equivalent ot
Acts 1:2. From other pasaagea in John, moreover, it is clear that John
spoke or the giving o f ~ Holy Spirit as an event in the tuture-beyom the scope of his gospel.

14:25-26.

SUch passages are 16:7; 15:26; and

In every single instance, these passages refer t o ~ Holy

Spirit, :Y:!!_ Paraclete, am :Y:!!_ Spirit of Truth.

'Rewr is the article

absent as it is in 20122 and Acta 1:2. With great clarity it is ~nted
out (16:7) that ib!, Holy Spirit will be given in the phyaical absence ot
Jesus, not in His presence.

Jesus !!!!&, depart before the Spirit can

coma.
Ir John 20:22 is not a reference to Pentecost, what ia it! Together,
20:21,22, and 23 is the ~ohannina equivalent of the Great Commission
(Matt. 28:19; hlkB 24:47-29; and :Mark 1611,5-18). It also contains
allusive elements of Matt. 16:19 and 18:18. Sanders vrotea
21. Matthew xxviii. 18 tt. records a commissioning ot the disciples
by Jesus in Galilee (cf. Mark xvi. 14-18 • • • ) , while hllm • • •
rel.a.tea the preaching of •repentance and targivenesa of aina• '
(ct. verse 23) to the reaurrection (hllm xxl.v. 46 t.). It is
appropriate tar the future to be considered hare in a s:hdl•r (11'
characteristically Johannine) way• . Just as Jens has been sent into
the world vi.th the authority of the Father behincl his mission, so
the disciples are sent • • • • 2:,

23Sanders, PP• 432-433.
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Brown also says:

•this wr• probably does reflect the oOJlllld.asioning ot

the apostles • • • • ■24 BrOMn, am aom other mn, do point oa.t what
they consider to be dif'faranaas between this pasuge and the 87ftC)pt;1os,
bu.t the:, cannot be considered 1n a paper ot this siu, untartunately.
Barrett• s aommants on 20123 are of soma

ft.1118

althoa.gh ha oontimea

his habit of having certain words and phraua •pit into the maa.th•

ot

people:
For the thought of this wrae of. Matthew 16al9; 18.18 • • • !Ala
24147 • • • • Cf. also the tact that Matthew (28.19), alld the
author o:r the "longer anding• of Mark (lfark 16.16) both pat into
the moa.th of Jesus before his departure a charge to bapt,1•• • • •
There is probably a reference to bl.pt.ism in the Jobannina charge
also. ·• • • The authority conva,ed implies an extension ot the
ministry of Jesus throa.gh that ot the Ro]¥ Sp1r1t.2S

It has been attelllpt,ad above to demonstrate that John 20:21-23 :la
the Johannine equivalent of the Oraat COlildssion, and nat--in an:, wa:,a premature Pentecost as some interpret.

0nl:, by constant]¥ raP:lning

aware of John's alluaiw and subtle literary techniqua can ona correct]¥
and profitably interpret his gospel.
The Temptation
It has been pointed oa.t earlier in this paper how John lllms to
show facts about Jesus• m.n:lstr:, as the:, interplayed throa.ghoa.t Bia

recorded lite, vhereas the synoptic writers tented to pre11ent the

A1ll8

truths in compact, oirCUlll8cribed periaopes.26 John vas interested to

24sz.own,

XXIJB, 1022.

2.5sarrett, P• 4?.S•

26supra, PP• 1-2.
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demonstrate how "doctrinal• tacts about Jeaua wre d1aplaJ9d and interacted in His mnU'old relationships vi.th others. Ha vi.shad to transpoae
existentially his audience back in ti.Jlla so that they, the11Nlw11, aOllld
teal the facts, as it were--beooma 11witnas••• •

To do this he perfected

a rabbinic technique ot dram.tic, subtle irony replete vi.th gemrma
usages of allusions, rmaMea, and inmendoa. AsllUJlling his awliences•
knowledge of synoptic tacts, the writer of the last gospel cov.ld sharpen
the crucial issues and materfully cOlfflty the pathos once involwd. Re
was a careful catechist--anxima that the tacts his children had learnad
be realistically felt in the Lita

ot Him who bestowed upon the• lite.

Nothing illustrates his technique batter than the sixth chapter ot his
gospel.
In the synoptic accounts the Taaptation ot Jesus 1a recorded in
Matt. 4:1-11; Hark 1:12-13; and Ialca 4:1-1:,. ?Alea 411:, explains that the
satanic tempting (testing) ot Jesus WOlll.d aontime subsequent to the

first, earliest encounter. blka's words ares

11An:l

when the da"fil had.

ended every temptation, he departed from him until an opportUIII ti.ml.•
John reports ems ot those

11 opportUIII

ti•s"

c:txpc *'POV )

in 61)-?l.

The devil's temptation contimes along the sama lines as earlier.
Mark records no more than the tacts that Jesus was led into the
desert by the Spirit where Ha was tempted by Satan aometilll during a
torty-day period after which angels ministered to Him. The presence ot
wild animals is also •ntioned. Matthew and Ialca gift more

detail■•

Thay agree that the Temptation was threetold1 (1) To turn stoma to bread

tor the parpose ot satisfying physical hunger; (2) To leap from a height,
provoklng di"fina intervention; and (:,) To be subordinated to Satan for
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the purpose of political rule. Using the above nubll"II (1,2,)), Mllttlunr•s
aequence is 1-2-3, J:Alce• s is 1-)-2, and John' a is 3-1-2. The proper way
the temptations should ba interpreted is contended among

110111

scholars,

but the assumption that is held in this paper concerning the threefold
sequence above is that it was a temptation to accomplish Bis •ssianic
ministry (1) by supal"mturally satisfying the ph711ical hunger of •n1
( 2) by spactaculal", piblic displa711 ot wondel" ( that is why He vas transpoi-ted to Je:ruaalem1 "whether in the body or mt of the body I do not

know•--2 Cor. 1212); and (3) by • • ~ or political l)CMlr and control.
In all instances Jesus successtu.11.y resisted the temptations becauaa He
knew what He sh011ld and wmld do (John 6:6).

Similarity or settings 11h011ld not be smght batvean John and the

-

synoptic accounts because John 6 is not the sa• ewnt, but rather,
equivalent temptations to what He eal"lier experienced. In othel" words,
Satan had returmd to exel"Cise his aaa devices becauaa it was an 11 opportuna tima. 11

In the synoptic accounts Jesus was 11driwn• into the deaert

a.ttel" which Ha was ministered to by angels (Matthew am Mark). In John,
Jesus• daily ministry takas Him into a •bil.ly• region attar which He
receives no comforting ministrations, but rather, the discomfiting
realization that within the circle of His awn disciples there lurlrad an
agent ot Satan whose activities wau.ld contimel

In othel" words, fl"oa the

first encoantar with the devil (synoptics) the die had been cast.

am

Jesus• earlier resolws wOllld leacl inexorably- to the cross I This is
John's point.
marlcad.

The

contrasts of geographical settings are extre•l.J'

The Johannim

11h111.yll

location 111 the only possible nception

(Matt. 4:8 and, perhaps, IAlm 41S).

This is the only tia in the entire
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Fourth Gospel where such a locale is noted.
setting where •there was mch

gl"a■s

in the place•

a■ oppo■ed.

to the

synoptic "desert. n John's •saaga is, that temptations cum to the
Lord in plush surrcumings as '11911 as in harsh desert envircmmnts.

This is an ironical reverse. There are other such

reverse ■•

In the

synoptic accounts (Matthew ~nd IJlka) one of the satanic temptations took
place on a m011nt.ain.

In John 6:1S Jesus •withdrew • • • to the hills•

af'ter sensing a temptation--to avoid succumbing to it. In all cases it
is the same temptation being dealt with (Matt. 418; Ialca 4:S).

In John,

they wanted to •make him k1ng.• This is the first Johannim temptation.
The secorid temptation (6:26) concerns satisfying the physical hunger of
men (•you ate your fill of the leaves•). It is the equivalent. of Matt.
4: 3 and Inke 4: 3. Jesus answers this temptation with an exact e(lui.valent
in principle of Matt. 4:4 and Inka 4:4. Whereas they record:
not live by bread al~,• John has:

11Do

•Man does

not labor for the toad which

perishes, but for the food which endures to eternal life" (6:2?).
even has a further equivalency to Matthew (but not to lake).
has: "but by every word that proceeds from the mau.tb ot
"which the Son

ot nan will give to

:,m.•

God.•

Jahn

Matthew
John

ha■:

There is an important point to

be noted in this Johannim presentation technique.

Whereas the synoptics

record the earlier -Temptation as a Jesus-devil dialog119, Jahn presents
the same temptations as c~ng from Jesus• interaction with "the people"
(6:22).

John characteristically- does this.

Thia is to say, John ia

showing how the temptations •worlcad oat• in Ria daily ministry. The
third temptation ia in 6:30. Again •the people" desnd of Rima

•what

sign do you. do, that we nay see, and believe ymT What work do J'Oll
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partormT11 This is satir~cal.

Jesus had lld.raculau.111¥ tad t'heae saa

people (verses 22 to 2S) ~th only 11 tive barley loafta and two f'ish•
(6:9) and they audacioual.¥ ask Him:

1 what

sign do yau doT 11 Thia ia

reminiscent of' 4:25.27 This temptation ia the equivalent ot Matt. 4:6
and Luke 4:9, but it is also li~d with the aecom temptation about
bread.

That is, af'ter de1111nding a spectacular display of' p011er they

ref'er (implicitly) to Moses• giving their ancestors bread in the vildarnesa.

Jesus corrects their ignorance:

"it was not Moses vho gaft ym

the bread f'rom heaven: my Father gives you. the true bread.• (6:32).
This is-, again, an equivalent in principle of' Matt. 4:4 where •every
~ • ;eroceeding f'rom God is implied to be the true braadl

Jesus not only

claims to be the "bread of' lite" (6: 3S), but He claims to have

( E1rl\Bo\f )

11 proceded"

f'rom God (8:42). H.o v, Matthew said that eveey "word"

proceeding f'rom God was essential tor lite.

Jesus is the "Word" of' God

(1:1,14) and absolutely nacessar:v f'or lif'e (6:S0).

A look at the Greek

of' Matthew and John reveals that dif'terent words are used tor "word" and

,,

,

tor 11word" and '" 1roprvofE.YCfJ

tar

"proceeds.•

John, ot course, uses )..,tyos tor "Word• and lfijl.9ov.

tar

11 proceded. 11

John makes it even more conclusive in 8142 by saying that

•proceeding."

Matthew uses Pf&"-Tf

c,

He •cama f'orth" ( t}.,,._IU

) f'rom God.

This all is to say that there is an

equivalency of' concepts betnen the •saage ot John 6 and Matt. 414.
John emphasimes in 8:42 that the Word has
the Person ot Jesus.

now

11 cOIIIB

forth• from God in

The satanic temptation coming to Jesus, thrmgb

the people in 6:31, even has them quoting the Bible to Rim as the devil

9S
did in Matt. 4:6 and wka 4:10. The people

,

,

ll&J'I

..

whereas the synoptic devil S&J'S ytyp"-7r7Wt. ytAp
1a different, but the cormept is the same.
t

MtL.C.US

,

IOTl'I

y1ypa,..,.,wv

• Again, the phrasing

The people, moreover,

UN

the

.. '

I
'P'll4'f'
(in the wilderness or desert) which 18 identical to
' T.f1Y
'
the phrase in wka 4:2, and almost the same aa Matt. 4:1 (£CS
"
Ep~,...OY
). Mark has the sa1111 phrase as Matthew. Aa 6:6 and 6:70

term IY Tn

(see below), so this phrase in verse 31 might be a third vocabulary
similarity to the synoptic Temptation pericopea. Li.lea them, it is in an
entirely different context.
There are at least (aee above) two vocabulary
John 6 and its synoptic equivalents.
Gospel where the word from

,

1rrrprA.?c.u

ldmlar'ltiea between

The only place in the entire Fmrth
(test, tempt) occurs ia in 6:6.

It

is exactly the same word used in Matt. 4:1; Mark 1:13; and IAka 4:2.
The main difference in context is that whereas the SJ'lloptic writers have
Jesus directly being teMpted, John uses Philip aa a smncling-board tor
Jesus• test.

This is characteristic ot John.

He frequently reports

Jesus• interaction with His followers as the proving-grouncl where the
inner struggle tor the direction or His ministry takas place (sea 6:67,70:
ll:33,35; and 18:ll). 28 Thia is understandable from John's motive tor
presentation.

He wants to shaw how the temptations ware interwoven 1n

and permeated the Lord's whole miniatey.
people.

They cue most often thrmgh

That is to say, Jesus was not only tempted once upon a time on

a lonely mountain top, but daily in His ministration am intercourse
with even His closest associates.

2Bsupra~ P• 87.

Indeed, especially throu.gh Ria
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closest associates.

This is exactl.7 what Jesus maana in 6:70 where the

secom vocabulary- similarity- is f011m.

'

,

Here c5tat~o~o.s

(a word used

only two other ti.JrBs in John) occurs just as it does in Matt. 4:1 am
Luke 4:2 (Mark uses

,.c.'TatV~ in 1:13). John 6:70 is an umS11&l Johan-

nine expression in several waY'B:

"Did I not choose you, the tvelw, am

one or you is a devil?" Barrett comments on this:
Elsewhere in the New Testa•nt • • • dt.l~o).os •ans Satan • • •
so also John 8:44; 13:2; cr.i111.:r.tvd.S at 13:27 • • • • Satan has
nade Judas his all.71 a subordinate devil.29
In other words, Jesus always was able to successful.4" resist the dev11,
but His disciples were not (see Luka 22:31).

How, Satan had inf'iltrated

Jesus• combat unit with the intent to sabotage trom within. Westcott
remarks on this verse thusly:
The two great temptations are the characteristic
devil. n Hence Judas, by regarding Christ in the
saltish views, and claiming to use His p0118r for
or that which he had proposed as Massiah' a work,
which is essential to the devil's nature. :,o

works ot •the
light of his awn
the accompliahmant
partook or that .

Westcott•s above description of Satan's desire to have Jesus 4ccompliah
what he (the dev11) "proposed as Messiah's work" reminds ona of Satan• s
motives in the synoptic accounts.
Besides the above remarks on John's view ot a •dev11, n there is
something else umS11&l about 6:70 and its relation to wrse
says in wrse 69:

11y<Jll

are the Hol,y Ona

ot

,,,

God" (

o

691 Pater
.. 1"1

..

f1'(tOS TO'U f3£o-u ).

These very words are found in the conf'esaiona of demon-possessed •n in
Mark 1:24 and Luka 4:34 (note the close proximity of their Temptation

29sarrett, P• 2S4.
'.30westcott, P• 253.
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acc011nts), but nowhere elae in the Fourth Gospel.

Tbe7 are first used,

in other words, attar Jesus has sucaesstul.17 resisted Satan am gone oa.t
among the people (synoptics). So, John records these words at the conclusion to the Johannine equivalent of the synoptic Temptation. Jesus•
unimpressed response to Pater• a confession ('V8rse ?O) is similar in
principle to James 2:19, Thia episode does not require the JohaJmina
•correctift" suggested 'b7 Barrett:31 and others. This is not at all
needed.

The ka7 to properl7 UJ1derstanding 6:69-70 is the word 11n• and

the term •the twelve.•

It Peter had said:

•I haft • • • come to lm01r,

that y011 are the Holy One ot God" (which Jesus vas), then, the assertion
of this paper to the ef'tect that no one real.17 knew Jesus until attar His
resurrection (with one exception):32-wauJ.d be pr0'98n vrongl
response, however;
• • • ••

11 I>1d

I not choose

m,

Jesus•

the twelve, and one of 7011

In other words, Peter vas speald.ng c·onectively ("ve•) of' lm01r-

ing and Jesus responded collectiftlf ("7011, the twelve•).
gr011p, collectively, they did
precisely this very

sall8

!!!5. really

kn01r

thing in l'.3110-11,

That is, as a

or receive Rim. John does

Therefore, the assertion of'

this pa.per, mentioned above, is not disprOV8d by verse 69, There is,
however, a certain type ot •lmowledge• alluded to in 6:69, but by using

"'"

..

the synoptic term o,,,
.-.ycos ,.ov u~ov

~ohn is asserting that such

•lmovledge• is no more than that of which even the

clatp.ovt.lL

are capable.

John, therefore, is not •correcting• such passages as Matt. 16123, but
referring collectively to His own disciples among whom vas a satanic

)].Barrett, P• 2,54.

32supra, p.?
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traitor (6:71). By this, the denl.1 11 designe-thrmgh Christ• a oloaeat
aesociatas--are br011ght into the Johamd.nt acoaant as it vaa in the
synoptic apieodee.
In concluding this Johannina equivalent in principle at the synoptic

Temptation it may be said that it has bean shown that all the essential

ale•nts are there:
tempt,"

the same three temptations; the vords tar •test ar

"devil" and, perhaps,

1 in

allusiw Jobannim pre•ntation.

the desert.• It is typical nbtla,

CRAPTBR VIII
THE VOICE a, JCIII

The voice of John can be heard in two ways in the l"aarth Ooapel: (1)
By his editorial connenta (tor examplaaa 311:,.21 and 201 )0-31), and (2)
By hia sympathy for certain episodes recorded by hill (poaitiw~ JlN-

aented).

Thia chapter will preaent inatances ot both types, tor the • •

ot hearing John' a own voice aid conteaaion ot faith regarding
and work

the '9raon

ot Chl"ist.
Jesus: Virgin Born, Davidic Deacement
(1145-49)

This accaant is an instance of IIUllber 2 ab099.
dramtic subtle irony.

It ia bursting with

Philip appears first on the scene to araa.• a

Ncond party, Nathanael.

Nathanael ia ta'lmn to where he is emaa.ntered

by the object and subject

ot the scene, Jeaua, reportedly ot lfaureth,

the son or Joseph.

Nathanael's ensuing mtburat ot identification ia at

once intriguing and dym.111.c.

It is the eqv.1:valent in ewr,- va7 of

Peter• s oonteaaion in Matt. 16116. Its content .fUll.7 equates with tba
Infancy massages of !Alm 1:32-33 and, tar this reason, Iii.gilt 'PD'PON~
hava been reported at the wry opening of John' a Gospel.
Philip ti:nda his friend, Nathanael, to whom he aaya1

him of whom Moaea in the law and also the prophets wrote.
la•reth, the son ot Jo•ph• (wrae 4S).

Om scholar

"We haw taud

Jen.a ot

aOJ111Bnta on

Philip's description ot Jesusa
The •one described in the Koaaia 1av• caa.ld wll ::lclant~ Jeaa a■
the Prophet-li'lm-Hoaes ot DeuteronolQ' :n1il l.5-18. The •am
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described by the prophets• is 'harder to identify1 it amld be the
Messiah, the Son of Man (Daniel), or even Blijah (Malachi). The
last possibility is tempting, tor then Philip VOllld be identifying
Jesus as the Prophet-like-Moses and Blijah-.tba tvo sreat npreaentativas of the !Aw and the p.rophets.1
Another scholar, howevar, sees Philip's identification as •nl.T •A
comprehensive expression tor the Saripturea (Compare Matt. Sal?; Inlca

16:16,29; Rom. 3:21) withmt any- specific retennae.•2 Be this aa it
DB;r, Philip finds no incon~ity with biblical pr-ophe07 and Jesus•

supposed origin from Joseph and Nazareth.

Thia my lend support to

Brown• s "tempting" poaaibillt:r that Philip regarded Jesus aa the Prophetlike-Moses and. Elijah since, then, His supposed human and non-Daviclic
origin wOlll.d make no dif'terence.

Philip' a •identification• ot Jaau

1111st further take into account the Lord's words to him in 14:91
been with you so long, and yet Y0ll do not know • , Philip!•

•Rava I

Thia

question can be shrugged of'f' as unrelated to l:4S, but, then, this
specific remark to Phili'D wou1d haw to be axplaimd.

Only f'our Johannine

passages speak explicitly- of Philip and two of the f'mr deal with the

.

Lord's identity-the first and the last.

John characteristically handles

disciple character •portraits" in his Gospel and alw&78 in such a way as
to illuminate their essential relationship to Jeaua.

As examples:

Andrew brings his brother (1:41-42), a boy- (6:8) and, then, Greeb (121

22).

Thonas resigns himself' to a stoical death (11:16) am, then, ia

. lfta;rmond E. Brown, The Gospel_ According to John, in The Anchor
Bible (Garden City, New York: DDllbleday & Company-, Ino., c.1966), mn,

86.

2'filbert F. Honrd, 11John, • in The Interpreter• a Bible (Rev York,
Baahvilla: Abingdon-Colcasbury Presa, c.19S2), ~II,

488.
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beside himaelf' at a reftlation of' Lite (20:28). Peter denies the Lord
three tiDBa (18117, 2S-26) am, then, is granted the blesNd privilege

of att1rming his love three times (21:lS-18). Judaa Iscariot coveted a
womn• a use of' her money for the Lord (1214-7) and, then, gets aonay f'or
himself by aalllng Jesus (1):2). Even the Beloved m.sciple who lies
close to the Lord's aide (13:23) later cmld recognize Ria voice thrmgh
the early morning mist (21:?). If' these other disciples vere accorded
such penetrating character analyses, why not Philip! With him, aa with
the others, the particular words of' 14:9 are especially significant.
They concern his

0W'n

personal regard of' the Lord.

That ia, Philip

thmght of' Jesus only as a Prophat-lilm-Hosea and Blljah--he did not
really knoar Kimi
Nathanael is probably the Bartholomaw ot the synoptic gospels.

It

is because his nama is always closely associated with Philip' s name in
the apostolic lists (Mark 3:18; Matt. 10:3; IA'lca 6:14) that a theory baa
arisen "that Nathanael was the nama ot the disciples whose A.ramie
patronJDd.c was • son of Tolnai. • 11:,
When Phi.lip f'OIIDd Nathanael and told him that Jesus of' Nazareth,
the son of' Joseph was the one prophesied in Moses and the prophets his
friend's responaa was:

46).
words.
11

•can anything good coma out of' Hazaretb!• (wrse

Many scholars haw speculated as to the proper mean:lllg

ot theae

One man believes that Hathanael' s question to Philip my haw

the same aense with the later objeation1

• Shall Christ coma mt of'

Galilee,• instead or BtJthlehem (John vll.41,42,45), 11 and he further holda
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that Nathanael' a •any- good thing• might be a reference 1111in1¥ to the
Maslli.ah.4 Another cOJIIID9ntator expollnds:
The ngood thing• 1111y • • • be the contrast batwen the unimportance

of' the place in the political or religi011a hist0r7 or the people,
as compared with Jerusalem, Tiberius, Jericho, Bethlehem. It i■
never mentioned in the Old Teatamnt or in JoNpbus. Nathanael my
have known its mediocrity, and have bean startled by the possibil.ity of' a carpenter• s son, in a spot utterly undistinguished, being
the Messiah or whom their sacred writers spolca .S

That Nazareth was 11 never 1118ntionad in the Old Testa1119ntn is ~
indirectl.J" the cause of' Nathanael' a sarcastic rejoinder to his friem-neither is Cana, Nathanael' a hOJIIB town, mentionad in the Old Testamnt.
For Nathanael the crux

ot the whole matter was not the mare absence of

Nazareth f'rom the Jewish Scriptures, but even it it •re mntionad a
thousand. times, is it prophesied to be the place ot the Messiah's originT
At Philip's insistent invitation to •com and see" (verse 46),
Nathanael went to have a look at the alleged prophesied ona.

Before he

could get within S~ipture-debating range, h0118ver,
Jesus saw Nathanael coming to him, and said of him, "Behold, an
Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile 1• Nathanael said to him,
•How do J"OU knCJW meT• Jesus answered him, •Betore Philip called
you, when you ware under the f'ig tree, I aav J"OU•• Nathanael
answered him, •Rabbi, J"OU are the Son or OOcl I Y011 are the King ot
Israeli•
Commenting on verses 47 and "8 Haward writes:
•An Israelite indeed, in whom is no gm.lei• (versa 47): Wrestling
Jacob received the nav name or Israel, but his earlier nam,

4John Peter Lange, i.2!m in Commentary on the Holz: Scriptures, translated from the Qernan, and edited, vi:th additions, by Philip Schatt;
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zcmdervan Pu.blishing H011se, n.d.), P• 95.

SH. R. Reynolds, The Gospel ot St. John in The Pulpit Commantuz,
edited by H. D. M. Spence and Joseph s. hall; (Grand Raplds, Michigans
Wm. B. Berclmana Publishing Company, 19S0), XVII, 39.

10,

"Supplanter,• recalls Isaac• s plaint, "Thy brother came with guile,
and hath taken away thy blessing" (Gemais 27•3S). In contrast vi.th
that, the psalmist blesses •the nan .• • • in whose spirit there 1a
no guile" (Psalm 32:2). • • • The most likely explanation of the
alluaion--when you were under the fig tree (versa 48)-ia that
given by Strack and Billerbeck (lommBntar zum 11.T. aus Talmd um
Midrasch, II·, 371), who cite several rabbinical references to a sea;t
under a f'ig tree as the right place tor the study of the Torah.
Nathanael is praised as a true searcher of the Scriptures, who,
unlike those ~eterred to in 5:39,46-47, will recognise him to whom
they testif'y.6
Lange comments:
Nathanael was not merely a carnal descendent of Jacob • • • but an
Israelite in spirit, a genuine son or that new Jacob or Israel who
had in faith and prayer wrestled with God and prevailed. Probably
he was engaged in JrJeditation and prayer under the fig tree, and thus
a wrestler with God, like Israel or old. 7
If' John's use ot subtlety is utilized here, mch more ot what he intemed
By referring to Nathanael as "An Israelite indeed, in

can be gotten.

whom is no guile" Jesus was very likely calling to mind the words of
ancient Isaac, "thy brother came with guile, and hath taken away thy
blessing."

Philip considered himself ~o be the recipient of a blessing

(verses 43,45).

He was, hawever, such a person as meded peer-reassurance

(see 12:20-22).

Nathanael was, at best, sceptical or Philip' a enthuaiaam

and went to Jesus to take away his friend' a misguided "blessing.•

Is it

mere accident that John so narrates the event that Jesus (Isaac) ironically sees (Isaac had been bliml) Nathanael (Jacob) coming to Rim with
the intent or taking away his friend's (Philip) blessing? The iro~T
Nathanael comas with (011t) guile and rather than taking away the blessing,
is blessed himseltl

6ifONard,

VIII, 488-489.

7Ia.nge, P•

95.
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Nathanael being called a true Iaraelite is an allusion to Jacob• s
being renamed Israel attar a night of wrestling with God. The paa•ge
alluded to is:
'Jacob.•

•Am ha said to him, •What is YOlll" namaT• ADI he said,

Then he said, 'Yaar name shall no more be called Jacob, 'bllt

Israel, for you have striven with God and with Man, arid haw prevailed.•
Then Jacob asked him, 'Tell ma, I pray,

~

nam, 18 (Oen. :,2127.29).

The angel of the Lord did not tell Jacob his nam • With unaquallsd
subtlety John portrays this whole Old Testament scene in three short
verses (47 through 49).

Nathanael had wrestled and striwn with God

!!!l

with :man, and had prevailed. The 'IINstling with God had talmn place
•under the fig tree" arid the striving with !!!!! took place in his encmnter
with Philip and Jesus.

The fig tree agony might have talcan place all the

night previous to Philip's calling him.

Apparently lathanael had been

urider the fig tree at a tima and in a place when and where no one c011l.d
have seen him, 8 no one that is except - - - I

Hmr else can Nathanael• a

astoundingly exuberant exclamation be accoantad forT

The striving with

man began when Philip described Jesus of Baureth, the son of Joseph as
the complete fulfillmant ot the law and Pl"ophets.
that Nathanael went reluctantly to see Jesus.

Ha

There can be no dOllbt
wnt to strive with the

prophesied-pretender, to put him down in face to tace Scriptural battle.
Bo friend of his should entertain biblical mlsconceptions.

He vmld

take away his .friam's unfomdad •blessing.• Nor are thaae last rellll'lm
vith011t possibility of substantiation.

Iange correctly points 011t:

lOS
The question ot Nathanael: Whence lm0118st thcu. •Tf!o~VJU y1v~r•1!)
is a new teature ot the straightforward, cl.ear character. He does
not hypocritically- decline the c0J1111Bndation: he does not prou.dl.y
accept it: but he wishes to lmow whereon it is fcu.nded. He expresses
himsell evidently as surprised, but not overooa; hence as yet without the title Rabbi. According to Jewish etiquette, no dmbt,
uncivil.9

Versa 48 has no respectful title ot 1 Rabbi.• Verae 49 does.

Bathanael

had striven with Jesus, but he was overcome (~n ironical rewr• ot aen.
32:25).

His 0 uncivil" attitude becam -c5na of divin9 h01Bge.

The words ot Nathanael I s exuberant exclamation in verse 49 are
extrenely important for hearing John's own confession or faith in the
Person or Jesus.

Nathanael had coma to Jesus grudgingly am uncival.ly.

The •witness or man" was to the effect that Galilean waa •the son ot
Joseph, from Nazareth" (literal order

or

the words in Greek). Apparentl.y
• Nathanael knew that

it was Scripturally untrue that any deliftrer was to arise or this
provenance ("arid scripture cannot be brolmn•--10135).

.

To Nathanael' a

complete amazement, howa'98r, the Ona to whom he had coma as nona other

'" I TOVthan •the Son of Gad • • • the King ot Israel• ('.'VfO
) • The Nq_uenae

or

6 £.O"'II-

•••

these words exact]¥

parallels those or Philip' s description of Jesus in verse 4S. ltathanael
had learned the •na•• ot the Lm-d' s incarnate manifestation I His
wrestling and striving were over. The Ange~

or

the Lord had once mmad

Jacob (Israel), but daclinad to give His own-the time had not yet com
(Gen. 32:29). But now the fultill•nt
01'98r of blessings had been named.

or

all things were at

ham.

This is John's eq_uivalent in

The
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Jrinciple ot •the k1ngdom ot God is at ham• (Mark la lS).
been enabled to do vbat Jesus admonished all •n to do1

Rathanael bad
•Do not; judge

bJ' appearances, but judge with right judgment• (?:24). Jena •appeared•
to be •the son ot Joseph, from Namareth,• but right judgant rewaled
Him as •the Son

ot

ot nngship origin (Dlvidic).lO Despite the

Qod•

appearance ot Jesus, Nathanael had been enabled to Ne bJ' Ria vorJm aid
words that He was not what Ha appeared (and •a reported) to be.
is exactly- what Jesus desired ot all man

( ■ea

10136-37).

Thia

Nathanael's

confession is the antithesis ot Philip' a description in the following

way:

viov

i-oii

1

Ic.ua~

t

TOV ~.,,~

Nt1.?-!f£ 9

{Phil.ip)

vlos -roii 9Eoii , •• ~aCO't\t~S t1 Toii 'I ap....~\

(Nathanael.)

Two major things shou.ld be noted hare: (1) son ot Joseph bea0111s Son of
God; and (2) Nazareth origin becomes ling ot Israel.

That John presents Jesus to be the Son ot God can be aeen thrmghaa.t
his Gospel.

The instances are

too nwaerma to liat hare.

That John also

held Jesus to be the promised ling is also beyond dillpllte (12112-19;
lBt))-39; 19:14-22).

When Nathanael (and John) aaU.cl Je8'lll the ling ot

Israel the title carried with it all that wa meant 1n the ti.rat century.
It •ant primari4', among other things, Davidia lineage and Bethlehem
birth. This has been dealt with el•vhere in this paper.11 Aside tram

••on

Philip, no one in the entire Fourth Gospel refers to Jens as the
..
ot Joseph" except His eMmies (6142). It is the aama vith Ria clivilll

lOsuFa, PP• 45-46.

llsupra, PP• 45-46.
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Ro one takas ottanse at it but the sworn toes ot Je1111s (101:,6;

Sonabip.

191?). Alth011gh it is not directly related to the central

pll'poN

of

this paper, one other aspect ot John' a Gospel mat be dealt with below.
This is, it only the enemies ot Jesus refer to Bia as the son ot Joseph
(with one exception), hov does John han:lla the mother of JensT
JeBUS never calla Mary His 11mother11 an,vhere in the Pam-th Gospel,
but always as "Wonan. •

-

Thia is the !'act despite John's clear

aclmowledgment that she was the •mother of' Jesus• (21],S,12; 19126
twice).

He assumed that her identity- was well lmawn to his audience

since she was the only womn ha felt it u.m,eceaBU'J' to na• in 19: 2S,
Evan more interesting is the tact that the only- t i • in John that Jena
refers to the mother-son relationship is when Mary am the Beloved
Disciple are brought together--not Mary- and Jena (19: 26-27). · The only
way to adequately explain these perplexing facts above is to aclcnovladge

the real issues ot that day-.

Jesus (and John) vere rea~ing to opposition

and misconceptions regarding His supposed origin.
(and

SOJIB

The Jewish authorities

ot the people) felt secure in their opposition to Jesus

because they- "knew":
lmwT 11 (6:42).

•Is not this Jesus • • • whose • • • mother

This is significantly an

' '
W.•f'I

an aspect ot John's the• vasa •Ba came to his

question.
CMn

VII

Koreonr, since

hOIIIJ, and his own

people received him not• (1:ll), the word "Woman• c~ya the la•ntabla

pathos ot this tar better than •Mother• does.

It 111st be reminded, h01r-

ever, that the God-man reDBmbared the wltare of Ria mother before he
died.
tiona.

Overall, it mat be conceded that John guards against miaconaep.
Evan th011gh human appraisals of Jena are presented by
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Johannine raodes or subtle iro117, thq are muterful.q balanaecl off by a
careful handling or Jesus• relationship to Joseph and Mary.
In conclusion, it must be said that despite Philip'• inaccurate

description or Jesus as the "son of Joseph, f'roll Basareth," Bathanael
(and John) confess Him to be the Son of God and Davidic Descenclent.

They believed--not by the outward appearances-but by the vords ancl
works or God.

judged with "right judgment."

They had

Jesus:

Native ot Judea

(4:43-45)

' ! Af'ter

the two days he departed to Galilee. For Jesus himself
testified that a prophet has no honor in his own country. So
when he came to Galilee, the Galileans welcomed him• • • •"

In verses 43 and 44 John "drops his

guard"

ot iro117 for just a

1110mont and J11akes an editorial comment in passing as it were.

He simpq

remarks, i n effect, that the native-place ot Jesus vas Judea rather
than Galilee.

Elsewhere in his gospel John consistentq presents Jesus

as His contemporaries saw

Him--• man from

Nasareth.

Verses 43 and 44

have none or John's characteristic iro~, but verse 45 is pregnant with
it.

John expected his audience to have no trouble with his remark 1n

43 and 44.

It is a comment 1n utmost s1mplicity--John1 s own "voice" on

the birthplace ot Jesus.

John expected no disagre•ent from believers

who knew the synoptic tradition.

The context ot this passage makes it very clear that Judea, rather
than Galilee was the native-place of Jesus.

itinerant ministry.

'J.'he setting 1• one ot His

After a visit to Jensal•• Jesus had begun a

baptising ministry vbich paralleled that of the Baptiser•• in the "lancl
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ot Judea• (3:22-4::,). When the Pharisees learmd ot Jens• 1111ooess
He lett Judea to go to Qalllae.

over in Samria (4:4-42).

On the way there He had a short stop..

In Caparnaum ot Galilee it was reported that

"Jesus had coma from Judea to Galilee• (4:47).

Set against this wider

backgrourd the passage being considered can man only one thiflg:
was not received in Jerusalem (2:13-21; ):9-11; 411) nor in the

Judea (3:23-26).

Jesus

lam ot

He was given a haari:ng in the area of Saari.a, by way

of contrast, and when

Ha arriwd in Galilee-He vaa ~lcomd" (414S).

Why was He not receiwd in Judea t

his own countey"I

Because •a prophet bas no honor in

This is John's voice.

When dealing with the proverb aboa.t a prophet in his own country,

,

John is the most explicit of any- gospel writer in saying that the 71rLTfU
(native-place) ot Jesus was Judea.

,

'ffd.Tf)CS

ot Jesus although

!Jllca refers to Nazareth as the

be modifies it himselt by mntioning earl1ar1

"where he had been brought up! (!Jllc8 4:16).

Matthew and Mark quote the

,

same proverb, but neither ot them explicitly calla Bau.reth the "lr"-TfCS

ot Jesus although that is what they mean by the phrase that Ha
His

CUB

to

"own country• (Matt. l):S4; Mark 611). Definitions ot the Oreek

,

word, 7'tt.TftS ,

do not carry the in'V8stigatcr any further than what he

can know from English. For example, cma Oreak lexicon has the dlfinitions

ot (1) fatherland, homeland; (2) home town, one• s own part ot the
country. 12 Another authority has

l2winiam F.

111 nati'98

place,' •natift town,• rather

Arndt and F. Wilbur Gingrioh, A Greek-English Isxioon

of the New Testament, translated and adapted tram Walter Bauer• s

Orlechen-Deutsches Worterbuah su den Schritten des Neu.an 'l'eata•nts
(4th revised and augmented edition; Chicago: The Uniftrsity ot Chicago
Preas, c.1957), p. 642.
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than •native Jand.1113 There.tore the Intancy mrrativea at Matthn aid

,

Luka define their use ot 7"-7fCS •

John doe■ an equivalent thing in

4:43.45.
The

use ot oJv (therefore) in verse 4S dran a Vfl't7 ■harp contrast

between the Judean and Galilean treatment■ of Jena.

It a1caa llttla

sense in verse 45 unless it aarvaa to contraat the Judean retueal to
honor Jesus

1 in

His own cOIUltry" and the

it the textual variant

cJs

Galilean■•

nlcom of Him.

Ivan

(when) is preferred as the reading (thqh it

is 1111Ch more weakly attested) it micas no dittere11ee in the maaning.

It

would simply be, in effect, that Jesus was not honored in His own cau.nt.ry,
but !!!!!.!!, He came to Galilee He was nlcomad.
SODIB scholars stoutly

disagree with the ab0't'8 understanding of

4: 43-45. Two basic types ot explanations are ottered by them as alterm.tive interpretations.

The first type tries t o • • aenae of the pa.seage

as the words literally stand.

The second type feel■ compelled to

asaert

that certain words or phraaas wre later inserted by a redactor of Jahn' a
Gospel.

The first type will be represented in this pa.par by Henry

Alford who says of veraa 44:
!llch ditticulty has been foand in the connexion of this verse • • • •
Some have supposed that the ~ngelist maans Judaea by
-which cannot be, tor ther, is no allllsion to Judea at all 'here,
as He cama from Samria, and the verse manifestly alludes to Bia
Journey into Oalllee1--som, that Caparmum is aant, or Razareth,
and 11He went into Galilee," as distinguished from one or other of
thoae places-but neither can this be • • • and there is no

13James Hope Hol11.ton and Oeorge MUligan, The Vocabulary of the
Oreek Testaniant (Orand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Berdmans Publishing

Company, 1949), P• 499.

lll

allusion to any city in Oalilee, but to Bia going into Oa11lee in
general • • • •
One admissible view is that this wrse refers to the next follOlling,
and indeed to the whole narratiw which it introcJuoea. It stands
as a preliminary explanation of the "Except, ye see signs and womers,
ye will not beliew 1 ; am as indicating the contrast between the
Samaritans, who believed on Him far Ria word,--am His awn c011ntrynan who only receiwd Him because they had seen the miracles which
He did at Jerusalem • • • • And thus the olv in the next wrse
will be a particle connecting it with this p,N1li'ffl1Ml"J' reason
given • • • • A simpler view still is this: tba reason (wrse l)
why He le.ft Judea tor Oalilee was, because of the pibliaity which
was gathering rou.m HiJllaell and His miniatey. He betabs Rimaelf
-t o Galilee there tore, to avoid fame, testitying that His Olffl
cou.ntry (Galilee) was that where, as a prophet, He was least lilcaly
to be honoured.
4S. They received Him, but in accordance
with the proverbial saying_just recarded;--not for any honour in
which they themselws held Him, or value which they had tor His
teaching; but on accou.nt ot His tame in Jerusalem, the 111tropolis 1
--which set them the fashion in their estimate ot 111n and things
• • • •
46. olv , perhaps (see above) because at the recep,tivity ot Him from signs and womera narely,-not as a Prophet from
His teaching. But it is hardly safe in this Gospel to mrk the
influence in o3v so strongly • • • •14

When evaluating the above renarlat the follONing points should be noted.
.

,,

Alford says that the -rr,Tpcs

of Jesus cannot be Judea, yet

being literally' spoken of' is Judeal

the place

His unt011nded atate111nt ab011t there

being !!2 allusions to Judea at all, am abou.t samaria being the ilaadiataly preceding place of origin gets cma on wry ahak¥

'
Alford wou.ld not suggest that Samaria is the TII.TptS

graum.

Carta~

ot Jesus becauae

such an assertion was 1IBde only by the enemlea of' Jeaua (81~).

The

•allusions~ to Judea as the U11111tdiately precec:11ng place of origin, on
the ~her band, abou.m.

It virtually aurrOW'Jds wrses 43-45 (4::,,47,54)1

Moreover. Samaria was not a scheduled atop in the jou.r1197 of Jesus from

l"°Henry Allard, The Oreek Testa•nt• revised by' Bverett 11'. Harrison
(Chicago: Moody Preas, a.1958), I, 736-7)7.
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Judea to Galilee.

Verse 4 nalcaa this very clear (•He had to paaa

through Samria•).

The Greek word used

tor "He

had to• is tram

4r"i

which means •it is necessary, one mat or baa to, denoting oompil.aion ot
any kird. nlS There.tore, Jesus

1188

not ocmd.ng into Oalll.ee tram a

planned, scheduled Ministry in Samria, but rather, He was coming tram
Judea where He was not honored into Oalilee where He was val.coad. He
also stopped a while in Samaria. I.t anything, Suaria ard Oalilea voald
have to stand together in their treatment o.t Jesus aa opposed to Bia
treatment in Judea.

That is, despite Samritan and Oalil.ean motivaa tor

doing so, the former believed because ot His word (4:41) and the latter
believed because ot His works (4147). still, they both received Jesus
whereas the Judeans did notl

Jeaua• rebulca of the Oalileans (varae 48)

can easily be explained tram the wider context of John.

Jesus obviously

preferred to be believed because ot Bia word, rather than because ot
His works (20:29).

Still, He preferred to be believed by any mana

(even His works) than tar people not to believe at all (101)7-38; 14:ll).
The moat that can be said when comparing Sanaritan and Galilean ballet
is that the former• s motives aaemd to be more pleasing to Him. Yet,
•
such a comparison mat not be p11ahed too tar. It mat be remd>ered that
the Samaritans who came to faith had tba wonan• a astOllnding vitmaa ot

.

a work perfOl'Jll8d by Jesus (4:29,39); and that after the Lord' a rebu.lca

-

ot the Galileans a nobl.enan believed His vord vithou.t. seeing a work
(4:S0) I When these things are recognir.ed, then~ tba exaiaor• s knife ia

seen to be a disastrous diagnosis.

lSArndt arid Gingrich, p. 171.

It has been shown earlier in this

n:,
paper how that John likaa to 1naart druatic ep1aodea within

a paa•ge

to bring out certain high-lights of hia technique .16
Alford's statement to the effect that Ja11U11 left Judea "because at
the :p11blicit7 which was gathered arOW'd Himself• and vent to Oal.11.ee
"to avoid

fa•"

ia not substantiated from the wider context of John.

Also incorrect is his resrk that the Galileans velcoad Him becauae of
"His fa• in Jerusalem • • • which set them the fashion • • • • •

It is

no wonder, then, that Alford warns his readers that •it ia hardly Nfe
in this Gospel to mark the influence in tn1v so strong~ • • • • •
11

thererore 11 or verse 4S emphaaiua the

,

.,,,Tpcs

The

of Jesus as Judaal

John 4:1 and :, helps to umeratand Alford' a statemnt abou.t Jeaua leaving Judea because of 11 publicity8:

•Rov when the Lord 1cnav that the

Pharisees had heard that Jesus • • nald.ng • • • more disciples than John
• • • he left Judea. 11

It waa, therefore, not popular publicity (with

the people) which mde Jesus leava Judea, bllt the :i.Jmld.nant persecution
or the Judean Pharisees. Thay might hava caused premture troubla and
His h011r had not yet cOJIIB.

That ia why He left Judea (tor the aam

principle see 7:)0; 8:59: 10:)9; ll1S:,..S4).

The reason for His departure

from Judea was that the laadera of the people retuaed Hill honor in B:111
11 0lffl

cOllfttry.• Alford's ideas that Jesus wanted to •avoid t&ll8• and

was later welco•d in Oalilae because at Bia 11 tama• in Jel'llaalem are
both wrong.

Ir Jesus thou.ght that He wou.lcl -escape fa• in Oal.ilN,

then, Ha was wrong. But, awn entertaining the idea that Jesus wanted
no 11 p11blicit7" of any ld.nd ia

l6su:pra, P• 22.

inaODgl"lloa.B

with the wider context ot Jahn
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(1:12; ):21,30; 4:34,35,40; 12121,32 aa examples). lo dOllbt, He al.llo
wanted an audience with the right motives (6:26; ?:2-9). The

•ta••

in

Jerusalem ot whiah .Alford speaks :la bard to enlDate. With whom vas He
110

tamaw1T Certainly not the m.cma7 changers in the teaple (2113-20) or

the Jewish authorities there (411). The people aaong whom Jena vaa
fa11101111 seems to be the common folk (212:,)-111 moat eapacial.q

~

Galileans who had •seen all that he bad done in Jen•lem at the feast,

tor the:y too had gone to the feast• (414:5) I Th•• underscored words aN
important tor the issue at hand about Jesus• fa.ma.

He vas famau in

Oalllee--not because theywre m1micing Jerusalem tads am f'aahiona-but because they had already seen tor the111881vea what Jesus cOlll.d do

(the same principle ia in 12117-18).
The second type of' perplexed interpreter ot 4: 43-4:5 is represented.
by another scholar.

This type feels bound to wield the •~isor• s krd.te

since, tor him, this difficult verse waa inaerted by a later redactor.
This saws many hOlll"s, eye strain, and mob paper and ink, but it destroys the message of' John am warps his •thod ot preaentation.
Basically, below is how this type reasons 1
These three verses constitute a notoriou.s crux in the Fmrth Gospel.
In the early lrd century- Origen • • • aaid. ot ver• 44, •'l'h19 saying
seems completely to defy aequenca. • In the early 20th century
Lagrange • • • contesaed that there vaa no apparent ••na at explaining the passage according to the 1"11les of strict logic • • • • :rile
problem centers on verse 44, an · interruption that •e• to contradict 4:5. In 44 Jesus com.pares his situation to that at a p-aphet
who baa no honor in his ovn ooantry; ,et in 4:5 his native Galil.N
gives him an enthuaiaatic 118lcmaa. To solve this soma haw aug.
gested that "his ovn ooantry" in verae 44 iB an allunon, not to
OILlllae, but to Judea. Thia is a viav that goes baok at least to
Origen. The idea, than, is-that having Noeived no honor in Judea
• • • Jesus oomaa into Qal1lea, where be ia '1181oomd. SU.Ch an
interpretation 111st Nlate iv 43-45 to 1-l; tor as the verses now
stanl, Jesus ia leav.l.ng Samria, not Judea. BOll9ver, even U w

us
regard the whole Samritan imident a11 an insertion, the
that Jesus• own countl"Y' is Judea f'acea objections. John
stresses Jesus• Galilean arigina (i 46, 11 1, vii 42,S2,
this Gospel does not evan tell ua that Jena waa born in

nggest1on
constantly
xix 19);
Jude" .

• • • •
A better solution f'or the problem created by wrse 44 ia to regard

it as an addition by the redactor, e:xactl.7 on the SUB pattern aa
11 12 • • • the redactor ia aying • • • that Jesus vaa not properly
appreciated in Galilee. He added this aying to the Gospel just
before a story that will illustrate the v.naatiafactoey faith ot the
Galileans, a faith based on a c,rwla depemance on Bigns and wonders
(verse lla). In his estiDBtion the welcom giwn to Jesus in Galilee
( varse 4S) is just as shallow aa the reaction that greeted JellUII in
Jerusalem (ii 2►2S). Tberef'ore, the inaertion ot wrse 44 does not
contradict 4S once ve urderatand that a superficial velcoma baaed
on enthusiasm tor miracles is no real honor • • • • The redactor
has not adapted the saying to the Johannim style of the rest of' the
Gospel. The word 11honor11 .(timi) ia employad rather than the more
usual "glory'' (doxa).17

Brown• s presentation above has

SOIIIB

self'-def'eating aaaertiona. Ha •ya

that Jesus was not 11 properly• appreciated in Galilee. It is extremal.7
difficult to understand how any scholar cOllld. even m1e such a statement
unless the wider context of' John has been overloolmd. First of' all, it
the Lord was not appreciated in Galilee, where, pray tell, was Ha
properl.y appreciated! Certainly not in His own home (715); or in
Jerusalem (:3:10: 8159: ll1S7: 18::,S): or in Judea (?141-43,S2); or in
SaDBria (4:9,20): or among Gentiles (18:8; 19:1-:,,16)--or even among Bia

own disciples (l:S0: 2111; 6:61; ll:16; 1)1:,8: 21122).

It ia central to

John's thema that no one properl.y knav Him (l:10-ll), but those who
acclaimed Him loudest were the Galileans I In and ot itself an enthusiaam
.

.

tor ml.raolea waa not wrong. Evan the disciples needed them (21ll). or
.

cOlll'se, the Lord grew weary it Bia tollonra wre :nnar veanad from

l?srown, DIil, 186-188.

l.16
wonders. yet, to point this au.t aa an eapacial waknaaa ot the Oalileana
ia to mlsumerstarrJ the tacts.

Even attar the relllll"reotion a diacipla

(rather, all ot them) had to see in order to beliew (2019.20. 24-29).

It aey people contemporana011a with Jesus received Him at all-it wa the
Oalileans as the Jewish authorities recogmzecl (?152).

It the "nlcom•

given to Jesus in Galilee vaa just as shallow aa that giwn RiJll in
Jerusalem. then. the whole aompara.tiw implication ot wraa 44 ia destroyed.

.A.a f'ar as Brown• s remrka ab011t the •story that v1ll ill.uatra.te

the unsatisfactory faith ot the Oalile~ns.• (wraes 116 to 53) • just the
opposite is true as was pointed 011t above • 18
Brown claims above that "John constant~ streaaaa Je11U11 1 Galil.ean
origins. n He cites alleged examples ot this. Bia scriptural examples
will now be dealt with one by one.

John' a use of 1:116 has been inter-

preted earlier in this papar.19
It is hard to sea how 2:1 1a supposed to be a Jahannim •atreaa• on
Jesus• Oalilean origins.

Brawn writea1

"There is an apocryphal tradi-

tion that Mary wa.a the aunt ot the bridagoom • • • • The presence ot
Jesus mkas it not implausible that a relative vaa involwd in the
wadding, unless the invitation ca• throu.gh Batbamel, who vaa trom
Cana.n 20 SUraly. the napoal")'Phal tradition." the •not blplauible.• and
the "unless • • • Nathanael" are a tar cry from the citing of thia wraa
as om or those by which •John constant~ streaaea Jesus• Galilean or1g5na•1

l89upra, P• 112.
19aupra, PP• 99-108.

20srom, mIA, 98.
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Regarding 7142 and S2, they, too, mat not. be read cut

ot context.

These alleged nstresaea• com trom naome of the people• (nrse 40)-.

.

not from John; and from the Pharisees (nrse 47)--again, not .John.

In

the first instance the renark probably comas trOJ1 those who ••nted to
arrest himn (nrse 44) and, in the second instance, from those who vere
actually trying at the tina to haw Him pit to death (nrse 4S). Regarding 19:19, the Johannina •atresan on Jesus• Galilean origins oODBa frcn
a RODBn who crucitiea Him and who rewala his expert knowledge on the
Lord's provenance by such remarks as nAm I a JewT• (18:35) am "What is

truthtn (18:38). All ot these above citations tall to substantiate
Brown• s use or them as reflecting John's view on the origin of Jesus.
Rather, they are rhetorically uaad by the Evangelist as ironical illustrations or the tact that no one real.q 1cnaw Jesus.
Brown• s statenent that nthis Gospel does not enn tell us that
Jesus was born in Judean mat be looked at realistically. As an indispitable grammatical tact, this passage-a it stams written-~ tell
us that the

,

7rd.TflS

ot Jesus was Judea. That John's assertion is

subtle rather than direct is not in the least surprising.
more allusive and ironical gospel than his.

There is no

Thia can readily be

expected from the last one written, and the one vh:ich cOllld, vi.th the
most justif'ication, assuma his audiences• knowledge of previoa.s Christian
tacts.
The last ot Brown' s above statements to be considered here is:

•The

redactor bas not adapted the saying to the Jobannina style of the rest
of the Gospel.

The word 'honor' (tilli) is empioyed rather than the mca-e

usual • glory (daxa).• Again, om my be struck with legltilate

118
amzement that any one would use such an argwiant against the originall.t7

ot 4:~.

On1)" sentences earlier BrONn himself compared •the different

forms of the saying ab011t the prophet.• 21 In three of' the tau.r Gospels
(Matt. 1):57; Mark 6:4; and John 4:44) the aua word for •honor" (from

Tl/'-'-'W )

is used.

Luka is the one excepticm--not Johnl

It is true that

John uses "glory" (d~~~) many timas, but he does not use it here 1n 4:44
The situation is as simple as

because he is re:f'erring to a proverb.
that.

This same man acknowledges himself in the same spot that "It seems

best to classify John's saying as a variant form of a traditioml statement • • • • n 22 Therefore. John's use of "honor" rather than "glarJ"" is
easily explained.

"John resembles Lu'kB in the

Brown further writes:

negative cast of the sentence but is closer to Mark in vocabulary
(although the Lucan •welcomed' appears in the next wrae in John • • • ).23
This last paraphrased observation by Brown is an excellant--and highly
significant--one.

It is quite possible that John lCllnr both of the tradi-

tional "honor" (Matthew and Hlrk) and of the Lucan "walcomad• (from
Ot"M.T,:S ) •

To get the full import ot both words, and to dCJllb~ emphasiu

the Ju.dean origin of Jesus, John used the
(4:44) !!!!, the

&tk.T:s ot Luka 4:24

then, John knew ot both forms.

'
T,,,.,v

in his 414,5.

the effect that "a prophet has no.,.,,.,,
'

22J:bid., XXIXA., 188.

~.

"" 2"L

...

It this is the

ca•,

He was very aware of synoptic usage.

also wanted to d011bly' emphasiu the Judean origin

21Ibid., XXIIA, 187.

of Matthew and Mark

ot the

Lord.

He

It is to

in Ria own cmntry, therefore,
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vhan He cam into Galilee they rliJ.tv-ro

Him. 1

Thia ia the only time

that John uses the word for 1 wlcoma. 11 John baa, therefore, aaselli>lecl
the "honor" or Ma.tthew and Mark with the 1 nlco•" ot IJllm to gi.ve a
claasica_l example of his matarful use of :proclaimlng--to the fullest
extent--that Jesus, apparentq or Nazareth, was in aatuallty--Jaaua
born in "Judea.

Thia is the voice of John.
The Ascensions What it Also Ia

Many Johannine

scholars believe that the 11ascena1on11 ot Jaaua was

accomplished by His being 11:rted-up on the croaa and that wrima words
(cited bela..r) used by John in this connaction 1IIWlt not be diati.npishad
.from one another as th011gh they referred to separate llOlllenta of Jeaua'
career, and that they instead axirasa different aspects ot the••
cross-ascension.

The lina or interpretation offered below 1a in di•Bl'M•

•nt with this interpretation. It is certainly acknowledged, honver,
that the cross was an integral part of Jeaus• glorU'ication •process,•
but it is further held that John deliberately used different words tor
the specific purpose that
not be confused.

"phases• ot Jesus• glorification process might

To get at the bottom ot the iaaua certain aspects ot

hlka~cts mat also be considered.

Ona scholar writes, . tor

:

John's umerstanding of Jena• ascension mat be differentiated
from the concept of an ascension attar forty days fou.nd in the Book
ot Acta • • • • Acta i :, ramrlm that Jesus appeared during tcrty
days, and than vaa visibly talean up from his followers by a clawi.
Critics have been wry sawra in their judgment of. this seem
• • • • wlca ia not giving us a date tor the glorification ot Jeaua;
~ha wry mantion of '-'forty days" is incidental • • • • _- (When Lula
is not concerned with Pentecost, he is perfectly capable ot
describing an ascension on Baster aveniag, as in Luka xxiv S1
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• • • ·). In traditional imagery Lule is dn•tiBing the end ot
the earthly appeara11ees of Jesus • • • • 240na can feel relieved that BrONn notes St. Lule' s •aapabilitiea• when

writing his gospel.

Still, John' a allusive and subtle style might abed.

some light on the scholarly question of the Ascension.

Certain Johannim

"ascension" passages will be loolcad at and especially 20117.
Though Brown himself w0111.d at011tly deny~ ald.ng any •etfcrt to
tit" Christian traditions together when he personally considers them
inconsequential--he does say- this vary thing ot St. John:
On the cross the Johannim Jesus had already entered into the
process of exaltation and glorification • • • • the renrraction
does not fit easily- into John's theology- ot the Cl'llcitixion • • • •
And in the last Discoarsa Jesus has not deacribed his victory in
terms or his being raised up from the dead but in terms of his
going to the Father (xiv 12,28, xvi S,10,28). laverthaless, the
FOIU"th Gospel could not dispense with the resurrection which vaa
too firm a par.t or Christian tradition. Consequently the evangelist had to nale the effort to tit the resurrection into the procaaa
or Jesus• passing trom this world to the Father • • • • he ·c1raatizes the resurrection so that it is obv1.011Sly part ot the
ascension.2S

Like Lule, Brown gives the impression that Jahn vas

things fit--it he wanted to.

1 capable 11

of nald.ng

Despite Brown' a assertion, the incarnate

Temple's resurrection was essential to St. Jahn (2119-22).

The crax of

the matter or John's view ot the Ascension 1a 2011?. Thia pith¥ stateant ab011t Jesus• ascension just does not tit in with the smooth,
theories ot certain writers. It denies that the cross alona, or the
resurrection and the cross together, is the whole "glorification•
process.

John maant tar more by •ascension" than the cross alone.

2'-1:tt,1.d.,
2.sn,1.d..

mxe,
mxe,

1012.
1013-1014.

To
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-

Jahn, the •ascension" vaa also the A.saenaionl The cross and empty taab
ware onl.7 the first and aeaom stages of a three atap roalcat to glOl"J'•
The double use or 11aacent• in 20117 aeems to be a deliberate and pu.rpose-

tul. recording of the Gospel writer to atop &JI¥ possible flood of misumer-

atanding ot his ascension thaolo17.

Commentators an toroed by Johan-_

nine grammr to admit that Jesus spolca of His ascension as an act to talal
place in the future--atter the cross and attar the reaurrection.

John's first use of the word 1n 20:17 one scholar vrote1

or

•the Lard's

return to the rather, althou.gh there is a sense • • • in which it can be
said to have occurred at the mOIBnt and as a result of Ria death is none
tha less also a process, ewn attar His resurrection • .• • • 1126 Of.
111 I

John' S second use in the same wrsa another an wrote:

am ascending

to lllV Father • • • • employs a wrb 1n the present tense • • • with the
l'Baning of I to be in the process of going • • • tor which reaching the
destination still lies in the future. u27 It is very prob&bl.e that John
twice used the above wrb to sateprd what ha

IB&nt

by Jesus• ascension.

Such :play on words is characteristic of him as all scholars aclmovl.edge.
It has been demonstrated alsevhere in this paper how that John choae two
words to dou.bl.7 emphasir.e a teaahing.28 Besides this, tvo other aapaata

ot 20:17

1lll1St be pointed Olltl

I

I

(1) The verb from ll.Vtlf)'lNW

26a. H. Lightfoot, st. John's Gospel (Oxtord:
Press, 19S6), P• 331.

is u•d

At The Clarendon

27J. N. Sanders, The Gospel According to John, edited and completed
by B. A. Mastin (London1 A.dam & Charles Black, c.1968), P• 429.

289upra, PP• 118-119.
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rather than any other; and (2) Two different tenaes ot this wrb are
uaed rather than the • • tenae both times.
Five or the words used 'b7 John to express variau aa-pects of the
r •
r ,
process of' Jesus• glorification (fr011 oof.c~w ) area ,n,,1,yw
(•to
lead UJ'lder," but always used intransitively- in the In Testuiant aa •to
,

I

go away, depart"); '1fOfE'IIOl'4'-t ("to go•);ft7'1C.~-'<VW
~

cp-X.o~fLt

one place to another•);

(•to pass from

'

,

(•to coma, or go•); andtl.Vfl~•UI/W

(•to go !!2• ascend"). Instances of their use are, reapectiwl,-1 ?::,:,;

a,14,21,22; 1:,::,,33,:,6; 1414,28; 16:s,10,11. 1412,12,20; 1611,28. 1:,11.
I

I

17113. 3:1:,; 6:62; 20117. The word ("VfOCAI ) frOJI which

"be llrted up•

comes will be considered below.

The word

t

I

,rrr~yw

is obv1011aly- uaad ot Jesus• death as is contirmad

by Jesus• remark to Peter in

1:,1:,6 (a,ae 21:19). Thia word is always ua,ad

•negatively," as it ware, or Jesus• death on the croas-ot Ria 'hu11tll1•tion.

Its instances in chapter 7 and 8 11&re spoken to the Jeva and haw

such terms as "cannot c0118n, 11 cannot find,• and •die in ymr aina. •

In

chapter 13 its use immediately precedes the washing of the disciples•
f'aet, a reference back to His negative remrka to the Jevs, and an
allusion to Peter• a future death.

In chapter 14 Jesus beginll to spaalc

positively- ("yc,11 lmow the w)"'), but a diaciple n1ptiwa it ("we do

not lmow"), and He admonishes them tor their failure to rejoice and lav11
Him.

In chapter 16 •sorrow" till the hearts of Ria diaoiplea, judgment

' ,

ia spoken of', and contusion reigns generally ovar Jesus• talk ot v,r1.yw •
t

I

The word ,iw.yc,,

•

is Jahn' a expl.1.cit vorcl tor the death of Jesus.

Ita

literal •aning, •to lead under,• might haw led the eft11g91ist to

parpoaely- choose it tor its sharp contrast to Kia being •lifted g. •
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.

That is, playing on words, He WOllld be litted U!) by being lad under. It
also contrasts with His !Uture ugolng up"
'
y.crci&,oe.<vw

,

("v-,,tcycu ).

(13:1) might be used in conneation with

The vord

C .l
v1111,yw

since its

use in S124 refers to passing trom "death to 11.te.• Because ot thia
literal reversal, however, it might be an ear]¥ allusion to the
resurrection.
t

,

is John's word tor Jesus• death--Hia lmndl1ation--

Just as V7'd.YUJ
,

\I

£p1oJU-C

"ll'Oft1101'4-C. (and

. It was

,

17:13) is his word tor the Lord' a exaltation.
t

,

suggested above that v11~yUJ is always used •naptively.• The

. ,
word 1roptuof'-d.C. , in contrast, is always uaed •positiveq" as can be

seen by examining contexts. Its usa in chapter 14 spealcll comtortingq,
Jesus looks beyond the cross, as it wra.
t

I

as tou:nd clinging to V7'rl.yw usage.

There are no nagative terms

Inseparably attached to

I

7Toptv~)'-'t.

are such concepts as 11 many rooms• tor His disciples, a prepared 11 place 11

· and a cOJld.ng again to be reunited (also sea 21: 22). There is talk ot
"greater works," and answered prayer.
the disciples'

11advantage 11

In chapter 16 is a speech ab011t

and such as brings them joyful exalanation

( verses 29 and 30).
John likes to gather all aspects ot his exquisite vord-play into

one short passage.

ott. John does.
,

Only an inspired master aOllld 1111ocess~ bring this
t
,
,,
In 14:28 is tou.nd 11-,,,J.yW
(first), 1r'Xo1'-t1.C.
, and
I

I

,,

'

f

A

I

I

A

1u,r.ruo,-..,u. (laat)I Y11,1.yw XtlC Ep'1CofA,"'C. 1ff0S vrds. tc tJYIC7/llt,t p.E
, ,
,,
~
,
'
\
,
u
,
'
'~
, '
£'X.C.p")Tl :..v, o?'( "ltopt'UOt'-'l wros ,o'I 7rtlTEf"'-, o"P'C o WltT~f f4fC.)C&sV f'6"U l!cr,-CV,
Paraphrased tor the purpose ot this papar1
t

,

•Yaa. heard •

tell you. that

,,

I mat die ( v7rA."(W ) , but that I vmld be resurrected ( •pXoJ,W-t ) •
Instead

or

sorrowing

098r

rq death, it you. really 1oved • , you. vaa.ld
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I

rejoice because ot m:, coming exaltation ( TGpt1IOJ'L"C. ) ; tor .,. state ot
exaltation is tar more glori011a than

'fl'l9'

state of )mffl1l:lation.•

'rha last

phrase ot verse 28 is highly significant for the full •aning of the
passage.

,

It is meant to maka absolutely clear what the writer mans 'b7

,roptvojbLI- • It is a contrasting clarification of Jesus• humillationexaltation.

It becomes obvi011a, then, that
r

Toprv'o/L"-C.

(and Vr~OJ'-"-l) is

,

the positive counterpart ot V"'lr,1,:yw •

,

The words from atVtlf31LlYW are in a class all by themeelvas.

Con-

cerning the glorification ot Jesus, this word is used only in ):l); 6162;
and twice in 20:17.

It is inconceivable how any ona cOllld throv all of

John' a words or this nature into one amorph011s lump---.especially wh~n he
is widely conceded to ouatomrily play on words I No more explicit word
cOlll.d have been chosen by him to describe the Ascension. It literally
raeans to "go up.n

To say that John means 'b7 this word the "lifting up•

'

, ) ot Jesus on the cross (3:14) is ab8Ul'd.
( from VfOC.U

,

John 11Blcas this

indiaP11tably clear in '.3:l'.3 by connecting ktl.Ttl~C.VW ("com dcvn11 ) with

,

e(Vfi~al.NW •

John does

~

say in this verse:

"Ho one had descended tram

· heaven except he who was lifted up on the cross. 11 He mntiona the
ascension into heaven first and, then, the descent from heavan, aecom,
so as to sate-guard his meaning.

It John had mentioned the descent tirat

(which would, after all, be more reasonable, and which he consistently
does in chapter 6), then, the mention or the ascension wOllld natural~

new

into the following verse about His being 1 litted up. 11 But, it

should be noted, John does not do this.

Nor is this f'crtuitOlla.

J obn,

anticipatingly, f'Olll.s up all too-neat misconceptions abou.t his ascension
theology.

The same technique in: principls is used in :,:13 as in 20:17.

12.S
By the sequence or choice of words, he forbids ld.saonatruotiona

theology.

ot hill

It aannot be mare coincidence that the first and the last ot

,

John's "glorification" words &111l)loyed in his Gospel aome from

"'""'fiJ"lvw.

John meant this word to be terminal in his presentation (20117). Brown• a
following quotation cannot be harmonized with John' a aldlJe ot word.a to
express his concept of ascension:

•a useful distinction between the

ascension understood as the glaritication ot Jesua in the Father' a
presence, and the asaension understood as a levitation symbolizing the
termims ot the appearances ot the risen Jesus. 1 29 If Jesus• ascension
was just the termims of His resurrection appaara11ees--a fading mt of

reception, as it were, what was His dasaent from heavan <:,11:,)T Was it
the gradual 11 .fading into• the tleshT No. He came into the world by the
womb or Mary,

He went ou.t of the

world when Ha aaaended into the clcwl.

To deny the recorded method or His ascension is to de111"-in principlethe recorded n:ethod of His Incarnation, no natter how •111' tomes are
written to clou.d the real issue. Besides, a supranatural descent of the
Word become flesh (1:14) implies a supranatural ascent ot that aam
Incarnate Word.

Perhaps, the critics who 1 hava bean vary sevare in their

judgment or• the Acts Ascension soena30 want to be appeased by a removing

or offensive supioanatural elements from the Lord' a Ascension? After all.
its 11easier11 to believe that people just quit seeing Jena than to
beliava that aye-witnesses aotua~ av Him levitated into the alc;yl

29Brown,

XXIXB, 1012.

30Supra, PP• 119-120.
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I

Chapter 6 plays on the words K.d.T'-t4"-tt/UJ• fl.Vt1.~r1..,vw to great effect.
It is justifiable to consider verses 41 am 42 in this chapter together
with verses 60 to 62 since they all deal with the same diaconaerting
revelation which caused ma~ to •nurmr.• Veraaa 60 to 62 deal with the
JIIIU"llllll"ing

caused by Jesus• assertion that His 1 tleah1 and "bloocl1 mst

be eaten by all who desire eternal lite (verse

S3). The two revelatiom,

however, about Jesus• •coming down from heaven• am His body being
necessary for eternal lite are inseparably connaoted as two insights
into the one truth.

Verses 41 and 42, moreover, display the d1tfl.culty

tor what it really was--the unbelieving inability to reconcile Jesus•
fantastic claims with His apparent origin tram Joseph and Mary.

The

Jews in verses 41 am 42 do not evan comment on Jesus• claim abmt Bia
flesh and blood.

Thia claim is secomaey and deperdent upon Bis first

assertion--that He had coma down trom heavenl Barrett sees the irOD¥
here:
t

I

o k.lA.Trt~tl.S • Verses 33 and ,, are (rightly) cominecl. Earlier
the present pa.rticipls k"T"',W.<YW was used, but the change is not
signif'icant.

obc rJ&r,s lo-Tt'I ·r .. a-of>s d i,fos 'Iwtn\

+ ... ;

.A. aimt.lar
objection is br011ght in Mark 6.3 and parallels. • • • The argw11tnt
is that one whose local parentage is lmown cannot have coma d011n
trom heaven. John nowhere affirms belief in the virgin birth ot
Jesus, but it is probablp that ha knaw and accepted the doctrine
• • • and that he here ironically alludes to it-U the objectors
had lmOlffl the truth abmt Jesus• parentage they wOllld have been
compelled to recognize that it was entirely congruent with his
having coma down from': heaven.31

31c. K. Barrett,

19SS), pp. -244-24s.

The

Gospel According to st. John (Lomon: SPCK,
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,

Barrett, here. contiru that M'-Tolp11.tYW

Nfera to the Virgin Birth

of Jesus.

Re also says that 1 John nONhaN affi.rmll1 it. It this is
.
,
true with the Virgin Birth ('IC.t'Tll~~,vw ) , vhJ" not with the Aaaanaion

,

(ttv•~d.tvw )T

As Re was born

1 down11

into the sight ot •n, so, Re vOlll.cl

go •up• 011:t. or the s1Rht of •n.
Concerning His coming down from heawn Jena said to His diaciplas
(wrses 61

am

62)1

•Do J'OII taka ottense at this! Then vbat it ym

were to see the Son ot man ascending where he was beforeT• What was the
1

I

0.tfense" or which Jesus spoka--trom O'k~v&11\.1~c.u

that it was His cruc1tixion1

T Barrett implies

"he returns where he vas before • • • by

m011nting upon the cross • • • • n'.32 laither the c~xt in which this
passage is found nor its actual wcrding will allow the cross to be the

place "where Jesus was before.• Now Barrett does not •an, of coarse,

that the cross is where Jesus "was betore 11--he maans the cross as the
agency by •..r.iy of which Jesus •ascends" and is 11 gloritied. 11 :33 But, literally and contextually this cannot be tcr the reasons following.

Tha

or.tense ( verse .58) concerns the lite-giving bread which came dawn from
heaven.
clear.
Joseph.

As shown above, wraea 41

am

42 mica the •ottense 11 perfeotq

It was Jesus• claim when set against His nppoaed origin tram
Neither will the wording ot verse 62 allow the Aaoension to be

simply equated to the cross, •ascending where be vaa before.•

A logical

application ot Barrett• s interpretation illlllBdiateq abova vOllld cau•
wrse 62 to read, in effect, •ascending back up on the orosa where he

32Ibid., P• 2S0.
33n,id. , P• 1S6.

,
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was betorel" The words k'-T'-PtL(VW and

,
,1.y,1.~~<VW

, as 11811 as the

phrase "from heaven, n absolutely forbid John's concept of the aecension
to be equated with the cross. Jesus descended from heaven arid would
ascend back to heaven; He did not descend fr0m. the cross and ascend back
upon the crossl

Nor should an apology accompany 1111ch a simple and obvims

interpretation or 6162--it simply is as it stands written.

The going

back to heaven where He was before is the divine oonalusi.on to His having
come down from heaven. The two n11st go togethar--stard or fall together-the preface and conclusion to the mighty acts

or

God in Jesus Christ.

Jesus• question to His disciples in the same verse means, in affect,
"Ir y011 cannot believe that I came down from heaven, what wmld be YOllr
reaction if you were to see me going back up to heaven where I was
before?"

No-.,, John does not record the Ascension any more than ha records

the virgin birth, but it he did not lmarir

or

the Ascension, than, verse

62 tfould make no sense at all and would ewn militate against the point
the writer wishes to nake.

It would be like nonsensically saying:

•It

you cannot believe that I came down from heaven, what it ym were to see
something which I do not lmow that you will ever see beaauae I do not
lmow it such a thing will aver· happanT•

The only ditterenca

between 6162

and 3:13 is that the f'ormr is a narration of' an episode before the
Ascension and the latter is an editorial comment attar it. By John's
consci011s use of' granmar ( past and. future) he reveals himself to be a
'

recorder with an alert sense of chronological sequence. The word

,,
.._vtil~ctcvw , therefore, is John's special word tor the Ascension and,
by it, he does not man the cross.
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,

'!he repetition of '1V4'-~lltvw
t

in 20117 is wry significant. Bwn

~

I

thou.gh the death ot Jesus (V'lfJ.yw ) and His Ascension ( tl.Vti~rl.lVW

)

are

not to be equated in the Faarth Gospel, the7 are-together with Bia
resu.rrection--"phases" of one glorif'ication process~ To maim this clear,

,

John uses two different tenaas ot tlvai~a«.<WAJ
bast translated:

ing"

in 20117.

The first is

"I have not ;pt ascended• and the second, "I am ascend-

(that is, in the "process" of ascending). The first instance

guards against equating John's use of •going up" si.Jlpq with the cross
(f'or He had already been crucified), and the seacmd insures that his
audience will view Jesus• death, resurrection, and ascension as three
phases or one glorif'ication process.
A few major scholarl7 misunderstandings

111st DOIi'

be dealt vith.

Speaking or the Lord's forbidding Mary Magdalena to •tou.ch" Him on
Easter morning (20:17) Lightfoot wrote:
if' we ask wh71 a week later, st. Thomas is expressly invited. at 20?:1
to do that which at 2017 was forbidden to Mary, the amnntr Jlll8t be
that it is because the Lord's ascent to the :rather baa •antima
taken place; and this is borna oa.t by- st. John's acaou.nt ot the
Lord's first meeting w1th the disciples on the evening ot the first
Easter day. On this occasion, which ma7 be reg~ded as St. John's
cOllnterpart for the aaena described in Acta 21,;1.3 at Pentecost • • •
and since it is nade clear in such a passage as 1526 that this gift ·
is depement upon the Lord• a prior return to the Father, this return,
alth011gh there is no sugg!,tion of' a _m ova•nt in space, 1lll8t now be
assumed to·hava occurred.,,.
Barrett says, essentiall7, what Lightfoot says abova althmgh ha maims
these additional renarka:
Thia is a statement or soma ditf'icult7. It seems to be implied
that it will be possible and permissible to tow,h Jesus after the
ascension, thou.gh not before; ancl this is the rewrae of' what might

~ghttoot, P• 331.
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have been expected • • • • A possible ccmalusion • • • is that
John believed that between verses 17 and 22 the ascension, or at
least the complete glorification, ot Jesus had talcBn place. But
it DUst be admitted that ha does not say so, and it is very strange
that so vital a tact shou.ld be left as a matter of inference. A
more profitable line of' interpretation is obtaina4 when it is noted
(Iagrange • • • ) that the ~, which follows -rropey/ov applies in
effect to t1.v"'t3t1..(vw
, the lll9ssage to the "brothers" being
parenthetical. The verse may then be paraphrased, "stop touching
me ( or attempting to do so): it is tru.e that I have not ,at
ascended to the Father but I am abou.t to do so • • • this is what
you. 1111st tell my brothers.• This is perfectly inte111gible.3S
The "touching" difficulty concerning Jesus, Mary, and, then, Thomas
seems to be a Jila.jor obstacle to properly understanding 20:17.

The

astoundingly simple interpretation of' this passage brings glory to Gad' s
revelation in the Old Testament as the lcBy tor ullderstanding His revelation in the New Testalll9nt.

The key to understanding is f'mnd in

Bx.

19:10-15:
And the Lord said to Moses, "Go to the people and consecrate them
• • • and be ready by the third day; f'or on the third day the Lord

will come do-ll?l upon Mou.nt Sinai in the sight of' all the people

So Moses went down f'rom the mou.ntain to the people, and
consecrated the people • • • • And he said to the people, 11Be
ready by the third dav; do not go near a woman.•
•

•

•

• 11

By forbidding Mary to touch Him before the completed three day conse;

cration period, Jesus called to mini-by allusion--tha Intercessor
(Moses) who was abou.t to 11 go up" into the vary presence ot God as the
only qualified representative of' the people.

Thomas cOlll.d tmcb Him

eight days later (20:26-28) because the people had been prepared-the
three days were over.

Actually, Mary was highly honored by Jesus.

She

was sent to tell the "brothers• as Hoses had once bean sent by God to
annou.nce consecration to the people.

3.5Barrett, PP• 470-471.

Moreover, as the glory ot Yahweh

1)1
once descended upon Mount Sinai attar three days in the sight ot all the
people, so Jesus--after three days--appeared in the sight ot His disciplesl

The Old Testament allusion is umnistakable.

Evan Jesus• words:

"I am ascending to !!!.! Father and !!?!!!:. Father, to !!t God and Z!!!!t. God"
are illuminated by this same allusion.

Jesus is identitying Rilllselt as

a Moses-like Intercessor who would go up to the glory trom among the
people.

To express the tultilled truth of' Ex. 19:10-lS, John presented

the Lord's glorification as a •process.•

After all, Moses had gone up

to Sinai, come down with consecration instructions, and, then, gems back
up.

It had been a "process" too.

As Moses had come dawn with consecra-

tion instructions, so Jesus came among His disciples after three days
bringing spiritual gli'ts (20:21-22).

This also accords with 1117.

The

doubts or Thonas might even allude to the gruni>ling doubts of' the
Hebrews in the wilderness wbin
(Ex. 32: 1).

Moses had stayed too long on the m011ntain

It is highly significant that Thomas probably did not probe

the wounds or the risen Jesus any- more than the Hebrew people would dare
approach the shining f'ace of' Moses (Ex.
He rhetorically invited him to do so.

:,4::,o). Jesus

knew this when

There are also parallels between

20:21-2) (and Acts 1:2) and Ex. :,4::,1-:,2.

A lesson shou.ld be learned

from John's allusion to the Old Testament in this passage.

The lesson

is that certain passages in the New Testament cannot be understood (they
lllight even be disastrously lllisconstrued) apart trom an Old Testament
knowledge such as the first Christian writers had the11188lves.

Knowledge

of' the Greek language and the ancient Hellenistic world is simply not
sufficient.
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The misconception that John 20:22 is the Pentecost ot Acta 2:1-13
has been dealt with elsewhere in this papar.:36 The idea that lS126
refers to 20:22 is also a miaunderstanding as plain Qreek granmar
demonstrates.

In 15:26 Jesus says that He will 11 aam11 the Cou.naelor or

Spirit or truth.

something from a distance.
(no article),

,

This word is fl-0111 Tlfirw

• It implies the giving ot

In 20:22 Jesus daas not 11 Nnd11 Ho~ Spirit

He gives it in Person when Ha is with theml

holds true or 16:7 where the sam word, trom 1rl14-n.,

,

The sana

is also used.

Besides the literal and logical sense of this word, the whole gist ot
15:26 and 16:7 is perverted if' simply equated with 20:22.

In both of

the formr citations the coJld.ng-in-the-tuture Spirit will "bear witness"
to Jesus (15:26), will 1 glori.t'y" Jesus, will 11talm what is 11 Jesus• and
11 declare 11

it to the disciples (16:14).

The common-sense maning is that

Someone !l!!, will do these things tor Jesus, He will not do them tor
Himself'.

In 20:22, howewr, Jesus speaks tor Himself to the disciples.

Is this simply a mare duplication ot functions!

Or mat a redactor• a

hand be imagined--the hard of a man um.ware of the inconsistencies he

was intrcducingT Both vocabulary and context damn! that both lS: 26 and
16:7 refer t o ~ Holy Spirit to be given after the Ascension, arid whoae
function it wculd be to call to mind am heart all that Ha said and did
when still with the disciples.
Barrett was ~~•d above as saying:

•John believed that between

verses 17 and 22 the ascension • • • or Jesus had talmn place." He
noticed the dif'ticulty ot such an idea himself because he aid immdiately
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atter the abave:

•But it 1111st be adml.tted that he does not ay so, and

it is very strange that so vital a tact shou.ld be left as a attar of
inference.• Barrett is right abou.t one thing at least, John does not
say that Jesus ascended between verses 17 and 221 Why did he not ay

110

vital a tact? Because he did not believe it is the moat logical explamtionl

As has been shown above, 20:17 is an allusion to Bx. 19:10-1.S.

John handles the Ascension ot Jesus in the sa• vay as IAlca does in his
GosD8l (Luke 24:51). In the Gospels ot Iailca and John they mica passing
allusion to the Ascension. Their audience 1mav what vaa •ant. When
wke wrote Acts he had not forgotten what he had said in bis gospel.

Nor

did he intem two accounts (as Brom wou.ld have it)3? ot the ascension.
What wke intended to record tul.ly in a later work he alluded to in an
earlier one.

John's audience vas tam liar with a !Jllca~cts Ascension,

therefore, his allusions to it sufficed.

To the writer ot the Pmrth

Gospel, the cross, empty tod>, am ascension were three phaaes ot one
divine process ot His glorification.
separate realities.

37Supra, PP• ll9-120.

They were also, honver, three

CHAP?ER IX
II SUMMATIOR

Several times in this paper there haw bean chapter conclusions and.
brief summations of presented material up to certain points.

Since this

has been previously dona it will not be dona in great detail here.
The message of the 11'ourth Gospel can be urderatood most fully only
if the author's literary techniques are constantly borm in ml.nrl.

Jahn

has mstartully employed irony, arid other literary- techniques such as
subtlety, allusions, am questioning, to proclaim indirec$ly the sa•
salvific message as the synoptic authors had dona with more directmaa.
John everywhere assu•s his audience• a synoptic lmovlsdge. Ma.117 of those
synoptic facts which seem to be omitted by the Fourth Gospel's author
are, in f'act, alluded to by him through the means ot varims 11,erary
techniques.
Even though John' a use of irony can frequently be pin-pointed in his
utilization of questioning, statements, and historical settings, there
is also a sense in which the over-all presentation of the Fau.rth Gospel
is "ironically" set forth.
:aajor theme:

This was, perhaps, nacessitated by John' a
.
"He was in the world • • • yet the world knaw him not.

Ba

came to his own home, and his ovn people received him not.. But to all
who received him • • • he gave power to become children of God • •• •"
(John 1:9-1)). To the writer of the Fourth Gospel it was •ironical• that
such was the case. It was ironical that the Om thrmgh llhom the world
.
was :aade shmld not be recognized and recei'V8d by His own people. It
was also ironical that those privileged to become God's children 11vere

l'.3S
born, not

or

blood nor of' the will of' the flesh nor of' the vill of man,

but of' God" (John l:l'.3).

Thia kind of' over-all irony per•ates the

Fourth Gospel and is sustained and applied by ruances and innu.endos

or

allusion and c:lramtic subtlety.
I.est John' a message be 1111.sunlerstood and misconstrued by talae

alternatives and sche•tic patterns forced unnaturally upon his Gospel,
his Esterful use ot certain literary- techni<\Ues mat be aclmowledged and
employed as a mjor hermanautical tool when interpreting it.

Since the

word "dramatic" is trequent'.17 used in this paper to describe John' a
literary presentation as a whole, a few words Jlll8t be said about it hare.
By- "dra•tic" it 1111st not be understood that John mmtactured vords am
events--with whatever motives--which were not historically' true.

John

adDd.tted'.17 looks back upon the historical facts in the light of' Jesus•
transcendent glory, but the things he dramatically re!)Ol"ts are things
he remembered--not things ha f'abricatea (see 2:22; 12:16; 18:)2; 21:19,
23).

In these citations John can be seen explaining later developments

in the light or what he remembered Jesus doing or saying.

The early

audience of' John's Gospel, moreover, emphatically' endorsed the complete
historicity of his eye-witness credibility (19:)S; 21124). The early
believers unequivocally' denied that they "follow clevarly devised -.,this
• • • but were eye-witnesses of' his 11Bjesty" (2 Peter 1:16).

Therefore,

by "dram.tic" Johannina presentation is meant that John, loolclng back
upon remmbered words and deeds of' Jesus, reproduced tor his audienceby iroft1' and other literary techniques--tha pathos existent during the
earthly ministry

or

his Lord.

He did not write to correct or add to the

already existent body of' Christian dogma.

Nor was ha ignorant ot, or

1)6
disagreeing with, the traditions reported by the synoptic writers.

The

only basic ditterence between John and the synoptic goapele is a difference or literary technique. When he is not as explicit aa they it is
because his audience already krlaw the tacts or the matter and so John
vr~e allusiwly'.

He wanted, primarily, to convey the pathos or the

great Incarnate Authenticity as the synopt.ic writers wra primarily'
interested to convey •racts.• To ac~omplish his desired em John employed
dranatic irony strengthened and upheld by exquisite questioning, statements, settings, and over-all presentational af'tect. He desired that
those generations following him could also be "witnasaean ot Ria
incarnate drama.

If' his literary techniq_ues c011ld contribute anything

toward that end, then, they w011ld. haw served their purpose.

John desired

that it be possible f'ar his audience--th011gh not seeing--to, ,et,
believe (John 20129).

•
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